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(ii) 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
COME NOW the plaintiffs, and for their Motion for 
Judgment against these defendants, state as follows: 
Facts Common To All Counts 
1. Plaintiffs Edward R. Curley, Jr. and Barbara 
A. Curley, his wife, (the "Curleys") are residents of St. 
Mary's County, Maryland. 
2. Plaintiffs Thalia Stevenson and William P. 
stevenson, her husband, (the "Stevensons") are residents of 
Springfield, Virginia. 
3. Plaintiff John Harry Hadjy is a resident of 
Silver Springs, Maryland. 
4. Plaintiff Puppy Corporation ("Puppy") is a 
Virginia stock corporation. 
5. In February, 1987, plaintiffs Edward R. 
Curley, Jr., Thalia stevenson and John Harry Hadjy organized 
a corporation, Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc., under 
the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, for the purpose of 
operating an automotive dealership. Edward R. Curley, Jr. 
subscribed and purchased fifty two percent (52%) of the 
corporation's stock, and John Harry Hadjy and Thalia 
Stevenson subscribed and purchased the remaining forty eight 
percent (48%) of the corporation's stock. 
6. On February 18, 1987, Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. entered into a "Term Sales Agreement"~ 





Motors") which by its terms permitted Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. to operate the business of an 
automotive dealership, selling Chrysler, Plymouth and Dodge 
products manufactured by Chrysler Motors. Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Dealership"), thereafter commenced operating the business of 
a Chrysler dealership under the name "Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth, Dodge, Inc.", having its place of business in the 
town of Dahlgren, Virginia. The Dealership continued to 
operate as such until approximately July 1, 1989. 
7. In February, 1987, John Harry Had)y and Thalia 
Stevenson organized Puppy Corporation, a Virginia 
corporation, for the purpose of purchasing and owning 
commercial real property in Dahlgren, Virginia, for use as an 
automobile dealership facility. Under the terms of a written 
lease, Puppy leased its property, Box 1600, Highway 206, 
Dahlgren, Virginia, to the Dealership which used the premises 
in the conduct of its automotive dealership business. 
8. On March 16, 1987, the Dealership and Chrysler 
Credit Corporation ("Chrysler Credit") executed a "Security 
Agreement and Master Credit Agreement" and a "Promissory 
Note" in the principal amount of $600,000.00. Copies of 
these agreements are attached hereto as Exhibits 2 and 3 
respectively. These agreements constituted a "floor plan 
financing agreement" which permitted the Dealership to borrow 
money from Chrysler credit for the purpose of purchasing 
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automobiles from Chrysler Motors for sale by the Dealership 
to consumers. Pursuant to the Security Agreement and Master 
Credit Agreement, Chrysler Credit financed the Dealership's 
purchases of automotive inventory from that point until the 
Dealership ceased operations. 
9. In the conduct of its business as an 
automotive dealership, the Dealership executed additional 
financing arrangements with Chrysler Credit including a 
"Renewal Promissory Note" in the principal amount of 
$1,000,000.00, Exhibit 4 hereto, "Vehicle Financing and 
Repurchase Agreement", Exhibit 5 hereto, "DRAC Financing 
Agreement", Exhibit 6 hereto, and security agreements 
relating to the purchase of equipment needed for the 
Dealership's business, Exhibit 7 hereto. 
10. On March 16, 1987, the Curleys, the 
Stevensons, and John Harry Hadjy executed a "Continuing 
Guaranty", Exhibit 8 hereto, guaranteeing any and all 
indebtedness of the Dealership to Chrysler Credit, including 
but not limited to all indebtedness arising under the 
Security Agreement and Master Credit Agreement, Exhibit 2, 
the Vehicle Financing and Repurchase Agreement, Exhibit 5, 
the DRAC Financing Agreement, Exhibit 6, and the security 
agreements and notes, Exhibit 7. 
11. In February, 1989, the defendants commenced 
negotiations seeking to purchase the stock interest in the 
Dealership owned by Edward R. Curley, Jr. 
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12. on or about March 2, 1989, defendant Motors 
Holding Company, Inc. executed an Agreement, Exhibit 9, and 
delivered to Edward R. Curley, Jr., a partial payment for the 
fifty two percent (52%) stock interest which Mr. Curley owned 
in the Dealership. 
13. Upon execution of the Agreement of March 2, 
1989, the individual defendants began participating in the 
daily operations of the Dealership. 
14. Negotiations regarding the defendants purchase 
of the entire stock interest of the Dealership continued from 
February, 1989 through May 10, 1989. On that date, at the 
Dealership's place of business in Dahlgren, Virginia, the 
defendants met with Edward R. Curley, Jr., and executed a 
"Stock Sale" agreement, Exhibit 10 hereto, which by its terms 
superceded the Agreement of March 2, 1989. As part of the 
sales price paid to Mr. Curley, defendants delivered to Mr. 
Curley their Promissory Note in the principal amount of 
$50,000.00, Exhibit 11 hereto. 
15. Simultaneous with defendants• execution of the 
Stock Sale agreement, defendants also executed an "Agreement 
of Sale", Exhibit 12 hereto, by which defendants Jerry M. 
Dean and Lloyd Pate purchased the forty eight percent (48%) 
stock interest in the Dealership owned by John Harry Hadjy 
and Thalia Stevenson. 
16. On May 10, 1989, and when they executed the 
Stock Sale agreement, Exhibit 10, Promissory Note, Exhibit 
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11, and Agreement of Sale, Exhibit 12, the defendants had no 
intention of honoring their contractual commitments to Edward 
R. CUrley, Jr., Thalia Stevenson and/or John Harry Hadjy. 
Unknown to the plaintiffs, who justifiably relied upon the 
defendants• promises, the defendants had already devised and 
embarked upon a course of conduct which would strip the 
Dealership of all its assets in fraud of plaintiffs' and the 
Dealership's creditors. 
17. The individual defendants are the officers, 
directors, shareholders and creditors of the corporate 
defendant herein, Motors Holding company, Inc. ("Motors 
Holding11 ), a corporation engaged in the business of 
purchasing late model automobiles which it then leases to 
consumers under a rent-to-buy program. 
18. The individual defendants would acquire a late 
model automobile, purchasing the automobile in the name of 
the Dealership, at times using the Dealership's funds or 
credit reputation, and after acquisition would cause the 
Dealership to refurbish and repair the automobile at the 
Dealership's expense. Subsequent to the refurbishing of the 
automobile, defendants would convey the automobile to 
defendant Motors Holding for a nominal price, far below the 
Dealership's cost to acquire and repair the vehicle. This 
same procedure was utilized on the Dealership's used vehicle 




purchase through Chrysler Motors monthly auto auction of 
repossessed vehicles held in Fredericksburg, Virginia. 
19. As the scheme progressed, the Dealership's 
used automotive inventory, parts inventory and cash assets 
began to be depleted. By the end of May, defendants 
commenced using proceeds from the Dealership's sale of new 
cars to cover the cost being incurred to acquire, refurbish 
and transfer automobiles to Motors Holding. 
20. On May 31, 1989, the Dealership forwarded to 
Chrysler Credit three (3) checks representing amounts owed 
Chrysler Credit on three (3) automobiles, the purchase of 
which Chrysler Credit had financed for the Dealership. Those 
checks, together with "Return Check" notices, are found at 
Exhibit 13 hereto. On or about June 9, 1989, the 
Dealership's bank, King George State Bank, refused to honor 
the aforedescribed checks and returned them to Chrysler 
Credit marked "N.S.F." (not sufficient funds). 
21. The return of the Dealership's checks to 
Chrysler Credit resulted in a condition referred to in the 
automotive industry as "SOT", meaning Sold out of Trust; 
specifically, that automobiles which had been financed by 
Chrysler Credit had been sold by the Dealership and the funds 
therefor had not been remitted to Chrysler Credit. Despite 
repeated written and oral demands made by Chrysler credit 
upon the Dealership and the individual defendants herein 
known by Chrysler Credit to have purchased the stock of the 
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Dealership, the Dealership and the individual defendants 
failed and refused to make good the checks previously 
forwarded to Chrysler Credit. 
22. As a result of the defendants failure to make 
good the Dealership's checks, inventory audits were performed 
by Chrysler Credit at the Dealership between June 9, 1989 and 
June 29, 1989, which revealed that eight (8) vehicles had 
been Sold Out of Trust. 
23. As a result of the Dealership's returned 
checks and the audits referred to in paragraph 22, Chrysler 
Credit, on June 22, 1989, filed a Motion for Judgment in 
Detinue in the Circuit Court of King George county, Virginia, 
seeking repossession of the collateral securing the 
Dealership's indebtedness to Chrysler Credit. A temporary 
order was entered on June 29, 1989, Exhibit 14 hereto, and a 
final judgment was entered on July 27, 1989, Exhibit 15 
hereto, by the Circuit Court of King George County, Virginia, 
which permitted Chrysler Credit under an Order of Detinue to 
repossess its collateral. 
24. As Chrysler Credit began the process of 
repossession of the collateral securing the Dealership's 
indebtedness, the defendants removed from the Dealership's 
premises in Dahlgren to Motors Holding's rental lot in 
Maryland the Dealership's remaining used vehicle inventory, 
motorcycles, and other personal property received by the 
Dealership as trade-ins, and even a line a tractors which the 
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Dealership then held on consignment, but as to which it had 
no title. The removal of such assets for the use and benefit 
of defendants violated Virginia law, and was in fraud of the 
Dealership's creditors, including the plaintiffs. 
25. On June 22, 1989, Chrysler Credit repossessed 
the assets of the Dealership and on that date prepared a 
Liquidating Dealer Inventory List, Exhibit 16 hereto, which 
indicates that on the date of repossession eight (8) vehicles 
financed by Chrysler Credit had been Sold Out of Trust. 
Three (3) of those vehicles were vehicles upon which payment 
was made with those checks returned "N.S.F." on May 31, 1989. 
The amount which the Dealership owed Chrysler Credit on the 
eight (8) vehicles Sold out of Trust was $82,374.84. 
26. Subsequent to its repossession of the 
collateral securing the Dealership's indebtedness, ~hrysler 
Credit disposed of the collateral as follows: 
(a) By private sale of fourteen (14) vehicles 
to Tidewater Dodge, resulting in a net loss of $1,854.37. 
(b) By private sale of two (2) vehicles to 
Heritage Chrysler Plymouth, resulting in no net loss. 
(c) By private sale of one (1) vehicle to 
plaintiff Thalia Stevenson, resulting in no net loss. 
(d) By consignment of twenty four (24) new 
vehicles to Chrysler Motors for sale by Chrysle~ Motors 
through its fleet auction at Fredericksburg Auto Auction. 
These sales resulted in a net loss of $72,766.33. 
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(e) By sale of fourteen (14) used vehicles 
through the Fredericksburg Auto Auction, resulting in a net 
loss of $30,115.28. 
(f) By sale of four (4) vehicles held by the 
Dealership as rental units under the "DRAC Financing 
Agreement", Exhibit 6, resulting in a net loss of $5,811.33. 
(g) By private sale of the Dealership's parts 
inventory to Heritage Chrysler Plymouth at a sales price of 
$20,000.00. 
(h) By auction sale of the Dealership's fixed 
assets, furniture and equipment, resulting in a recovery of 
$17,409.26 on equipment upon which the Dealership owed 
Chrysler Credit $3,426.75. 
27. The net losses resulting from Chrysler 
Credit's repossession and sale of the Dealership's 
collateral, after application of all recoveries, aggregates 
$105,722.08. 
28. In addition, subsequent to the Dealership's 
cessation of business, Chrysler Credit was required, and did, 
repossess vehicles which the Dealership had sold to consumers 
under "Retail Installment Contracts", which were purchased by 
Chrysler Credit. As consumer purchasers of the Dealership 
defaulted in their obligations, Chrysler Credit was required 
to repossess and sell such vehicles resulting in a loss to 




29. On or about April 1, 1990, Chrysler Credit 
filed an action in the United States District Court for the 
Eastern District of Virginia against Edward R. Curley, Jr., 
Barbara A. Curley, Thalia Stevenson, William P. Stevenson, 
and John Harry Hadjy, each being guarantors of the 
indebtedness of the Dealership to Chrysler Credit, seeking of 
these parties, the plaintiffs herein, reimbursement of all 
losses sustained by Chrysler Credit as a result of the 
failure of the Dealership. 
30. On July 3, 1990, the Honorable Albert v. 
Bryan, Jr., Judge, entered a judgment order against John 
Harry Hadjy and in favor of Chrysler Credit in the amount of 
$376,701.24 with interest from June 21, 1989, and defendant's 
costs of $130.00 and in attorneys' fees and expenses of 
$11,619.33, Exhibit 17; a judgment of like amounts was 
entered against Thalia Stevenson and William P. Stevenson by 
the Honorable T. s. Ellis, III, Judge, on December 20, 1990, 
Exhibit 18; and by order entered by the Honorable T. s. 
Ellis, III, Judge, on January 18, 1991, a judgment in the 
amount of $312,156.09 plus interest and attorneys' fees of 
$10,000.00 was entered in favor of Chrysler credit against 
Edward R. Curley, Jr. and Barbara A. Curley, Exhibit 19. 
31. The plaintiffs have compromised and paid the 
judgments entered against them in the United States District 
Court, and in favor of Chrysler Credit, paying Chrysler 
Credit $356,109.00. That as a result of such payments, the 
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plaintiffs, as guarantors of the Dealership's indebtedness to 
Chrysler Credit, are subrogated to Chrysler Credit's rights 
against the Dealership and the defendants. 
COUNT ONE 
Breach of Stock Sale 
32. The allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 - 31 
are incorporated by reference in this Count One as if fully 
set forth here. 
33. When referred to in this count one, 
"defendants" includes all defendants named herein exclusive 
of the corporate defendant, Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, 
Dodge, Inc. 
34. Plaintiff, Edward R. Curley, Jr., has sold and 
delivered to the defendants referred to in paragraph 33 
hereof his entire fifty two percent (52%) stock interest in 
the Dealership and has performed each and every other 
contractual obligation required of him under the Stock Sale 
agreement, Exhibit 10. 
35. The defendants referred to in paragraph 33 
hereof have breached the Stock Sale agreement by their 
failure to provide Edward R. Curley, Jr. the use of three (3) 
current model year demonstrator vehicles, including taxes, 
licensing and insurance costs; and by their acts in 
destroying the Dealership and removing its assets. 
36. The rental value of the vehicles which the 
defendants have failed and refused to provide to Edward R. 
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Curley, Jr. exceeds $1,000.00 per month, for an aggregate 
loss through the date hereof in excess of $24,000.00. 
37. The defendants breach of the Stock Sale 
agreement is an anticipatory breach of the Promissory Note, 
Exhibit 11, rendering such note due and payable. 
38. Defendants, Jerry M. Dean, Lloyd Pate, Robert 
L. Hamilton, Ted R. Dean, Irvin Hanis Catlett and Motors 
~olding, are liable to Edward R. CUrley, Jr. for breach of 
the Stock Sale agreement in the current principal amount of 
$74,000.00, together with prejudgment interest thereon at the 
legal rate from JUly 1, 1989 until judgment, and judgment 
interest thereon until paid, attorneys• fees and costs and 
expenses incurred herein as provided in the Promissory Note. 
COUNT TWO 
Breach of Agreement of Sale 
39. The allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 - 31 
are incorporated by reference in this Count Two as if fully 
set forth here. 
40. When referred to in this Count Two, 
"defendants" includes only Jerry M. Dean and Lloyd Pate. 
41. Plaintiffs Thalia stevenson and John Harry 
Hadjy have sold and delivered to the defendants referred to 
in paragraph 40 their entire forty eight percent (48%) stock 
interest in the Dealership and have performed each and every 
other contractual obligation required of them under the 




42. Defendants have breached the Agreement of Sale 
by their failure to pay Thalia Stevenson and John Harry Hadjy 
the consideration set forth in the Agreement; specifically, 
$15,000.00 due December 24, 1989 and $20,000.00 due November 
10, 1990; and by their acts in destroying the Dealership and 
removing its assets. 
43. Defendants Jerry M. Dean and Lloyd Pate are 
liable to Thalia Stevenson and John Harry Hadjy in the 
principal amount of $35,000.00 with prejudgment interest on 
$15,000.00 from December 24, 1989, and prejudgment interest 
on the remaining $20,000.00 from November 10, 1990, together 
with interest at the judgment rate from date of judgment 
until paid, and their costs and expenses incurred herein. 
COUNT THREE 
Breach of Promises to Puppy Corporation 
44. The allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 - 31 
are incorporated by reference in this Count Three as if fully 
set forth here. 
45. When referred to in this Count Three, 
"defendants" includes all defendants named herein exclusive 
of Motors Holding Company, Inc. 
46. Incident to the purchase by Jerry M. Dean and 
Lloyd Pate of the stock interests in the Dealership owned by 
plaintiffs Thalia Stevenson and John Harry Hadjy, the sole 
stockholders of Puppy Corporation, Puppy Corporation agreed 
to defer collection of an indebtedness in the amount of 
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$50,000.00 then owed by the Dealership to Puppy Corporation, 
and to forgive that indebtedness upon the full and timely 
payment by Jerry M. Dean and Lloyd Pate of all sums due 
Thalia stevenson and John Harry Hadjy under the Agreement of 
Sale, Exhibit 12. In consideration for such forbearance, 
the defendants referred to in paragraph 45 hereof agreed to 
pay the Dealership's indebtedness to Puppy Corporation if 
Jerry M. Dean and Lloyd Pate failed to meet their contractual 
obligations, and further agreed to lease real estate owned by 
Puppy Corporation and upon which the automobile dealership 
was being operated for a period of eight (8) months for a 
consideration of $14,000.00, all as set forth in the 
Agreement of Sale, Exhibit 12. 
47. Defendants Jerry M. Dean and Lloyd Pate have 
failed to make the payments due to Thalia Stevenson and John 
Harry Hadjy as required under the Agreement of Sale. 
48. The defendants, Jerry M. Dean, Lloyd Pate, 
Robert L. Hamilton, Ted R. Dean, Irvin Hanis catlett and 
Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc., are therefore liable 
to Puppy Corporation in the principal amount of $50,000.00 
for the indebtedness of the Dealership which was guaranteed 
by the individual defendants, prejudgment interest thereon 
from November 10, 1990, and for the principal amount of 
$14,000.00 for their lease of premises owned by Puppy 
Corporation, together with the cost of utilities, interest 
00014 
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and repairs to such premises in an amount exceeding 
$12,000.00, and for their costs and expenses incurred herein. 
COUNT FOUR 
Fraudulent Inducement to Contract 
49. The allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 - 31 
are incorporated by reference in this Count Four as if fully 
set forth here. 
so. When referred to in this count Four, 
"defendants" includes all defendants named herein exclusive 
of the corporate defendant, Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, 
Dodge, Inc. 
51. Incident to their scheme to obtain the assets 
of the Dealership, defendants executed the Stock Sale 
agreement, Exhibit 10, purchasing the stock interest in the 
Dealership owned by Edward R. Curley, Jr., and executed the 
Agreement of Sale, Exhibit 12, purchasing the stock interest 
in the Dealership owned by Thalia stevenson and John Harry 
Hadjy. 
52. The defendants• promises to abide by the terms 
of the Stock Sale agreement and Agreement of Sale were an 
artifice and device calculated to perform a fraud upon the 
sellers, Edward R. Curley, Jr., Thalia Stevenson and John 
Harry Hadjy, the owners of the Dealership's stock, and 
guarantors of its indebtedness to Chrysler Credit. 
53. That at the time defendants promised to 
purchase the stock interest of Edward R. Curley, Jr., Thalia 
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stevenson and John Harry Hadjy, the defendants had no 
intention of performing their promises and such promises 
therefore constitute a fraudulent and material misstatement 
of fact, and such promises were known by the defendants to be 
fraudulent and material misstatements of fact. 
54. The plaintiffs relied upon the defendants' 
fraudulent and material misstatements of fact and under the 
circumstances were justified in relying thereon. 
55. The plaintiffs have been damaged as a result 
of the defendants' fraudulent and material misstatements of 
fact and plaintiffs' justifiable reliance thereon in the 
following respects: (i) Edward R. Curley, Jr. has been 
damaged in the loss of his contractual bargain in the current 
principal amount of $74,000.00, together with prejudgment and 
postjudgment interest, attorneys' fees, costs and expenses 
incurred herein; (ii) Thalia Stevenson and John Harry Hadjy 
have been damaged in the loss of their contractual bargain in 
the current principal amount of $35,000.00, together with 
prejudgment and postjudgment interest, and their costs and 
expenses incurred herein; (iii) Puppy Corporation has been 
damaged in the loss of its contractual bargain in the current 
principal amount of $76,000.00, together with prejudgment and 
postjudgment interest, and its costs and expenses incurred 
herein; and (iv) the guarantors of the indebtedness of 
Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc., Edward R. Curley, 
Jr., Barbara A. Curley, Thalia Stevenson, William P. 
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Stevenson, and John Harry Hadjy, have collectively been 
damaged in the amount of $356,109.00, together with 
prejudgment and postjudqment interest thereon, their costs 
and expenses incurred herein and reasonable attorneys' fees. 
COUNT FIVE 
Unlawful Distribution of Corporate Assets 
56. The allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 - 31 
are incorporated by reference in this Count Five as if fully 
set forth here. 
57. When referred to in this Count Five, 
11defendants 11 includes all defendants named herein exclusive 
of the corporate defendant, Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, 
Dodge, Inc. 
58. The defendants are the.shareholders, officers 
and directors of Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. 
59. At a time when the defendants knew, or 
reasonably should have known, that Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. was unable to pay its debts as they 
became due in the regular course of business, and when the 
effect of a distribution of corporate assets would result in 
Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc.'s assets being less 
than its total iiabilities, the defendants distributed to 
themselves in violation of Va. Code §§ 13.1-653, 13.1-690, 
and 13.1-692, automotive and related assets of the 




60. The defendants unlawful distribution unto 
themselves of the assets of the Dealership resulted in the 
inability of the Dealership to meet its obligations to 
creditors including Chrysler Credit, and plaintiffs who had 
guaranteed the Dealership's indebtedness to Chrysler Credit. 
61. As a result of the defendants unlawful 
distribution of the Dealership's assets unto themselves, 
plaintiffs have been required to pay the indebtedness owned 
by Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. to Chrysler Credit 
in the principal amount of $356,109.00. 
62. The defendants, directors, officers and 
shareholders of Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc., each 
of whom who have assented to, permitted, participated in, and 
personally benefited by the unlawful distribution of the 
assets of the Dealership are liable to the Dealership's 
guarantors -Edward R. Curley, Jr., Barbara A. Curley, ·Thalia 
Stevenson, William P. Stevenson, and John Harry Hadjy - in 
the amount of $356,109.00, which amount the guarantors were 
required to pay and have paid to Chrysler Credit in 
satisfaction of the indebtedness of Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. 
COUNT SIX 
Shareholder Liability for the Debts of 
Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. 
63. The allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 - 62 
are incorporated by reference in this Count Six as if fully 
set forth here. 
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64. When referred to in this Count Six, 
"defendants" includes all defendants named herein exclusive 
of the corporate defendant, Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, 
Dodge, Inc. 
65. The defendants, each of whom are shareholders 
of Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc., have for their 
personal benefit participated in unlawful and fraudulent acts 
which diminished and depleted the assets of the Dealership. 
66. The acts of the defendants·in distribution to 
themselves of the assets of the Dealership and the systematic 
removal of such assets from the state of Virginia illustrate 
that the defendants have treated the corporate existence of 
Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. as a mere 
instrumentality and the alter ego of the shareholders. 
67. The defendants through their unlawful 
distribution and conversion of the assets of the Dealership 
in fraud of its creditors, such as plaintiffs, have misused 
the corporate existence of Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, 
Inc., and may not use its corporate veil to shield themselves 
from personal liability for the debts of the Dealership. 
68. The defendants are liable to plaintiffs, 
guarantors of the indebtedness of the Dealership, in the 
principal amount of $356,109.00, the amount of the 
indebtedness owed by the Dealership to Chrysler Credit, 




WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs, Edward R. Curley, Jr., 
Barbara A. Curley, Thalia Stevenson, William P. Stevenson, 
John Harry Hadjy, and Puppy Corporation, move this Honorable 
Court to grant the following judgments: 
(1) A judgment in favor of Edward R. Curley, Jr., 
and against defendants Jerry M. Dean, Lloyd Pate; Robert L. 
Hamilton, Ted R. Dean, Irvin Hanis Catlett, ·and Motors 
Holding Company, Inc., jointly and severally, in a principal 
amount to be determined, but not less than $74,000.00, 
together with prejudgment and postjudgment interest thereon, 
his costs and expenses incurred herein, and attorneys' fees; 
(2) A judgment in favor of Thalia Stevenson and 
John Harry Hadjy, and against defendants Jerry M. Dean and 
Lloyd Pate, jointly and severally, in a principal amount of 
$35,000.00, together with prejudgment and postjudgme~t 
interest thereon and their costs and expenses incurred 
herein; 
(3) A judgment in favor of Puppy Corporation, and 
against defendants Jerry M. Dean, Lloyd Pate, Robert L. 
Hamilton, Ted R. Dean, and·Irvin Hanis Catlett, in the 
principal sum of $76,000.00, together with prejudgment and 
postjudgment interest thereon and its costs and expenses 
incurred herein; and 
(4) A judgment in favor of Edward R. ~urley, Jr., 
Barbara A. Curley, Thalia Stevenson, William P. stevenson, 
John Harry Hadjy, and against Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, 
- 22 - f.l0020 
Dodge, Inc., Jerry M. Dean, Lloyd Pate, Robert L. Hamilton, 
Ted R. Dean, Irvin Hanis Catlett, and Motors Holding Company, 
Inc., jointly and severally, in the principal amount of 
$356,109.00, together with prejudgment and postjudgment 
interest thereon and their costs and expenses incurred 
herein. 
EDWARD R. CURLEY, JR. 
BARBARA A. CURLEY 
THALIA STEVENSON 
WILLIAM P. STEVENSON 
JOHN HARRY HADJY 
PUPPY CORPORATION 
By Counsel 
William B. Cave, Esquire 
Felton & Cave, a Professional 
701 North Fifth Street, Suite 
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ANSWER TO MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
Comes now the Defendants, and their answer for dismissal 
of the above style action, state the following answers and 
ask the Court to grant a combined judgment of $840,000.00 
against the Plaintiffs. 
FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS 
!. The Curleys• address are not known to the Defendants. 
2. The Stevensons' address are not known to the Defendants. 
3. The Defendants do not have the knowledge of Hadjy's 
address. 
4. Puppy Corporation's corporate status is unknown 
to the Defendants. 
s. The Defendants are without knowledge or information 
to either admit or deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 
Five of the Motion For Judgment, and therefore, deny the 
same. 
6. The Defendants are without knowledge or information 
to either admit or deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 
Six of the Motion For Judgment, and therefore, deny the 
same. 
7. The Defendants are without knowledge or information 
to either ~dmit or deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 
Seven of the Motion For Judgment,.and therefore, deny the 
same. 
8. The Defendants are without knowledge or information 






Eight of the Motion For Judgment, and therefore, deny the 
same. 
9. The Defendants are without knowledge or information 
to either admit or deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 
Nine of the Motion For Judgment, and therefore, deny the 
same. 
10. The Defendants are without knowledge or information · 
to either admit or deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 
Ten of the Motion For Judgement, and therefore, deny the 
same. 
11. Defendant Catlett negotiated with Curley to purchase 
Curley•s interest in the Dealership in February 1989. 
12. On March 2, 1989, Defendant, Motors Holding Company 
Inc., executed an agreement (Defendants Exhibit 1) to purchase 
52% stock interest which Plaintiff Edward Curley owned in 
the Dealership, without having authority to do so, (see 
Paragraph 4, Defendants Exhibit 1, Paragraph 3, Defendants 
Exhibit 2), and with the knowledge of impending litigation 
from Chrysler, (Defendants Exhibit 1, Paragraph 10), due 
to the insider knowledge of the depletion of working capital 
in excess of $160,000.00 via excessive repossession losses 
admitted by Plaintiff Edward Curley in (Defendants Exhibit 3), 
the depletion of the working capital w~s never replenished. 
Plaintiff Edward Curley had, at all times, this knowledge 
and failed to disclose that fact to the Defendants, despite 
his full knowledge of t~is fact as Financier of the Dealership. 





and due to these acts and many other covert activities, 
Defendants ask this Honorable Court to grant Defendants 
the direct capital investiment loss of $210,000.00 and 
$630,000.00 punitive damages under the Racketeer Influenced 
and Corrupt Organizations Act [18 uses §§ 1961 et seq:]. 
13. Defendants Catlett, Dean and Hamilton began parti-
cipati~g in the daily operations of the Dealership. 
14. Defendants agree, but state that all Plaintiffs 
collectively did conspire to defraud Defendants in a con-
tinui11g conspiracy to se~l Dealership to Defendants without 
disclosing many factors including and not limited to the 
expiration of the Dealer contract between the Dealership 
and Chrysler and the fact that the Defendants must agree 
in order to be approved by Chrysler to assume a six plus 
million dollars liability that was never disclosed in any 
prior negotiations and the Defendants asked that all monies 
invested plus treble damages be granted to the Defendants 
under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations 
Act [18 USCS §§ 1961 ef se~.] for the harm caused the Defendants 
by the Plaintiffs. 
15. Defendants agree, but Defendants Jerry Dean and 
Lloyd Pate reaffirms action in 14. 
16. ~Defendants denies allegation prior to and during 
all negotiations Plaintiffs were aware of the foregoing 
allegations by the Defendants plus Plaintiffs knew during 
this period that Defendant Hadjy had fabricated and falsely 




to defraud Defendants. 
17. Defendants deny allegations. 
18. Defendants disagree. Defendants at all times 
paid full price for repairs and paid Dealership a minimum 
of one thousand dollars profit for any car Motors Holding 
Company acquired. The Dealership had to have an infusion 
of funds from Defendants on a continuous basis in order 
to keep business open, due to the $160,000.00 deficit in 
financial statement as a result of poor business practices 
from the inception of the business. This funding exceed~d 
$210,000.00. 
19. Defendants deny, as stated above, that, at all 
times, Defendants paid for all purchases and infused cash 
to keep Dealership open. Plaintiff Hadjy in direct viola-
tion of Security Agreement and master Credit Agreement (De-
fendants Exhibit 6) did pledge part of the used car inventory 
to obtain a Floor Plan Loan from the Defendants (Defendants 
Exhibit 7); fraudulently pledging vehicles to both Chrysler 
and Motors Holding Company Inc. 
20. Defendants agree. Defendants decided that they 
had infused $60,000 in cash a few days before checks were 
written with the belief that checks to Chrysler would be 
covered. Plaintiffs wrote additional unauthorized check 
causing stated action. 
21. Defendants at no time caused any financial problems 
for Dealership, but continuously invested additional cash .· 




1990 Affidavit of Donald van Diggelan, Chrysler Motor Company 
Area Credit Manager, For The Federal Court of the Eastern 
District of Virginia at Alexandria, Virginia, ·Mr. Van Diggelan 
stated in Paragraph Three of that Affidavit that at no time 
prior to June 22, 1989, did John Hadjy contact Chrysler 
Credit to report any impairment of Chrysler Credit collateral 
or looting of the Dealership Corporation. (See Defendants 
Exhibit #4.) Plaintiff Hadjy through a continual conspiracy 
with Defendant Edward Curley to keep Dealership afloat through 
deceiving Defendants with the hope of Chrysler approving 
sale to Defendants and completing sham. 
22. Defendants deny. Plaintiff Hadjy, with the acquiescence 
of Chrysler credit Corporation by virtue of falsifying or 
failure to properly conduct the Dealerships wholesale inventory, 
allowed Hadjy to covertly roll over missing vehicles from 
month to month from the inception of the Dealership resulting 
in the "sold out of trust" posture, causing enormous financial 
harm to the Defendants. 
23. Plaintiff Hadjy created original deficit and con-
tinued to juggle (sic) books and vehicles to cover a large 
operating deficit created before March 2, 1989. Plaintiff 
Edward Curley knew of this deficit caused by enormous re-
... 
possession losses resulting in large losses and depleting 
of working capital. (See Defencants Exhibit #3). 
f)0026 
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24. Defendants deny allegations. 
25. Defendants Deny. Answer same as Paragraph 5. 
26. Defendants have insufficient data to answer. 
27. Defendants have insufficient data to answer. 
28. Defendants have insufficient data to answer. 
29. Defendants lack sufficient information to answer. 
30. Defendants lack sufficient information to answer. 
31. Plaintiffs caused deficit and defrauded Defendants 
through a pattern of continuing deceptive enterprise and 
should be held liable for all Chrysler deficits plus all 
monies invested by Defendants and Defendants pray for treble 
damages under the RICO Act. Also, Plaintiffs falsified 
Paragrah of Motion For Judgment by stating that Judgment 
had been paid to Chrysler. (See Defendants Exhibit #5.) 
COUNT ONE 
BREACH OF STOCK SALE 
32. Needs no furth8r answer. Refer to foregoing answers. 
33. Needs no answer. 
34. Defendants deny. Curley conspired with Hadjy 
to defraud Defendants through a systematic organized action 
to sell Dealership without disclosing millions of dollars 
of exposure plus failed to disclose that Dealership was 
effectively bankrupt. Therefore, no compensation is due 
Plaintiffs. See also Para~raph 12. 
35. Defendants deny. Answer same as 34·. plus Defend.ants 
in no way destroyed Dealership or removed _any assets. OO(l27 
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36. Defendants deny. Answer same as 34. 
37. Defendants deny. Refer to Paragraph 12 •. 
38. Defendants deny. See Paragraph 12. 
COUNT TWO 
BREACH OF AGREEMENT OF SALE 
39. Needs no further answer. 
40. Jerry Dean and Lloyd Pate acted in concert at all 
times with the other Defendants. 
41. Defendants deny. Plaintiffs Stevenson and Hadjy 
at all times know of the decaying financial condition of 
the Dealership and the six million dollar plus exposure 
created by mismanagement of the Plaintiffs. Therefore, 
Defendants deny all claims brought by Plaintiffs and respect-
fully ask the Court to void contested Contract and award 
Principle Investment plus treble damages under the RICO 
Law [18 uses §§ 1961 et seq.]. 
42. Defendants deny. Defendants in no way destroyed 
Dealership or removed any assets from the Dealership. 
43. Defendants deny. Same as 41. 
COUNT THREE 
BREACH OF PROMISES". TO. PUPPY CORPORATION 
44. Needs no further answer. 
45. Needs no further answer. 
00028 
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46. Defendants deny. Due to the fraud perpetrated 
by Plaintiffs as stated above, Defendants ask that they 
be absolved from any contracts between the parties. Paragraph 
4, Defendants Exhibit 8 is in itself a fraud due to the 
preexisting financial conditionn of the Corporation and 
thereby voids agreement of sale. 
47. Defendants deny. Answered in 46. 
48. Defendants deny. Same as foregoing 46. 
COUNT FOUR 
FRAUDULENT·INDUCEMENT TO CONTRACT 
49. No further answer n~~C~d. 
50. No further answer needed. 
51. Defendants deny. In retrospect Plaintiffs in 
actuality devised and carried out a scheme too obtain monies 
from the Defendants. 
52. Defendants deny. Same as 51. 
53. Defendants deny. Same as 51. 
54. Defendants deny. Same as 51. 
55. Defendants deny. Plaintiffs carried on a continuous 
criminal enterprise and, therefore, Defendants ask this 






UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION OF CORPORATE ASSETS 
56. No further answer needed. 
57. No further answer needed. 
58. Defendants deny. Defendants were unable to take 
transfer of Dealership and, therefore, all contracts between 
the parties are void. 
59. Defendants deny. In May 1989 after extensive 
investigations Defendants found that Dealership was $160,000.00 
in the hole from the time the Defendants entered the scene. 
At no time did Defendants distribute any assets to themselves 
or defraud Dealership in any way. Plaintiff Hadjy controlled 
Dealership at all times up to and including the takeover 
by Chrysler. 
60. Defendants deny. Same as 59. 
61. Defendants deny. Same as 59. 
62. Defendants deny. Same as 59. 
COUNT SIX 
SHAREHOLDER LIABILITY FOR THE 
DEBTS OF DAHLGREN CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH 
DODGE INC .. 
63. No further answer needed. 
64. No further answer needed. 
65. Defendants deny. Same as 59. 
66. Defendants deny. Same as 59. 
67. Defendants deny. Same as 59. 
68. Defendants deny. Same as 59. 00030 
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DEFENSES 
The following additional defenses are asserted by the 
Defendants against the claims raised herein by Plaintiffs. 
FIRST DEFENSE 
This Action must be dismissed and Defendants deny they 
are indebted to the Plaintiffs in any amount and the Defendants 
assert that any damages or losses sustained by tne Plaintiffs 
are the results of their own actions or inactions and were 
caused by their breach of agreements. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
The Plaintiffs are not entitled to damages herein because 
they have failed to act reasonably in the conduct and running 
of the Dealership. 
Wherefore, the Defendants respectfully request that 
this Complaint' be dismissed with prejudice and that they 
be awarded $840,000.00 in damages, their costs and expenses 
incurred herein, including reasonable attorney's fees. 
The Defendants reserve the right to alter or amend their 
answer and to assert other and affirmative defenses if they 
be so advised whenever they may obtain more definitive informa-
tion concerning the allegations of the complaint through 




Robert L. Hamilton Pro Se 
~d 
Irvin Hannis Catlett Pro Se 
/TelCoeatlPro se 




I hereby certify that a true copy of the aforegoing 
answer was mailed to: 
William B. Cave, Esquire 
Felton & Cave 
701 North Fifth Street 
Suite 101 
Richmond, Virginia 23219 
on the 14th Day of June 1991. 
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BY 
Signed and Dated this 
Lat·h Day of Jun~ 1991 
~\ ! 
Jerry Dean Pro Se 
Robert L. Hamilton Pro Se 
~ Irvrn:H:::is Catlett Pro Se 
Ted R. Dean Pro Se 
MOTORS HOLDING COMPANY, INC. 
______________________ Presid~nt ?ro S~ 
DEFENDANTS 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the aforegoing 
answer was mailed to: 
William B. Cave, Esquire 
Felton & Cave 
701 North Fifth Street 
Suite 101 
Richmond, Virginia 23219 




IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF KING GEORGE 
EDWARD R. CURLEY, JR., et als. 1 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DAHLGREN CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, DODGE, INC. 1 
















This matter came on the 16th day of March, 1992, 
for a hearing on the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by 
Irvin H. Catlett, pro se, seeking dismissal of plaintiffs' 
Motion for Judgment on the ground that the matters raised 
therein are based upon the alleged fraud of the defendants; 
that the plaintiffs must have been aware of the alleged fraud 
by June, 1989; and having filed no action thereon until May 9, 
1991, are barred by Va. Code § 8.01-248; and was argued by 
counsel. 
Based solely upon the Court's review of the 
plaintiffs' Motion for Judgment, the court finds that count 
One ("Breach of Stock Agreement"), Count Two ("Breach of 
Agreement of Sale"), and count Thr~e ("Breach of Promises to 
Puppy Corporation") sound in contract and not in tort and, 
accordingly, denies defendant's Motion for summary Judgment as 
to such counts. At the hearing, counsel for plaintiffs 
withdrew Count Four ("Fraudulent Inducement to Contract"). 
{)0034 
' -. ~
The court further finds that Count Five ("Unlawful 
Distribution of Corporate Assets") is statutory in nature and 
is not based upon fraud and, accordingly, denies defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment as to Count Five. 
Finally, the Court finds that Count Six 
("Shareholder Liability for the Debts of Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth, Dodge, Inc.") appears to the Court to be based upon 
fraud, and, therefore, the Court sustains the defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judq.ment as to Count Six on the ground that 
it is time barred. 
The court notes and preserves the objection of 
counsel for the represented defendants and Mr. Catlett, ~ 
~' that summary judgment is proper as to all Counts of the 
Motion for Judgment. 
The Court also notes and preserves the objection 
of plaintiffs' counsel that summary judgment as to Count Six 
is improper because Count Six is not based on fraud, and 
further, because there is nothing before the Court to indicate 
when the plaintiffs discovered or by the exercise of due 





SEEN AND OBJECTED TO AS TO THE GRANTING 
OF s;Y JUDGMENT ON COUNT SIX: 
~~J.d 
William B. Cave, Esquire 
Counsel for plaintiffs 
SEEN AND OBJECTED TO FOR FAILURE TO 
GRANT SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON ALL COUNTS 
OF THE MOTION FOR JUDGMENT: 
Arnold B. Snukals, Esqu~re 
William v. Riqqenbach, Esquire 
Counsel for Ted R. Dean, Jerry M. Dean, 
Lloyd Pate and Motors Holdinq Company 
Irvin H. Catlett, pro .§§ 
Robert L. Hamilton, () .§§ 
- 3 -
Recorded in Common Law Order Book 15, at page 322. 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF KING GEORGE 
EDWARD R. CURLEY, JR., et als., 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DAHLGREN CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, DODGE, INC., 
















This matter came on the 16th day of March, 1992, 
for a trial by jury. The jury was empaneled and heard 
evidence presented by the plaintiffs and witnesses on their 
behalf. 
At the conclusion of the plaintiffs' case in 
chief, the defendants moved the Court to strike Count Five 
("Unlawful Distribution of Corporate Assets") of the 
plaintiffs' Motion for Judgment on the ground that a cause of 
action for unlawful distribution of corporate assets may only 
be brought against the directors of the corporation, not 
against the shareholders receiving the distribution; and no 
evidence having been presented that the individual defendants 
were the directors of Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc., 
they cannot as a matter of law be liable for the distribution. 
The Court heard argument of counsel and took the motion under 
advisement. 
The trial proceeded with the presentation by the 




which time th~ proceedings were adjourned until 9:00 a.m. on 
March 17, 1992. 
The trial was reconvened at 9:00a.m. on March 17, 
1992, with the defendants• presentation of ~vidence. At the 
morning recess, and prior to the completion of the of 
defendants• case in chief, the Court sustained defendants• 
motion to strike plaintiffs' evidence as to Count Five 
("Unlawful Distribution of Corporate Assets"), on the ground 
that such cause of action lies only against the directors of a 
corporation. Objection of plaintiffs' counsel was noted. 
Thereafter, defendants concluded their case in chief. 
Before the jury was instructed, the defendants 
upon oral motion moved the Court to permit them, pursuant to 
~~&G:,<~ -sr._~~-z,~fi:&.· ... 1. 11'12-1 
Va. Code § 8.01-377~ to file an amended Counterclaim on the 
ground of breach of contract. The Court denied the 
defendants' motion on the qround that defendants had failed to 
file ·any written motion to amend their Counterclaim and to 
permit an amendment at this time would substantially prejudice 
plaintiffs, J;, ~ ~'(}-~ c-.-4-~~ 
~~Thereafter, the case was submitted to the jury who 
found their verdicts for the plaintiffs as follows: 
For the plaintiff, Edward R. Curley, Jr., against 
the defendants, Irvin H. Catlett, Jerry M. Dean, Ted R. Dean, 
Lloyd Pate, Robert L. Hamilton, and Motors Holding Company, 
and fix his damages at $176,000.00. 
- 2 -
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For the plaintiffs, Thalia Stevenson and John 
Harry Hadjy, against the defendants, Jerry M. Dean and Lloyd 
Pate, and fix their damages at $99,000.00. 
The defendants moved the Court to set the jury's 
verdict aside on the ground that it was contrary to the law 
and the evidence. The Court granted the defendants twenty-one 
(21} days in which to file their Motions with the Court, in 
default of which the verdict will stand. 
Arnold B. Snukals, Esquire 
William v. Riggenbach, Esquire 
Counsel for Ted R. Dean, Jerry M. Dean, 
Lloyd P~otors Holdinq Company 
Irvin H. Catlett, pro H 
- 3 - 00039 
Recorded in Common Law Order Book 15, at page 324. 
VIRGINIA: 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF KING GEORGE 
EDWARD R. CURLEY, JR. , et A.lJi. , 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DAHLGREN CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, DODGE, INC., 
















This matter came on the 13th day of May, 1992, 
upon the motions of defendants Jerry M. Dean, Ted R. Dean, 
Lloyd Pate, Motors Holdinq Company, and Irvin H. Catlett, to 
set aside the verdict of the jury which was rendered on March 
17, 1992, and was arqued by counsel and by Mr. ·catlett, pro 
Upon consideration of the Memoranda filed by the 
parties prior to the hearinq, and the arqument of counsel, the 
Court finds that the verdict of the jury is amply supported by 
the evidence and may not be set aside. Accordinqly, the 
motions of the defendants are denied. 
It is therefore ORDERED that the verdict be and 
hereby is confirmed in all respects; specifically, Edward R. 
CUrley, Jr. shall have judgment against Irvin H. Catlett, 
Jerry M. Dean, Ted R. Dean, Lloyd Pate, Robert L. Hamilton, 
and Motors Holding Company,· jointly and severally, in the 
principal amount of $176,000; and plaintiffs Thalia Stevenson 
and John Harry Hadjy shall have judgment against Jerry M. Dean 
fl0040 J/03 
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and Lloyd Pate, jointly and severally, in the principal amount 
of $99,000. The judgments herein shall bear interest at the 
judgment rate from the date hereof until paid. 
I ASK FOR THIS: 
William B. cave, Esquire 
Counsel for plaintiffs 
SEEN AND OBJECTED TO: 
ENTER: 
I Judgment docketed in Judgment Lien Book 9, at page 53. 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF KING GEORGE 
EDWARD R. CURLEY, JR., gt als., 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DAHLGREN CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, DODGE, INC., 
a Virginia corporation, et als., 
Defendants. 














On October 31, 1991, this court entered its Order 
qrantinq the plaintiffs default judgment against defendant 
Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc., the amount of the 
judgment to be ascertained at the trial of the matter 
scheduled to commence on March 16, 1992. The uncontradicted 
evidence at trial is that the plaintiffs, Edward R. Curley, 
Jr., -Barbara A. Curley, Thalia stevenson, William P. 
Stevenson, and John Harry Hadjy, as guarantors of the 
indebtedness of Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. to 
Chrysler Credit Corporation, paid $299,108.00 to Chrysler 
Credit Corporation to satisfy the indebtedness of Dahlgren 
Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodqe, Inc. to Chrysler Credit Corporation. 
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the plaintiffs, Edward R. 
CUrley, Jr., Barbara A. Curley, Thalia Stevenson, William P. 
Stevenson, and John Harry Hadjy, be and hereby are awarded 




the principal amount of $299,108.00, with interest thereon at 
the judgment rate from the date hereof until paid. 
ENTER: ~ 1'1f2-
I ASK FOR THIS: 
William B. Cave, Esquire 
Counsel for plaintiffs 
Arnold ~als, Esqu1.re 
William v. Riqqenbach, Esquire 
Counsel for Ted R. Dean, Jerry M. Dean, 
Lloyd Pate and Motors Holdinq Company 
Irvin ~lett, pro g 
Docketed in Judgment Lien Book 9, at page 53. 
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THE D:mECT TESTIMONY OF EDWARD R. CURLEY, JR. 1 
AS CONTAINED OR PAGES 21, 22, 23, 26, 30, 34, 





CURLEY DIRECT HALASZ & HALASZ 21 
1 was my original plan to build a dealership, to also build 
2 a motel, a gasoline station, and a small grocery store, on 
3 a piece of property which ultimately was immediately 
4 adjacent to the Comfort Inn down on Route 301. And as I 
5 investigated the area, I, you know, I said it's an 
6 economically viable area, that that seemed to be a good 
7 idea. So I was proceeding. 
8 And Mr. Hadjy had another partner in those 
9 days, and they were, they were negotiating to buy the 
10 dealership. And for personal reasons, his other partner 
11 dropped out. And he asked me if I would be interested in 
12 being not only the landlord, so to speak, but having an 
13 interest in the dealership as well. And since I, since I 
14· thought it was a good area, I said yes. 
15 Q What was your initial investment in the 
16 stock of the dealership? 
17 A $180,000. 
18 Q And do you recall what Mrs. Stevenson's 
19 initial investment was? 
20 A At the time, originally, the total 
21 investment required was $240,000. I was to put in 75 
22 percent of that amount, and John and his sister were going 
23 to put up the balance. I didn't know which, who was doing 
24 what. 
25 Q Okay. You became a stockholder then of 





HALASZ & HALASZ 22 
1 the -- and forgive me, but when I say the dealership, I'm 
2 going to be referring to Chrysler, or rather Dahlgren 
3 Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge. So that the jury will 
4 understand, instead of using the long corporate name, I'll 
5 simply refer to that corporation as the dealership from 
6 this point. 
7 You became -- about what time frame was it 
8 that you became a stockholder in the dealership? 
9 A It was in.early 1987. I was still 
10 proceeding with the building of the, of the new building 
11 up on 301. Mr. Hadjy decided that he would purchase the 
12 old building. So that for a while, the dealership would 
13 have he and his sister as the -- as their landlords. And 
14 then when we moved up on the highway, they would have me 
15 as their landlord. 
16 So it was right at the -- I guess March 1987 
17 my wife and I met with Chrysler Credit and signed the 
18 appropriate financial guarantees and submitted financial 
19 statements to that organization. And I was a stockholder 
20 at that point. 
21 Q Now, the dealership purchased its 
22 automobiles from Chrysler Motor corporation, and that's a 
23 Chrysler dealership; is that right? 
24 A Yes. 
25 Q And who financed those purchases? 
00046 
Reported by: JoRita B. Meyer, RPR 
CURLEY DIRECT 
HALASZ & HALASZ 23 
16 1 A Chrysler, Chrysler credit. 
2 Q Chrysler Credit? 
3 A (Indicating in the affirmative.) 
4 Q And incident to those financings, you 
5 mentioned that you and your wife had signed a guarantee? 
6 A Yes. 
7 Q I'm going to ask you to look at Exhibit 2 in 
8 the Bill of Complaint that I have handed you. Is Exhibit 
9 2 a copy of the guarantee that you and Mrs. Curley signed 
10 on March the 16th of 1987? 
11 A Yes. 
12 Q And behind the first two pages there, are 
13 those the guarantees of Thalia and Bill Stevenson, her 
14 husband, and John Hadjy? 
15 A Yes, they are. 
16 MR. CAVE: Your Honor, I'm going to ask that 
17 Exhibit 2 be admitted. 
18 THE COURT: Objection? 
19 MR. SNUKALS: No objection, Your Honor. 
20 THE COURT: By the pro se defendants? 
21 MR. CATLETT: No objection, Your Honor. 
22 THE COURT: In evidence, Plaintiffs' 2. 
23 BY MR. CAVE: 
24 Q So when you-all started in March or February 
25 of 1987, was the business doing all right? 
()0047 
Reported by: JoRita B. Meyer, RPR 
CURLEY DIRECT 
HALASZ & HALASZ 30 
17 1 my 52 percent. 
2 Q All right. 
3 A. And he also indicated that he would be 
4 talking to Mr. Hadjy about buying the remaining. 
5 Q Let m~ show you what's marked Exhibit 3 in 
6 the exhibit book that's before you. It's a document 
7 entitled "Stock Sale" and it's dated March the 2nd of 
8 1989. Can you identify that as the stock sale, the sale 
9 of your stock which you executed with Mr. Cattlett? 
10 A Yes,.that's it. 
11 MR. CAVE: I'm going to move this to be 
12 admitted into evidence as Plaintiffs' 3, Your Honor. 
13 MR. RIGGENBACH: No objection. 
14 THE COURT: Objection for the pro se 
15 defendants? 
16 MR. CATLETT: No objection. 
17 THE COURT: In evidence without objection, 
18 Plaintiffs' 3. 
19 BY MR. CAVE: 
20 Q Now, tell me what the purchase price was to 
18 
21 be for your stock? 
22 A This, the purchase price for this stock is 
23 $170,000. 
24 Q And how much of that was the down payment? 
25 A $25,000 as a down payment. 
.......... _ ~w 
Reported by: JoRita B. Meyer, RPR 
CURLEY DIRECT 
HALASZ & HALASZ 34 
18 1 A Well, they wanted to spread out the payments 
2 in some manner. They had been there for a couple of 
3 months. Based upon what they knew for that couple of 
4 months, they felt it would be a hardship to make the kind 
5 of payments to me, the 7,000-plus monthly payments to me, 
6 as well as run the dealership, from the income that they 
7 expected to come in. I negotiated that with -- everybody 
8 was involved, and Mr. Hamilton was the spokesman for the 
9 group at that time. 
10 Q Is it fair to say that they wanted you to 
11 spread your payment over time? 
12 A Yes. 
13 Q Let me show you what is marked Plaintiff's 
14 Exhibit Number 4 in the book that's in front of you and 
15 ask you to look at that for me, if you would? 
16 A (Perusing document.) 
17 Q Can you identify that as a second stock sale 
18 agreement between you and these defendants? 
19 
19 A Yes. This was a second stock sale for the 
20 contract that I just discussed. 
21 Q What's the date of this contract? 
22 A May lOth. 
23 Q so this contract is entered after they'd 
24 been running the dealership for some time? 
25 A Yes, they'd been there for more than two 
,..,.,.,._,._ 
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19 1 A You know, it was the middle of the following 
/ 
2 month, in June, when I was notified from Chrysler that the 
3 checks had bounced. 
4 Q All right. I'm going to ask you to look at 
5 Exhibit Number 5 in the book that's before you, and ask 
6 you if you recall having received a copy of that letter? 
7 A Yes, this is the letter I'm talking about. 
8 Q And is that the notice you received? 
9 A Yes. 
10 MR. CAVE: Your Honor, I'm going to ask the 
11 admission of Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 5. 
12 THE COURT: Objection? 
13 MR. RIGGENBACH: Yes, Judge. May we 
14 approach? 
15 THE COURT: Yes. 
16 (Bench conference:) 
17 MR. RIGGENBACH: Judge, this is pure 
18 hearsay, written by a lawyer for Chrysler, offered solely 
19 to prove the matter asserted. 
20 MR. CAVE: I'm offering it only for notice. 
21 THE COURT: Sir? 
22 MR. CAVE: I'm offering it only for notice. 
23 THE COURT: Only for? 
24 MR. CAVE: Notice. 
,_ 25 MR. RIGGENBACH: To prove --
---
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19 1 Q What did he tell you was going on at the 
2 dealership·? 
3 A He told me that checks had been bounced at 
4 Chrysler, and Chrysler was if it didn't get 
·5 straightened out, Chrysler was going to foreclose. 
6 Q What action did you take as a result? 
7 A Well, immediately I took no action. And 
8 ultimately Chrysler did come down and put the padlocks on 
9 the doors. Then --
1~ Q Yciu're using that term as a --
11 A I mean they closed the dealership. 
12 Q They didn't actually put padlocks on the 
( 13 door? 
14 A No. 
15 Q That's a term that you're using for 
20 
16 foreclosure; is that true? 
17 A Yes, they did foreclose. I over the course 
18 of that summer then met with the principals of Motors 
19 Holding, who were then Chrysler -- Dahlgren 
20 Chrysler-Plymouth, to reverse that. None of the cars had 
21 been sold, none of the assets had been sold. It's just 
22 that Chrysler had seized everything. We had a couple of 
2 3 meetings. We 
24 Q Who specifically did you meet with? 
25 A I met with all of the principals. 
00051 
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20 1 Q Who were they? 
,. 
2 A The Deans, Mr. Pate, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr. 
3 catlett. 
4 Q Okay. 
5 A Along with my attorney. We had a meeting. 
6 We met in Maryland. My attorney at the time was Mr. 
7 Ruder, Mr. Gerald Ruder, the attempt being to have these 
8 men honor their checks to Chrysler and get the dealership 
9 back open and operating-before significant harm could be 
10 done. 
11 Q And did those meetings result in anything? 
12 A Well, they were willing to carry on with the 
13 operation of the dealership. I indicated to them that 
14 with some additional guarantees from them, that I would go 
15 so far as to even help with the guarantees to Chrysler. 
16 And they put together a program that they thought that 
17 Chrysler would go along with so that the dealership could 
18 continue. And we scheduled a meeting with the Chrysler 
19 attorneys, and this Ms. Stone, and set up a meeting with 
20 Chrysler and Chrysler Credit. That was in her office. 
21 And we attended that meeting. But Chrysler would, would 
22 not, would not even meet with us. 
23 Q What was the next involvement that you had 
24 with anything involving the dealership or Chrysler? 
25 A Well, Chrysler then sold everything and came 
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deficiency, whereupon we went through I guess a year or 
more of court trying to prove, trying to show that we 
should not be held, my wife and I should not be held 
specifically liable for all of those damages. And finally 
Chrysler did get their judgment against us. 
Q I'm going to ask you to look at -- well, 
tell me this, do you recall the amount of the judgment 
that was entered against you and Barbara? 
A Well, it was over 300,000. 
MR. RIGGENBACH: Objection. 
THE COURT: state the grounds of the 
13 objection. 
14 MR. RIGGENBACH: Judge, the only causes of 
15 action before this Court are breaches of contract actions, 
16 plus the corporation act violation, and these matters are 
17 irrelevant to it. All we're looking at here are the 
18 contract actions. The judgment against Chrysler is 
19 another matter in which they failed. And I think it's 
20 only being used to gain the sympathy of the jury, now that 
21 they know they've lost a big dollar amount. It has no 
22 relevancy to this proceeding. And we think it's only 
23 being used to prejudice our clients, to gain sympathy in 
24 the eyes of the jury. 
25 THE COURT: Isn't the amount which the 
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had -- he had conveyed to me that he had recently been in 
a Ford store in the Atlanta area and in a program called 
rent-to-own had been very successful there, and that it 
generated income and business for the dealership. 
Q What books and records of the dealership do 
you recall reviewing with Mr. Catlett? 
A I gave Mr. Catlett our book with the 
financial statements. It was in a binder. And I believe 
he made photocopies of those that day also. Because the 
dealership was very small. All our books and records were 
open. I mean, the entire area there was open. So I 
believe he looked at some of the information from the 
display data computer. And everything else was available. 
Q Do you recall a time when Mr. Curley 
executed an agreement to sell his stock to Motors Holding 
Company? 
A Yes, sir, I do. 
Q That was an agreement dated March the 2nd of 
'89? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Do you recall who came into the dealership 
from the Motors Holding contingent to operate the business 
after that? 
A Okay, Mr. Catlett, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr. 
Dean. I believe Mr. Hamilton and Mr. ca~lett came, and 
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11 1 we decided that it wasn't a viable offer. 
2 Q Now, your sister is Thalia Stevenson? 
3 A Yes, sir. 
4 Q And you and Thalia owned the difference, the 
5 balance of the stock --
6 A Yes, sir. 
7 Q -- that Mr. Curley did not own; is that 
8 correct? 
9 A That's correct. 
10 Q Okay. So there was one offer that was 
11 unacceptable. Did you get another offer? 
12 A Are you talking about an actual written 
13 offer? 
14 Q Yes, sir. 
15 A Yes, we· did. We received an offer to which 
16 we agreed to and put it in writing on May lOth. 
17 Q All right. Let me ask you to look at 
18 Exhibit Number 11 in the book before you. 
19 A 11? 
20 A Yes, sir. 
21 Q Now, this is a document entitled agreement 
22 of sale~ and it's signed by you at the bottom, is it not? 
23 A Yes, sir, it is. 
24 Q Is this the agreement wherein you agreed, 
25 you and your sister agreed, to sell your stock interest to 
-1 
' c.. 
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1 sister sold her stock. Mr. Curley sold his stock. You're 
2 still on, assisting with management? 
3 A Yes, sir. 
4 Q Tell me what you're seeing occurring in May 
5 of 1989 at the dealership. 
6 A Well, one of the -- the deal was put 
7 together so that they could purchase the entire 
8 dealership; that way they could be involved in the entire 
9 operation of the store, because they had come in as one 
10 entity. It seemed like they were operating two separate 
11 businesses. They were operating Motors Holding, which was 
12 rent-to-own. And things were coming in and going out of 
13 the dealership very rapidly. You know, I had spoken to 
14 them previously. You know, I had had some concern, 
15 because originally they had asked if I would continue to 
16 be part of the corporation, and I had some thoughts about 
17 it. And after seeing how they conducted and transacted 
18 business, I felt it was better that I sold, you know, mine 
19 and my sister's shares and I go into other things. 
20 Q What did they tell you was their business 
21 plan as far as developing the dealership? 
22 A Well, Mr. Catlett had ~een involved in real 
23 estate, so, you know, he was going to put together the 
24 deal to take the dealership up to 301. After I met Mr. 
25 Catlett and Mr. Hamilton, who I had not met prior, prior 
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to the stock sale, they explained to me their rent-to-own 
program, which would basically keep the dealership 
self-sufficient on purchasing cars by their company, 
Motors Holding, that then we would retail the newer cars, 
most new cars would continue to be retailed at the regular 
level, and that would give the dealership a normal 
operating profit. In the meantime, we would generate 
sales to Motors Holding. 
Q And what were their plans as far as 
supplementing the car inventory at the dealership? 
A Well, they would pledge cars to the 
dea~ership, put dealer cars in our inventory. We had cars 
that were not, I'm going to use the word encumbered. We 
didn't owe anything on them. We had about 25 or 30 cars 
that had no money owed on them. And of course they were 
assets of the dealership, so they were available, 
available for both rent-to-own and to sell. 
Q And did the defendants put additional cars 
in the dealership's inventory? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did there come a time in early June when you 
became aware of some bounced checks of the dealership? 
A Yes, sir. Chrysler --
Q Tell me how you became aware of that. 
A Sometime prior -- or sometime early in June, 
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I received a call from Chrysler credit, and they had 
stated to me that checks had been returned. I no longer 
was on the checking account. I no longer had -- was not 
privy to the day-to-day financial operation of the store, 
concerning monies in, monies out. 
Q Let's go back to that point. At the time 
that you executed this agreement of May lOth to sell your 
stock, how was the transaction effected that took you o£f 
the bank account? 
A Mr. I believe everybody was there. I 
know for sure Mr. Catlett and Mr. Hamilton were there. I 
believe either Mr. Jerry Dean and/or Lloyd Pate was there. 
Mr. Catlett and myself and Mr. Hamilton sat down and did 
basically what you call a bank cut-off. And we went 
through and looked at what items had to be paid for that 
current month and what items would be reaching the bank. 
We came to a conclusion that about $30,000 needed to be 
deposited in the bank. They had already agreed to the 
terms of this agreement, the agreement that -- the 
agreement of sale. 
Q The one we looked at a minute ago, June 12? 
A Yes, sir. Yes, sir. So what we did is I 
signed the agreement. My sister had signed the agreement. 
They had given us the money. We then went to the bank 
and, you know, they had said they were going to deposit X 
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amount of dollars. And I said okay. And I had my 
signature removed from the checking account. And they had 
their signatures added. 
Q so from that point forward, you were no 
longer able to sign checks at the dealership? 
A That's correct. 
Q And the checks would have been signed by Mr. 
Hamilton or Mr. Catlett or Mr. Ted Dean; is that correct? 
A Or Mr. Ted Dean, that's correct. 
Q Okay •. Now, you've become aware that checks 
were returned. Would you look at Exhibit Number 13. 
A Yes, sir. 
MR. CAVE: I'm sorry, Your Honor, I don't 
believe yeah, I did ask for introduction of that. 
Excuse me. 
BY MR. CAVE: 
Q Can you identify those checks as checks that 
were returned to the dealership marked insufficient funds? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q While you were at the dealership, in early 
June, or June, did the dealership receive a letter from 
Chrysler Credit --
A Yes, sir. 
Q -- about these checks? 
A Yes, sir. The letter was -- I believe it 
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13 1 was hand-delivered by a courier. 
2 Q Look at Exhibit Number 5 with me. 
3 A (Complies.) 
4 Q Did that letter arrive at the dealership? 
5 A Yes, sir, it did. 
6 Q Did you discuss this letter with the 
7 defendants? 
8 A Yes, sir, I did. 
9 Q Who did you discuss it with? 
14 
10 A First with Bob Hamilton, then with Ted Dean, 
11 and I believe there was some phone calls from the other 
12 individuals also. 
( 
\. 13 Q And what did they have to say about it? 
14 MR. RIGGENBACH: Objection. Mr. Cave is 
15 has Your Honor --
16 THE COURT: I'm sorry? 
17 MR. RIGGENBACH: Has Your Honor opened up 
18 the exhibit book to the page he's now attempting to get 
19 the hearsay in? 
20 THE COURT: Number five, the same objection 
21 that you made earlier? 
22 MR. RIGGENBACH: Yes, sir. 
23 MR. CAVE: I haven't asked for it to be 
24 admitted. I'm asking him to tell me what the defendant 
25 said to him about having received this letter. 
fl0061 
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14 1 THE COURT: Close on your objection. 
2 MR. RIGGENBACH: Once again, out-of-court 
3 statements are hearsay, and unless they need to come in 
4 within one of the hearsay exceptions --
5 THE COURT: These people, Hamilton, Ted 
6 Dean, and some unknown individual, some unnamed 
7 individual, of course is not a party to this, but 
8 Hamilton, Ted Dean are party defendants. 
9 MR. RIGGENBACH: That's correct. And the 
10 mere fact of existence of you as a party does not make 
11 out-of-court statements admissable. They must be against 
12 interest when made. That's the hearsay exception. 
13 THE COURT: The Court will overrule the 
14 objection at this stage, with leave to you to renew it. 
15 MR. RIGGENBACH: Note our exception. 
16 BY MR. CAVE: 
17 Q When the letter came and you discussed it 
18 with the defendants, Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Ted Dean, what 
19 did they say? 
20 A They told me that they were never Dahlgren 
21 Chrysler-Plymouth, that they were Motors Holding, and just 
22 flat out that they weren't going to pay it or any other 
23 obligations. 
24 Q Tell us what happened after June the 20th 
25 down at the dealership. 
fl00G2 
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14 1 A On June 22nd, Chrysler came down and 
2 foreclosed on the dealership. 
3 Q What did you do with Chrysler Credit as far 
4 as preparing records of what was at the dealership on that 
5 day? 
6 A The branch manager of Chrysler, Mr. 
7 VanDalen, came down, and with his help and mine, we made 
8 an inventory of the vehicles that Chrysler owned at the 
9 dealership. 
10 Q I'm going to ask you to look at Plaintiffs' 
11 Exhibit 14, if you would. 
12 A (Complies.) 
/ 13 Q Can you identify this as the list that you 
14 and Mr. VanDalen prepared on the day that Chrysler Credit 
15 came and foreclosed on the dealership? 
16 A Yes, sir. 
17 MR. CAVE: Your Honor, I'll ask that this be 
18 admitted as Plaintiffs' 14. 
19 THE COURT: Objection? 
20 MR. RIGGENBACH: None, Your Honor. 
21 THE COURT: In evidence without objection. 
22 MR. CAVE: Thank you. 
23 BY MR. CAVE: 
24 Q There is a column on this document that says 
25 underneath pf it, s. o. T. Do you see that, John? 
flfl(l~~ 
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14 1 A Let me --
2 Q It's about in the middle of the page. 
3 A (Perusing document further.) Yes, sir, I 
4 see, it's wholesale or A. c. balance, and then there is a 
5 typed s. o. T. 
6 Q Now, what does s. 0. T. mean? 
7 A It's a standard term for sold out of trust. 
8 Q What does sold out of trust mean? 
9 A Basically what it means is that the vehicle 
10 has been sold and Chrysler has not received payment for 
11 the vehicle yet. 
12 Q And on this inventory list, were there new 
13 cars that had been financed by Chrysler that had been sold 
14 out of trust? 
15 A Yes, sir, there was. 
16 Q And were there also used cars? 
17 A Yes, sir, there were. 
18 Q Okay. Did you -- you mentioned a few 
19 minutes ago that you had inventory that was unencumbered? 
20 A Yes, sir. 
21 Q And you explained that that was inventory 
22 that you owned free and clear? 
23 A Yes, sir, that's correct. 
24 Q What did you do or what attempts did you 
25 make as far as that inventory was concerned? 
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14 1 A Well, one of the -- as a guarantor of the 
2 dealership, I attempted to give Chrysler the titles to 
3 those vehicles to hold in safe-keeping, because at this 
4 point in time, judging from what was going on at the 
5 dealership and my conversations with the individuals 
6 involved, we were not on friendly terms, and I just 
7 basically could feel that they weren't going to honor 
8 their agreements. And I took the titles. I didn't have 
9 the vehicles and I wasn't prepared to physically take the 
10 vehicles, but I did take the titles to Chrysler Credit. 
11 Q Did Chrysler accept them? 
12 A No. It was stated to me that 
f 13 •, Q Don't tell us what was stated to you. 
14 That's hearsay. 
15 A Oh, okay. 
16 Q Now, what happened to those assets? 
17 A The titles were returned to the dealership. 
18 And subsequent to that, they were removed by Motors 
19 Holding, or the individuals here. 
20 Q Removed from the dealership to where? 
21 A To a lot. Well, they were removed from the 
22 dealership. Some were taken up to Rudy's service station, 
23 and some were taken up to White Plains, Maryland. 
24 THE COURT: Taken to where? 
25 THE WITNESS: White Planes, Maryland, Your 
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18 1 A I was. 
2 Q Have you reviewed Exhibit 19 to see if it 
3 reflects the payments of any automobiles under the 
4 invoices we previously referred to, other than the six we 
5 have checks for? 
6 A Yes, I have. 
7 Q And did you find any such payments? 
8 A No, sir, I did not. 
9 MR. CAVE: Your Honor, I'll ask the 
10 admission of Plaintiffs' Exhibit 19. 
11 MR. RIGGENBACH: No objection, Your Honor. 
12 THE COURT: In evidence. 
13 BY MR. CAVE: 
14 Q Now I'm going to ask you to look with me, 
15 John, at a summary exhibit, and it's Exhibit 15-B. 
16 A Okay, I have it. 
17 Q Now, you've earlier looked at the used car 
18 inventory, the used car sale report, and the liquidating 
19 dealer inventory? 
20 A Yes, sir. 
21 Q And having looked at that, can you identify 
22 this document as a list of the inventory that the 
23 dealership owned that was removed by the defendants from 
24 the dealership? 
25 A Yes, sir. 
{)0066 
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18 . 1 Q Now, the asterisked items, can you identify 
2 the asterisked items --
3 A Yes, sir. 
4 Q -- as vehicles that were purchased by Motors 
5 Holding and not paid for? 
6 A Yes, sir. 
7 Q And can you identify the double asterisked 
8 items as vehicles that were sold out of trust when 
9 Chrysler took over? 
10 A Yes, sir. 
11 MR. CAVE: Your Honor, I'll move the 
12 admission of Plaintiffs' Exhibit 15-B. 
13 MR. RIGGENBACH: Yes, we object, Judge. 
14 It's cumulative. We've already heard testimony as to each 
15 of the points reflected in here. This is merely 
16 duplicative and puts it into a different format, a format 
17 prepared, I assume, by counsel's little word processor to 
18 make it a pretty little package. The testimony has been 
19 heard that's been given by Mr. Hadjy. And they can make 
20 their decisions based upon what they've already heard. 
21 Nothing to be added by this. 
22 MR. CAVE: I disagree. It's difficult for a 
23 jury, difficult for me, to look at five different computer 
24 reports and extract from that the information. This is a 
\ .. 25 single place that I can look upon and make a· decision, and 
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20 1 we could anticipate that type of money coming in. 
2 Q What was the normal time for a contract in 
3 transit or an account receivable to come to the dealership 
4 after the sale of the car? 
5 A Depending upon the finance source and the 
6 actual sale, anywhere between seven and 30 days was the 
7 normal time to expect your money. 
8 Q And when was Chrysler Credit paid? 
9 A Usually within seven to 14 days. 
10 Q After your receipt of the funds? 
11 A Yes, that's correct. 
12 Q Okay. And, excuse me, when I say your 
/ 13 ( receipt of the funds, I mean after the dealership's 
14 receipt of the funds. 
15 MR. RIGGENBACH: Objection. 
16 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
17 BY MR. CAVE: 
18 Q As to these cars that were sold out of 
19 trust, who paid Chrysler for those? 
20 A Myself, Mr. Curley, and my sister and 
21 brother-in-law as guarantors. 
22 Q All right. Let's go back to your agreement 
23 of sale, which is Exhibit 11, I believe. Yes. can you 
24 tell me as to that agreement what you were not paid, what 
25 you or Puppy Corporation were not paid? 
()0068 
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of Mr. Curley and John Hadjy and his sister -- you were 
one of the purchasers? 
A Yes. 
Q When was a meeting held to elect directors 
of that corporation? 
A I don't recall any meeting. 
Q In fact, there was no --
THE COURT: Just a minute. I didn't hear 
your answer. 
THE WITNESS: I said I don't recall any 
meeting. 
BY MR. CAVE: 
Q In fact, there was no meeting to elect 
directors, was there? 
A No. 
MR. CAVE: I have nothing further for this 
witness. 
THE COURT: Pro se defendants have any 
cross-examination of the witness? 
MR. CATLETT: No cross, Your Honor. 
MR. HAMILTON: No, sir. 
THE COURT: Redirect? 
00070 
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A No. 
Q There were never any directors elected after 
you and these other gentlemen became the stockholders of 
the dealership, were there? 
MR. RIGGENBACH: Objection. 
A I don't think so. 
objection. 
MR. CAVE: Thank you. 
THE COURT: Just a minute. Let me hear the 
MR. RIGGENBACH: If we may approach. 
THE COURT: Yes. 
(Bench conference: 
MR. RIGGENBACH: Judge, there is no 
relevance to the question of the directorship. And Your 
Honor has sustained initially this morning the motion to 
strike as to the cou.nt six, which is the individual 
liability of these various persons. 
As to the count five, where I earlier made 
my motion to strike at the close of the plaintiffs' 
evidence, saying that they have not introduced any 
evidence as to any directors, their case is already closed 
and has no relevance as to anything remaining under the 
breach of contract counts, and therefore we just submit 
that it's irrelevant. 
THE COURT: Mr. Cave? 
fl0072 
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15 1 Chrylser-Plymouth. We were all just Motors Holding. 
2 Q But back in 1989, you felt that because you 
3 were president of Motors Holding, you were president of 
4 tbe dealership? 
5 A No, sir. I told you the answer at that 
6 time, when you asked me in the deposition. I told you I 
7 was president of Motors Holding, and at that time, I 
16 
8 thought it would transfer. But then I realized after 
9 recollecting that we didn't even have officers of ·Dahlgren 
10 Chrysler-Plymouth. We never had a chance to elect. So I 
11 wasn't an officer of Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth. 
12 Q You just never elected? You never elected; 
13 is that what you're saying? 
14 A Uh-huh. 
15 Q Do you recall having seen this document 
16 before? 
17 A (Perusing document.) Yes, sir, uh-huh. 
18 Q And this is a document dated May the 31st of 
19 1989, is it not? 
20 A Uh-huh, yes, sir. 
21 Q A resolution? 
22 A (Indicating in the affirmative.) 
23 Q And it's signed by you, is it not? 
24 A Yes. 
25 Q And how have you signed it, in what 
00074 







March , ' 1987 
IN r.oNSIDERATIDN of and in order to induce Chrysler Cred 1 t q<?r~p~ 00~n'i'NCompa• 
- ,., aller referred to as ''Lender'') to eatend credit in any form whatsoever tu1JAJJ CullEn ciiH YSLEH-PLfMOOTH, DO , • 
- ····-·· . -·---·- (hereinafter releru 
to as .. Debtor'') including. but not limited to. (iJ the financing of inventory. li1tures and perso1i1l pro,erty, (ii) the loan of naoney in any form whetsoever. (iii I '' 
purchese. acceptance or discounting of notes. rttail installment contracts. chauel mortgages. securily agreentents. trust receipts. leases. instruments or orh 
evidences of indebtedness or contractual obligations of or Iron• Debtor or enrtorsed or guaranteed in any n1anner by Debtor. (ivJ and generally to engage 
financial accommodations and do business with Debtor, the undersigned (heremafler smgularly and collectively referred to as "Guarantor'') hereby covenan 
an~ agrees with Lander as fallows: 
1. Guarantor. 11 1 primary obligor, iaintly and severally. hereby un· 
conditionally guerantees to lender the lull and prompt payntent when due of 
all indtbtednon (as hereafter definedt of Debtor due and to hcu:oant due 1111 
lentftr end the lull. prompt end lauhful discharge of all present and future 
obligations owed to or essigned to lender. The lender mar have unmed•alt 
recourse against Guar en tor for full and immechate 111rmont of the 
Indebtedness at any time ellerthelndebtedness. or anr part thereof. has not 
been paid in lull 11 its maturity (whether at fiaod maturity or maturity 
accelerated by reason of 1 demend far payment from Debtor or a default 
under the ltrml of the instrument governing such Indebtedness or any 
instrumtnl securing the same). The Lender may have immediate recourse 
against Guarantor far lull 1nd immedialt performance olanr nther obligation 
owed or assigned to Lender at any time that Debtor fails, upon demand. to 
perform said obligttion. 
· 2. The term ,ndtbltdness" shall mean any and all indebtedness. liabilities 
and obligations of every kind. nature 1nd dtscription. owed to Lender by 
De whether direct or indirtct. absolute or contingent. whether now due 
· owing. or which may hereafter. front time to time. be or become due and 
.... ng, whether heretofore or hereafter created or arising. incluchng an 
•ndebtedness evidenced by 1ny promissory note(sl now or heremafler 
executed and delivered by Debtor Ia tl11 lender and any and all renewals. 
utensions. increases or n1odilications thereof, and including. without 
hmitltion. rtasontblt anorney ltts. costs and upenses incurred by lender 
in connection. with lht enforcemenl of this Guaranty and any and all 
obligations of the DebtOf. · 
3. This is 1 guaran111 of payment. and not of colleclion. and Guaranaor 
therefore agr111 lhal the Lendtr ahall not be obfiglttd prior to seeki11g 
recourse against or receiving payment from Guarantor. to lake any action 
whatsoever 1g1ins1 Debtor, or. without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing. to do any of the following (although the lender may do so. in 
.Yholt or in part, 11 ils sole oplion), tht perlonnance of which are hereby 
;ncondilionally waived br Guarantor. 
(at Takt any IIepa whttsoever to make demand upon or to collect from 
Debtor or to lilt any claim of eny tind againal Debtor; Of 
(bl Tekt any steps whatsoever to accept. perfect the lender's interest 
in. foreclose upon or realill on collateral security. if any. far lite 
· payment of the lndebttdnesa. or any other guaranttt of the 
lmtebttdntsa: Of 
CCI In any other respect exercise any diligence wlaetevtr in collecting or 
Jllempllng to collect the rndebtedntll by eny means. 
1. Guarantor' 1 liability lor payment of lht lndabltdneu shall be absnlute 
:ruf unCDnrfilional and nothing whatever 11cept actual full J11Ymtnl to rhe 
ender of the Indebtedness shall operate Ia discharge Gmuatttor's li:thility 
l 
hereunder. Accordingly, Guarantor unconditionally tnd irrevoCibly waivt 
each anrl every defense which. under principles of guarantee or SUtttyslu. 
law. wnuld otherwise OJU!flle Ia ianJJaar or diminish the liability of Guaranh· 
lnr the Indebtedness Wethout limitmg the venerality of ~he foregoang wa•ve• 
Gtuuantnr agrees Chat none of the following acts. omissions or occurrencr 
shall dunuush or ima•au the liability of Guarantor in any respect (all of whacr 
acts, ormss1ons or occuuences may be done wilho&Jt notice Ia Guaflntor o 
any kindJ. 
(at Any e•tension. naadification. indulgence. compromise. seulemenl o 
variaaion of anr of the terms of the Indebtedness; 
(hi lhe da~charye. d•saflirmance or release of any obligations of. thr 
Debtor or any oth11 person now or hereafter liable on the Indebtedness 
by reason of bankruptcy ar insolvency laws or otherwise; 
(c) The acceptance or release by the Lender of any collateral security o· 
olher Guaranty. or any settlement. compromise or eatension witt· 
rr.Sf'PCI Ia anr collaaerat security or oaher Guaranty or other Guarantor 
heceunder. · 
Cdl the Rltllliulion or afloutiun by lhtlender of payments. collection~ 
or credits on the Indebtedness or any other obligetions of rhe Debtor to 
lhe ltndtt; 
(II the creataon of any new Indebtedness by Debtor: 
Ill Tht.m••ing of 1 den1and. or absence of demand. for paymerit of the 
Indebtedness. or giving. or failing ra give. any notice of dishonor or 
protesl or any other notice; 
(gl the death of any Guarantor IS to the oblig11ions of such Guarantor's 
estate under this Guaranty or of any other Gua11n1or hereunder; 
lht lht validity. legality or enlorcnbility of tht lndebltdness or this 
Guaranty; 
fit any law. regulation or decrtt now or herulter in effect thlt might in 
any naanner aflect 1ny of the Ierma or provisions of lht Indebtedness or 
any of the rivhts of Lender undtr the Indebtedness or thia Guaflnly as 
against the Debtor or as 1gainst any othtr party 10 1ny pari of the 
rn~ehledness; 
fit 1111 merger or consolidation of Debtor or Guerent01 illco • with any 
corporation or any salt or 
any parr ol its property; 
. EXHIBIT C lkl any nthnr cnrum!lance Wl1aasue"• .... , unum '" •nr manner Vlfr' 
-the ri~• of Gu11umaar htrtunrltr or otherwise constilvte a legal or. 
P.fl•eitnr.t" rfi~rhnrrtf' "' 1 !""'' nr auarantor 
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5. Guarantor unconditionally waivea: 
(a) Any subrogelion to tho rights of the lander ageinst lh.t Debtor, until 
tht lndtblednass has been paid in full; 
Any acceptance of this Guaranty; 
(ct Any stl·offa or counterclaims egainst the lender which would 
othttwist impair tht Lender' a righlt egainsl Gu~rantor; end 
(dt Any notice of the disposition of any collateral security and any right 
to obiect to tht commercial reasonablanus of the dtSIJOSihon of any 
such collettfllsecurily. 
6. This Guerenty 1hall inure to the benefit of the lender and its successors 
and essigns, Including each and every holder or owner of any of lltt 
Indebtedness guaranteed hereby. In the event that there shall bt more than 
one such holder or owner. this Guaranty shall be deemed 1 separate contracl 
with tach holdtt and owner. In the event that any person other than the 
lender sftlll become a holder or owner ol any ol tho lndehtednr.ss. each 
reference to the lender hertunder shall be construed as il it rolorred to each 
such holder or owner. 
7. This Gueranty shell bt binding upon Gutrantor and his successors and 
assigns. and shall continue in effect until Guarantor shall deliver to the 
lender (and each other holder or owner of the lndehtedness) thirty [30) days 
advance wrinen norice of ltrntination. which delivery of notice must be 
acknowledged in writing by lender to be effective; provided that this 
Guaranty shill continue in ellect thertafltr with respect to ell Indebtedness 
i·n existence on tht effective dalt of such lerminalion (including all 
exten•ions end renewers thereof and all substquently accruing interest and 
olht ,rgts thtrtonl until all such fndtbtedness shall be fully paid. 
uarantor agrtes that recourse may be had auainst Ius e~unmus ~tnd 
separtte property for all of Guarantor's obligalions undtr lhis Guaranly. 
=oR CORPORATE GUARANTY: 
If AMI 
AODIIII 
9. Guarantor warrants' eprtsenllto the Lender that any and alllinancii' 
atatemenls concerning :tis ptrsonal financial condition deliver•~ to th• 
lender are true and correct in all material respects IS of the dill of suer 
statements. and il such statements are not current. that there has been· nc 
material adverse chanve in the financialsiluelion of GUtrlntor frorri the dale 
of such statenutnt to the date of delivery of this Guaranty to the lender 
Guarantor aclmowledgats that in accepting this Guaranty, tht lender ha 
relied upon any such financial statements. and Guarantor egrets lo provid· 
the lender 1 statement of his currenl financi1l condition in 1 f~rr: 
satisfactorr to dte lender at least 1nnually upon the Lender·s request. 
10. lhe liability of each Guarantor ueculing this Guaranty shall be ioint am 
several and the term "Guarentor" shell mtan eac:h and 111 1uch Gueranlors 
Masculine terms, 11 used herein. shall also refer where applicable to the 
feminine gender and the neuter gender and the singultr rtftrenct shall 1fst 
include the plural ol any word. if lht context so requirts. 
II Nn nuadilicauon, rcu:ission. watver, release or amendment of an, 
provisrun olthis Conunuing Guaranty shall be made or accepted. e1cepl by a 
written agreement duly eaeculed by Guarantor end Ltnder. 
12. This Gueranty and all rightl and obligations hereunder. including matters 
of constn1clion. validity end perlorntance. shall be governed by the laws ol 
the State in which this Guaranty is e1ecuted. 
13. TillS GUARANTY IS FREELY AND VOlUNTARilY GIVEN TO THE LENDEA 
BY GUARANtOR. JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY. WITHOUT ANY DURESS OR 
COERCION. AND AFTER GUARANTOR. JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY. HAS 
ElltfER CONSUltED WllH COUNSEL DR BEEN GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
IJU SO. AND GUARANTOR. JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY. HAS CAREFULLY AND 
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CONTINUING GUARANTY ~a;,~arch 16 , 1987 
IN CONSIDERATION of and in order to induce Chrysler Cred1 t -~C?!:P.~!:~!ion d~"ai~Compar.. 
(hereinafler referred to as "lender .. , to extend credit in any form whatsoever to UAIILUHL·;N --clJHYSLEH-PLYI~OOTH' DOD ' • 
--------------------------------------------fhereinafter referrr 
to as '"Debtor''J including. but not limited to. (i) the financing of inventory. li•turP.s and pr.rsnnalruoperty, (iit the loan of money in any form whatsoever. (iiit r· 
purchase. acceptance or discounling of notes. retail installment conuacrs. chaiiP.Immt~rauP.S. security agreements. trust receipts. leases. instruments or ot~ 
eVIdences of indebtedness or contractual obligat•ons of or horn Delnor or erutnrsP.d or yuart~nteed rrr any manner by Debtor. (iv) and generally to engage 
hnancial accommodations and do business with Debtor. the undersigned (heremafter srngularly and collectively referred to as "Guarantor'') hereby covenan 
and agrees with lender as follows: 
I. Guarantor. as a primary obligor. iointly and severally, hereby un· 
conditionally guarantees to lender the full and prompt payment when due of 
all indebtedness (as hereafter defined) of Debtor due and to become due tht 
LP.nder and the full, prompt and faithful disr.harge of all fiU!5P.nt and lnturP. 
ohligatrons owed lo or assigned to lender. The lender rnay have inunr.drate 
recourse against Guarantor for full and immediate payrne111 of the 
Indebtedness at any tin1e after the Indebtedness. or any part thereof, has not 
been paid in full at its maturity (whether at fi1ed maturity or maturity 
accelerated by reason of a demand for payment from Debtor or a default 
under the terms of the instrument governing such Indebtedness or any 
insarument securing the samet. The lender may have inunediate rer.nurse 
against Guarantor for full and immediate performance of any olher obligation 
owed or assigned to lender at any time that Debtor fails. upon demand, to 
perform said obligation. 
2. The term '1ndebtedness" shall mean any and an indebtedness. liabilities 
and obligations of every kind. nature and description. owed to lender by 
Debtor. whether direct or indirect. absolute or conhnttr.nt. whether nnw due 
and owing, or which may hereafrer. from time to tirne, be or become dun and 
,wing. whether heretofore or hereafter created or arising. including all 
indebtedness evidenced by any promissory note(sJ now or hereinafler 
executed and delivered by Debtor to the lender and any and all renewals. 
extensions. increases or modifications thereof. and including, without 
limitation. reasonable attorney fees. costs and expenses incurred by lender 
in conneclion with the enforcement of this Guaranty and any and all 
obligations of tl11 Debtor. 
3. This is 1 guarantee of paynrent. and not of collection. and Guarantor 
therefore agrees thai the Lender shall not be obligated prior to seeking 
recourse against or receiving payment from Guarantor. to take any action 
whatsoever against Debtor. or. wilhout limiting ·the generalily of the 
foregoing. to do any of the following (allhaugh the lenrfer may do so. in 
whole or in part. at its sale optiont. the performance of which are hereby 
unconditionally waived by Guarantor. 
(at Take any steps whatsoever to mate demand upon or to collect from 
Debtor or tp fife any claim of any kind against Debtor; or 
(bl Take any steps whatsoever to accept. perfect the lender's interest 
in. foreclose upon or realize on collateral security. if any. for the 
payment of the Indebtedness. or any other guarantee of the 
Indebtedness: or 
(ct In any other respect eaercise any diligence whatever in collecting or 
attempting to collect the Indebtedness by any means. 
4. Guarantor's liability for payment of the Indebtedness shall be absolute 
and unconditional. and nothing whatever euept actual full paynren1 to tlte 
~endtr of the Indebtedness shall operate to discharge Guarantor's liability 
hereunder. Accordingly, Guarantor unconditionally and irrevocably waive 
each anrl P.vP.ry dP.fense which. under principles of guarantee or suretysh· 
filw. wnulrl othr1wrse Of1P.ratr. to impair or diminish the liability of GuarantL 
lor lhP. lndr.htP.rlnen Without linutrng the generality of the foregorng warve• 
liu~rantnr auree!' that none ol the fallowing acts. omissions or occurrence 
shall dnninrsh or irn11air the liability ol Guarantor in any respect (all of wtuc · 
acts. omissions or occurrences may be done withoiJt notice to Guarantor c 
any kindt: 
Cat 1\ny eatens1m1. modification. indulgence. compromise. settlement c 
varrauon of any of the ternrs of the Indebtedness; 
lht The discharge, disallirmanea or release of any obligations of thr 
Debtor or any other person now or hereafter liable on the Indebtedness 
by reason of bankruptcy or insolvency laws cr otherwise: 
·(c) The acceptance or release by the lender of any collateral security o· 
other Guaranty. nr any settlen1en1. compromise or extension wirt 
restJect to any collateral security or other Guaranty or other Guarantor 
hereunder; 
· (dt Thn llflfJiitation or allocation by the lender of payments. collection~ 
or credits on the Indebtedness or any other obligations of the Debtor te 
the lender; 
(e) The creauon of any new Indebtedness by Debtor; 
(ft The ma•ing of a demand. or absence of demand. for payment of thr 
Indebtedness. or giving. or failing to give. any notice of dishonor or 
protest or any other notice; 
(gt The death of any Guarantor as to the obligations of such Guarantor· s 
estate under this Guaranty or of any other Guarantor hereunder; 
(h) the validity. legality or enforceability of the Indebtedness or this 
Guaranty; 
fi) any law. regulation or decree now or hereafter in effect that might in 
any manner 1ffect any of the terms or provisions of the Indebtedness or 
any of the rights of lender under the Indebtedness or this Guaranty .as 
against the Debtor or as against any othar party to any part of the 
fndehte duess; 
lit the mergu 01 consolidation of Debtor or Guarantor into or with any 
corporation at any sale or 
~ny pari of its property; 
BXUBIT D 
fk)· anr other cirr.um!ltance wnatsaenr en•• nugrn rn ••If mtnure• •••, 
Ute risk of Guarantor hereunder or otherwise constitute 1 legal or 
equitahht rfi!tdutrclft nf a surety or gnaumtor. 
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5. Guaran1or unconditionally waives: 
(aJ Any subrogation to the rights of the Lender against the Debtor. until 
the Indebtedness has been paid in lull: • 
(b) Any acceptance of this Guaranty; 
fc) Any set·offs or counterclaims against the Lender which would 
otherwise impair the lender's rights against Gu=trantor; and 
fd) Any notice of the disposition of any collateral security and any right 
to object to the commercial reasonableness of the disposition of any 
such collateral security. 
6. This Guaranty shall inure to the benefit of the Lender and its successors 
and assigns. including each and every holder or owner of any of the 
Indebtedness guaranteed hereby. In the event that there shall be more than 
one such holder or owner. this Guaranty shall be deemed a separate contract 
with each holder and owner. In the. event that any person other than the 
lender shall become a holder or owner of any of the Indebtedness. each 
reference to the lender hereunder shall he construed as il it referred to each 
such holder or owner. 
7. This Guaranty shall be binding upon Guarantor and his successors and 
assigns. and shall continua in effect until Guarantor shall deliver to the 
Lender (and each other holder or owner of the Indebtedness) thirty (301 days 
advance written notice of termination. which delivery of notice must be 
acknowledged in writing by lander to be effective; provided that this 
Guaranty shall continue in effect thereafter with respect to all Indebtedness 
in existence on the effective data of such termination (including all 
extensions and renewals thereof and all subsequently accruing interest and 
other charges thereont until all such Indebtedness shall be fully paid. 
~. Guaiantor agrees that recourse may be had against his earnings and 
separate property for all of Guarantor's obligations under this Guaranty. 
WIIICESI 
FOR CORPORATE GUARANTY: 
AOOIIISS 
ATTEST: 
9. Guarantor warrants and represents to the lender that any and all financia! 
statements concerning his personal financial condition delivered to thr 
Lender are true and correct in all material respects as of the date of suer' 
statements. and if such statements are not cunant. tliat there has been nc 
material adverse change in the financial situation of Guarantor from the date 
of such statement to the date of delivery of this Guaranty to the Lender 
Guarantor acknowledges that in accepting this Guaranty. the Lender ha~ 
relied UfJOn any such financial statements. and Guarantor agrees to provide 
the Lender a statement of his current financial condition in· a lorn 
satisfactory to the Lender at least annually upon the Lender's request. 
10 lhe liahjJiry of each Guaranror executing this Guaranty shalf be joint ana 
several and rhe term ·~Guarantor" shall mean each and all such Guarantors 
Masculine terms, as used herein. shall also refer where applicable to thP 
feminine gender and the neuter gender and the singular relerence shall also 
include the plural of any ward, if the context so requires. 
11. Nn modification. recission. waiver. release or amendment of an~ 
provision of this Continuing Guaranty shall be made or accepted. except by a 
written agreement duly executed by Guarantor and lender. 
12. This Guaranty and all rights and obligations hereunder. including matters 
of construction. validity and performance. shall be governed by the laws ol 
the State in which this Guaranty is executed. 
13. TffiS GUARANTY IS FREELY AND VOLUNTARILY GIVEN TO THE LENDER 
BY GUARANlDR. JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY. WITHOUT ANY DURESS DR 
COERCION. AND AfTER GUARANTOR. JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY. HAS 
EITHER CONSULTED WITH COUNSEL DR BEEN GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
DO SO. AND GUARANTOR. JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY. HAS CAREFULLY AND 





CONTINUING GUARANTY March/~ ,1987 
IN CONSIDERATION of and .n order to induce Chrysler Cred 1 t Corpora t 1 on !Finance Company. 
(hereinafter referred to as "lender") to extend credit in any form whatsoever to DA HI .a BEN C HB YS T.EB-PT. YMOIITH ., no no E , r N C 
____________________________________________ (herernafter referren 
to as "Debtor") including, but not limited to. (i) the financing of inventory. fixtures and personal property, (ii) the Joan of money .n any form whatsoever. ltullht• 
purchase. acceptance or discounting of notes. retail mstallment contracts. chanel mortgages. secunty agreements. trust recerpts. lea'ses. rnstruments or othe· 
evadences of .ndebtedness or contractual obhgauons of or trom Debtor or endorsed or guaranteed •n any manner by Debtor. tavl and generally to engage ,,. 
lrnancral accommodations and do busmess wnh Debtor. the undersrgned (herernalter srngularly and collectrvely referred to as "Guarantor"') hereby covenant~ 
and agrees with lender as follows: 
1. Guarantor. as a primary obligor. jointly and severally, hereby un· 
. conditionally guara~te~s ~a .~~nd~~.!II! full and prompt payment when due of 
''IU indebtedr:ttss (as.hlr,afttt definellt-1fl.ebt•due and to he come due the 
lender and the full. prompt and farthful drscharge of all present and future 
obligations owed to or assigned to Lender. The lender may have rmmedrate 
recourse against Guarantor for full and immediate payment of the 
Indebtedness at any time after the Indebtedness. or any pan thereof. has not 
been paid in full at its maturity (whether at fixed maturity or maturity 
accelerated by reason of a demand for payment from Debtor or a default 
under the terms of the instrument governing such Indebtedness or any 
mstrument securing the same). The lender may have tmmedrate recourse 
agaanst Guarantor for full and immediate performance of any other obhgauon 
owed or assigned to lender at any time that Debtor fails. upon demand, to 
perform said obligation. 
2. The term .. Indebtedness .. shall mean any and all indebtedness. liabilities 
and obligations of every kind. nature and descrtptron. itWed to.W,adu.. a. 
~tbtar. whether direct or tndtrect. absolute or con tangent. whether now due 
and owing, or whrch may hereafter. from ume to ume. be or become due and 
owing, whether heretofore or hereafter created or ansang. mcludtng all 
indebtedness evidenced by any promissory note(s) now or hereinafter 
executed and delivered by Debtor to the lender and any and all renewals. 
extensions. increases or modifications thereof. and including. wrthout 
hmitation. reasonable attorney fees. costs and expenses incurred by lender 
'" connection with the enforcement of th1s Guaranty and any and all 
obhgauons of the Debtor. 
3. This is a guarantee of payment. and not of collection. and Guarantor 
therefOfe agrees that tht lender shall not be obligated prior to seeking 
recourse against or receiving payment from Guarantor. to take any action 
whatsoever against Debtor. or. without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing. to do any of the following (allhough the Lender may do so. in 
whole or in part. at its sole optionl. the performance of which are hereby 
unconditionally waived by Guarantor: 
(at Take any steps whatsoever to make demand upon or to collect from 
Debtor or to file any claim of any kind against Debtor: or 
(b) Take any steps whatsoever to accept. per1ect the lender's .nterest 
in. foreclose upon or realize on collateral security. tf any. for the 
payment of the Indebtedness. or any other guarantee of the 
Indebtedness; Of 
(c) In any other respect exercise any diligence whatever in collecting or 
attempting to collect the Indebtedness by any means. 
4. Guarantor's liability for payment of the Indebtedness shall be absolute 
and unconditional. and nothing whatever except actual full payn11nt to the 
Lender of tht Indebtedness shall op~ratt to discharge Guarantor's liability 
hereunder. Accordingly, Guarantor uncondatronally and mevocably waaves 
each and every defense whrch. under pnncaples of guarantee or suretysh•IJ 
law. would otherwtse opera1e to unpa~r or dummsh the hab1hty ol Guaramoc 
lor the Indebtedness Wathout hnutrng the generality of the foregorng waever 
Guarantor agrees that none of the lollowmg acts. omrss1ons or occurrences 
shall dim1ntsh or 1mpair the liability of Guarantor in any respect {all ot wh•ch 
acts. omissions or occurrences may be done wrthout notice to Guaran1or ot 
any kind): 
(a) Any extenston. modification. indutgence. comprom1se. settlement or 
variation of any of the terms of the Indebtedness; 
fbi The discharge. disaffirmance or release of any obhgat1ons of the 
Debtor or any other person now or hereafter liable on the Indebtedness. 
by reason of bankruptcy or insolvency laws or otherwise; 
I c) The acceptance or release by the Lender of any collateral secunty or 
other Guaranty. or any settlement. compromise or extension wath 
respect to any collateral security or other Guaranty or other Guarantor 
hereunder; 
(d, The application or allocation by the lender of payments. collections 
or credits on the Indebtedness or any other obligations of the Debtor to 
the Lender; 
lei The creat1on of any new Indebtedness by Debtor; 
(II The making of a demand. or absence of demand. for payment of the 
Indebtedness. or giving. or failing to give. any notice of dishonor or 
protest or any other notice; 
(g) The death of any Guarantor as to the obligations of such Gparantor's 
estate under this Guaranty or of any other Guarantor hereunder: 
(h) the validity, legality or enforceability of the Indebtedness. or this 
Guaranty; 
rn any law. regulation or decree now or hereafter in effect that might 1ft 
any manner affect any of the terms or provisions of the Indebtedness or 
any of the rights of Lender under the Indebtedness or this Guaranty as 
against the Debtor or as against any other party to any part of the 
Indebtedness; 
(j) the merger or consolidation of Debtor or Guarantor into or with any 
corporation or any sale or ~ 
any part of its property: 
EXHIBIT E 
(k) any other circumstance whatsoever that m•ght 1n any manner vary 
the risk of Guarantor hereunder or otherwise constitute 1 legal or 
equitable discharge of 1 surety or guarantor. 
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5. Guarantor unconditionally waives: 
(a) Any subrogation to the rights of the lender against· the Debtor. until 
the Indebtedness has been paid in full; 
(b) Any acceptance of this Guaranty; 
(c) Any set·offs or counterclaims against the Lender wh1ch would 
otherwise impair the Lender's rights against Guarantor; and 
.,.. . . . . . ..... · .. 
.. (d) Any notice _of the tlisposilion of anv collateral sec!Jrity and any right 
.·to object to the .cammrcial reasonableness of the disposition of· any 
such collateral sec~rity: . . - . 
6. This Guaranty shall inure to the benefit of the lender and its successors 
and assigns. including each and every holder or owner of any of the 
Indebtedness guaranteed hereby. In the event that there shall be more than 
one such holder or owner. this Guaranty shall be deemed a separate contract 
with each holder and owner. In the event that any person other than the 
lender shall become a holder or owner of any of the Indebtedness. each 
reference to the Lender hereunder shall be construed as •f u referred to each 
such holder or owner. 
7. This Guaranty shall be binding upon Guarantor and his successors and 
assigns. and shall continue in effect until Guarantor shall deliver to the 
lender (and each other holder or owner of the Indebtedness) thiny (30) days 
advance wntten notice of termination. which delivery of notice must be 
acknowledged in writing by lender to be effective; prov1ded that thes 
Guaranty shall continue in effect thereafter with respect to all Indebtedness 
in existence on the effective date of such termination (including all 
extensions and renewals thereof and all subsequently accruing mterest and 
other charges thereon) until all such Indebtedness shall be fully paid. 
8. Guarantor agrees that recourse may be had agamst h1s earnmgs and 
separate propeny for all of Guarantor's obligat1ons under th1s Guaranty. 




9. Guarantor warrants and represents to the Lender that any and all financ1a 
statements concerning his personal financial condition delivered to thE 
lender are true and correct in all material respects as of the date of suet 
statements. and if such statements are not current. that there has been nr 
material adverse change in the financial Situation of Guarantor from the dat1 
of such statement to the date of delivery of thrs Guaranty to the Lender 
Guarantor acknowledges that in accepting this Guaranty. the lender ha~ 
relied upon any such financial statements. and Guarantor agrees to prov1d1 
the Lender a statement of his current financial conditron in a low 
satisfactory to the lender at least annually upon the Lender's request. 
1 0. The liability of each Guarantor executmg th1s Guaranty shall be JOint an. 
several and the term "Guarantor" shall mean each and all such Guarantors 
Masculine terms. as used herein, shall also refer where applicable to th• 
feminine gender and the neuter gender and the singular reference shall als. 
include the plural of any word. if the context so requues 
1 1. No modif1cat1on. retiSSIOn. wa1ver. release or amendment of an 
provisaon of th1s Cont1numg Guaranty shall be made or accepted. except by 
wriuen agreement duly executed by Guarantor and lender. 
12. This Guaranty and all rights and obligations hereunder. including matte· 
of construction. validity and performance, shall be governed by the laws • 
the State in which this Guaranty is executed. 
13. THIS GUARANTY IS FREELY AND VOLUNTARILY GIVEN TO THE LENDE 
BY GUARANTOR. JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY. WITHOUT ANY DURESS C 
COERCION, AND AFTER GUARANTOR. JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY. Ht. 
EITHER CONSULTED WITH COUNSEL OR BEEN GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY l 
DO SO. AND GUARANTOR. JOINTLY AND SEVERAllY. HAS CAREFUllY Af\ 
COMPLETELY READ ALL OF THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF TH! 
GUARANTY. 
~AM£ 








.... ,.. I) 
This agreement is entered into on this ~ ...... - day of 
Narch 1989. Between MOTORS HOLDING COHPANY I:-IC. herein 
after referre~ to A~ Buyer and Edward R~liogh Curley J4. 
herein after referred to as Seller. Seller agrees to sell 
and Buyer agrees to buy from Seller, all of Sellers 
ownersship interest in Dalgren Chrysler. Plymonth, Dodge 
Inc, (A Virginia Corporation). This total being 52% of 
all 1ssued and outstanding shares of common stock, 
therefore tranafering control of said corporation to 
buyer. 
Purchase Priee: The total purchase price for 52% of all 
outstanding and issued shares of common stock shall be 
$1?0,000.00, payable in not~~ en~ 'n~h Rt r1n~in~ ~&11nT 
warrants that said shares represent the eontroling 
interest of the above corporati-pn, and that there c:an not 
or will not be a dilution in any form that eould take 
control from Buyer, 
3. Pavment of Purchase Price: The Purchase price for the 
stock shall be paid as follows: 
(a) Th~ duwu p"yment of $15,0CIC.Cu in cash shull be 
paid on closing date. 
(b) The Balance of $145,000,00 shall be represented and 
evidenced by a deferred purchase money note payable to 
~QW~rd Rrtl1 pgh r.nr1 PY Tr thn nnto to bo 6ul,. eu.u.ul.v.! ...... J 
delivered by Buyer to Seller at the time of settlement. 
Seller to keep two demos until note is retired. 
(c) The note shall be for a term of 21 months and shall 
bear interest at the rate of 10~ perannum from the date of 
settlement. Principal and interest shall be due and 
payable in monthly installments of $7.~24.44, comr.tencing 
60 days after settlement and continuing on same date of 
each month there after until the unpaid indebtencss is 
fully paid, 
(d) Tran~ferred sh ·re· of ~tock ~ttl be held in escrow by 
attorney at law '''~d sl.dll ~ dis;.:;.•rsed to Buyer upon final 
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4. Authority: Buyer and Seller have the full power to enter 
into this aggreement and to con~lude the transaction 
discribed herein, and no contract or agreement to which 
either Buyer or Seller 1n a party, prevents either of the 
from concluding the transaction discribed herein, nor is 
the consent of any third party required therefore. Seller 
represonts that he is the owner of 52% of the outstanding 
and issuad shares of the company. 
5. Time of Settle~ent: Settlement under this contract shall 
occur within 24 hours of the removal of all contingencies 
by Buyet and Selle~. 
6. Corporate Standing_;_ Seller warrants that the company is a 
rnrpnrRt.1on duly or2anized, v~lidly existin~ and in good 
standing under the lato~s of the State of Virginia. 
7. Delivery of Shares of Sto~k: SlmulL~~eous with the 
closing Seller shall deliver Buyer duly issued an 
outstanding ·shares of stock of the company these shares, 
represent 52% nnd controlling interest, will be 
transferred on the books and records of the company and 
new certificates issued in name of the Buyer. The Buyer 
simultaneously ~~th the the closing of the sale will 
~adorse in blank its new certificotcG and deliver them to 
escrow agent, as specified in paragraph 3 section (d) to 
held bt escrow agent until all monies owed are paid in 
full. 
B. Preclosing Covenants to Sell~rsL Seller agrees that from 
th~ date of acceptance of this offer to the date of 
closing he will not cause or permit the company to issue 
any additional shares of its capital stock: engage in any 
activity other than the customary and normal business 
activities now carried on by it: dispose of any of its 
assets except in the normal course of business: make any 
expenditures or commitments or incure or assume any 
liabilities. except in the ordinary course of business; 
enter into any contractB or employweu~ tor e t1xc~ ~~r~, 
or pay any bonus or severance compensation except as has 
baQn customary in past practices: make any distribution 
to share holders declare or pay any dividends or redeem or 





9. Buvcrs Default: In the event that Buyer defaults under 
this contract, Seller shall have the right to any and all 
legal and equitable remedies avaliable to them, including 
with out limitations specific performances of this 
contract and or the right to seek the recovery of any and 
all damages against Buyer. 
10. Litigation: Seller represents and warrants that there is 
no proceedings pending to Sellers knowledge against or 
relating to the company, its properties or business ; nor 
does Seller know or have reasonable grounds to know of any 
basis of any such action or governmental investigation 
relative to the company, its properties or business. 
11. Binding Affect: This contract shall bind and insure to 
the benefit of the sucr.P.RRors of the signs personal 
representatives, heirs and legatees of the parties there 
to and upon execution by all parties this cont~act shall 
be absolutely binding and fully enforceable. 
12. Severability: In the event that any of the provisions or 
.portions thereof of this contract are held to be 
unenforceable or 1n¥alid by any court of competent 
jurisdiction the validity and enforceability of the remain 
provisions. or portions thereof, held to be enforceable 
and valid. 
13. Paragr.aoh Headings: The various paragraph headings are 
inserted for convience of reference only and shall not 
effect the meaning or interpretation of this contract or 
any section thereof. 
14. Choice of Law: This contract shall be soverned by and 
congtrued under the laws of the State of Virginia. 
00083 
4. 
15. Survival Guaranty: Seller guaranties Buyer that 
dcalcrGhip will continue to operate 60 days past clo~ine. 
Should dealership fatl to survive 60 day period through no 
fault of Buyer, this aggreement becomes void and all 
Buyers monies will be refunded within 30 days. 
16, Notices: All notices and other communications under this 
contract shall be in writing and deemed duly given if sent 
by Federal Express Courier or mailed by registered or 
certified mail, return receipt requested. 
If To 
Seller: Edward Raliesh Curley Jr. 
If To 
Buyer: 
200 North Pickett Street 
Alexandriat VA 2230~ 
Joseph E. Kastanek esg. 
P.O. Box 128 
Kensington, MD 20895 
Above conditions are hereby approved and accepted. 




















:t'r,/1 ;( H· etr~ lctf '-" 
This a~1t'£-ement 11_ E-rrt.ered ir·c-to on -th1s 0-t;~·, dar~· c•~ M,c.:, ... • ... 
19S~. S.sri:1J.u~liln A ...T et"'t"·Y D~art,. Teet C:re~11, l to~~·¢! P a-.te" .at"•d 
Bob H.~'' i 1. tot·,. ht?t'e in t"'eer~r·t··ed to as e:·.~~'tir"' .sc.t·,,~ Edwat'cl 
Ra.tei~h Cr.lr""te-~,. . ..Tr-. t,~, .. ~in t"'E'T~t.._r .... ~d -f::o .!!..::: Ser 11~·~ ... 
Se t let" ·'"·'ii~'·Eoo;.;;;: -;.~ :1:.e l l a.t·,cl Suye-t·· ,a..t:,H"'i'Zs ·t::o b•.iF _,:;t ... .:•fl'l 
S.:- 1. \.;at··... a.l l o~ Se-11~r--s 0 1l.•t1er·sh i ~~· i rttr··e:.::'t i t"'l Oa l.gr··o:?n 
Cht··y~ter"', Pt:,y·moni;h, Oo~~e It"lt:.. ( A Vir~ird~ 
eo,-.poration). This total bein-t• 52;! r.•f -=.ll iss•.lErd Ntd 
ou'ts~~r.4ing sheres C•.P c.ommon s.-t:ock.,. thet'~&-f:oreo 
t~.atl1STI?t"·ing .:.~·t·•+.of'·C• t t.:r-F. S.!-.1·~ .;;ot"'P~·t··.;..+,ion to bJ.~~·er. 
Pt;t .. ~h.&se F'r ice: Th~ to"t-ar.1 t:·ur-chc-s~ t=·=-··i ~e -rc•t"· 52% i;; a 11 
orxtst.err.din·~~ ..:r,;-,d i SS:J,.~ed si-1~1"'es o-r ~Ot(lmon st.:u:.k ::halt ~:·-;-.. 
$75,eee.ea... ':-*'.e.b1e irt rr-:•tes ancl c.~.sh ai: c.1.o:z:in~ ... ..:r:·.t.{ 
us:'i' c•..P thr--ee ( 3) r·,.a.u.r d~?r.,o' $ o.P -th.;. ~·.~r-ret,~ mode 1 }-'&W· 
to i ,...,e h.rde- 't-?.2Z ecrad i r:SL~J'.E!Yr<: 'i' ~J"td rl'lai nt•lrt"lecru:.& f~rt., .B. 
~!·&t"·iOd nt:•t 1~SZ: i:h·~"l £.0 m•=:-t"'ti:h$ ft""C•~1 thi:G: a.:.,te Ot"· I.Jnti 1 
-i::he t·rote- de-sc.t··i~•ed i~·, ~.:cra-;,t'.e.r-·h 3(b) :.s: r~ti~··~d, 
whiche-ver is lt:rt"Jge-t··. $~ ller' W.ir/'"1"~11i::S 'th.;..-t ::.:.icl ~h.:-.re5 
r·E-t:,~"-Er-ses-nt the •:·~t·,trcalli ng intr·e~t c•f the- .&.bo•.}e 
C.Or"PC•r·.;r,-t;i Crl.,. c.trd that "hh~r·e:- Cat) t'rC•t •:•r· W i 11 r·a·:•'f.: be- -=· 
eli tu~ir;tn in .&n) .. · .Por·rn th~:t c:..:.r...r1d take l!.•:·t·.~~a.·:t 1 Tt"-·o:·m 
e:r • .ryer. 
~~. P~o~nl~Etnt o.; F·t,~t"·c.h.;.se F'r-·i·:.-s-: The Purt;hase ~:·f"·i.:.~ -t:or· th.a-
st.:tt:k s:hii.11 .be F·.:O..lcl -EIS TO 1101.1.1::.; 
<.e-) The r,cn·t-t"-E-~I.Jndc..b le c!o~~w. t=·-:.~,·moS-t'rt o~ ~ ~s ... e~e. 00 ir-: 
c.~sf~ h~.::: kre~rr r·e-c:er i v~~. 
( b > ih.e- 8-&. 1-:r:-rr:.~ c•.P ~:s~:: .r !?.Z.0. e~:1 :r.h-:..11 l:•& r~~;.r··~:r.,;.;-·,-t;~,;J a.r,.:~ 
e-• ... •i.:~t:t•":,.g,,:J ~=~~ .... · ~ C:r:•rr-F.:rssed ,Tud .. i~rrret·rt nc:•'te ,:·a..~--·.eo~:;.le -7;o 
E·:~w,:.rd R.;._l.: i ~h c:l .. W• le::··' Jr-. -t;he ru~te i;:o be- ~1-l b.. -=-~:er.·.~·~ed 
CA."'ld do& 1 i ve,-.e-ol b>·' E:r..J~··'E'P tc• S~ 11el.. at "tt"'r'ii' -t; i m.:- •:'IT !i=~-t-t le-
merrt. 
(c.) The- t"•t:•·te z:h~.l. 1 be ;:or a i:.;or·rn o~ 6t1 mr:•tYth~ -StJ'''rcl .sha t t 
bl$-ar· intt"'tS-St -=.t th~ r-ate ~!T 0r~ perartt'alAril .Pr"•Crlr. the clat& 
o.P s:et"tl~rnGlt)t. F'rit·rc.ip~.t and it•ttt"'-e-s-t s:=hoi~.'t 1 be dr.Je a.r,d 
pca;.v·-a.b 1~ i!"'r -fr~ 11. .Jr.~nr:- 10r lSIS'4. 
A~o~trro~ it)-': Sr..1yer-' c-rrr:i Se 11~:"" h~.vo; +,h-:o ~:·.:.1.'-le-r- .f;e;. 
E-rrtet' i r·,-to th i::. a:iw·.;or;-m.;ot"'"t ~.- !·:• .c.~· ~~ the-
nooss 
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i;ransau:.tior• desc.rib.:-d hoar··Erir-., an.:• r10 ~ontra.c.'t ct ... 
a-:sreernent "to whi c.h eithe-r· Ec~y~r· c•r S&o l. 1~r in a p~"ty,. 
r;·re•Jonts: either-· o-r the ~t~•:·r•• •:..:•rtc:. 1r..~ding iihe tr··a:·,sa.r..tion 
a i ~c.r i l:ua-a h~r-& in, r···~r i :a; -the •:.•:~t•,:=:e-t·.t o-r at"l>'' tr. i r-d t=-~r-ty 
rectuir··ed -there-fore-. Se 1 \er· rer:·r-e;iien-t:J: -tha-t he is -th~ 
ouJner o.P ;i2~; o.P the o•.l-ts-t&rtdi t•c-;4 and i ~s~.~ed shares o~ 
the ~oc:·rr:·.Et.t"•Y· E:r . .t~·.;o~·· rs-r!tt .. e-s:~nt:s: -th.?.t he i$ the ,:,uw,.:,r· of 
t·1o"t.:·r··s. H·!l lcH •·,-;_i C•:•uat:,a.ti~l, I t"•~. 
Tim-:;. o-F S.;.-tt ler.aet"lt: ~;~tt '!.eml?nt •;t"lcl~r' -t~·ais cor.tr·,c.;:,t 
sha.ll. O'=-'=-'-~r· siro•-~l.tC~.n&ou:.:-1).-· with -tnt? si~t·dn~ ~d:: tr"al:=: 
t;.ol"''trac. t. 
Cc•r'Porai;e S-t:-acr.~ i rrg • Ssr 11-:r~ t•J·~··~·~·.t:a: that -t•·,Er ~·:,mt=aMY is 
a c.r.:,r··t:-,:.t··.!f.tiot·, dlJ l.y c·r···~ardzec:~, va tiri 1.~· existir·,g a.nt:f in 
9':u:•¢l zi;oJ"''~ i l"1~ l..ll"ld~£-t"· th;:- L·?JI)$ er.P -\;he S·t:.:.:to:o OT Vi t··~i ~ti a .• 
Cte '- i u~I"'·Y c•-f E;hares c:r~ St-:u:.k : S i rou 1 t.a.~·,~·;:,us with the 
c.tos:it"t~ S.a.l \~t' s~·.a ll cl.a-live-r s~~Yet .. al~ lY iSSI.~.ecl .:.,r, OIJ"t-
S:-1;-:rrrtj i n9 shat-&:t. ·:·-t: stot-k o-f: th~ ~crrflt:,.;.r.::.-· trai"Se share-s, 
rs-p:w·sr:::.;rni: 52~~ .au;:;:! ccrrltr-.:• llit· .. ;;i intr-·i'~t... v.:i. 11 be 
tr-~·.~-re,...~ .. ed ~~·t·, thr:a book::. .Jtrr~ rec.c•r--ds cd~ th.:- r:.ourr:·.a.J·,~~ .!-J"'rd 
ne•sJ c.e.r-ti ~i t:.c.ter:; issue-d i rr naJI').: of "thG- Su~·er·. 
E!t..t~'~t··:z: C•e--fau 1 t: I1·1 "!:he EI'Jewr-t th.c-.'t Su~··-i'r cl.;..f.:w.•.~ 1 ts undt?t'· 
"!:rais: C.•:•r1'tr'.~.·::t, S>& 1 \e.r- s:h.al 'l har.JI!' i;l·,e- t'i'iWrt 't-o .:.r,y ·=n·~ 
.so. 1. 'l 'L&'!Hd .:.r •• ;~ e:.:tu i t.~~r.. 1e r--eme-d i 15-~ .:0.' ... '-i'. 1 i .:r;:, 1.:o 't.o tr·u:·m, 
i l"tt!. \Llcli t"rg lll i th,:•Ll"t L i Fi& i -t:~.t i C•ns: ::r.t:•o?C. i-f i C. t:t.:-r-·-f:l!•t··m.£-YICi'$ O-f 
·th i ~ con~r.;.,c. t ~.r-•d Qr· the- right to se..:k t~"le r-e-c.c•vG-r·y r:•-F 
arry ~.r,Gl ~.11 doiilllz..-:.h?S Q.\_~ici r•!=t SJ..~Yer. 
Li tigac.ti t•n: E:'=' 11er· r·~Pr"e-sen-ts a:·,or u ... ~r·t .. .:oJ·,t;. tr1a.t -tho&r··e 
is n•:- r;,t-.o·:.-=o:-d :'. n·~::i': r=--:-nd i r·rg tc• S.:r 1 te~'5 kr·r.:•w l~cl~e .c.~.:-.i t•r;:t 
or·· r··e- ts.ti nog tc the CJ:•rfrt:·Q.t·,y,. it> ~=·t .. C·~·o:rr··ti -:~ cw· lous.i ness:; 
r·rot·· t!J•='I!-.S ~:.;. l \toS't·· l-\! .. ,c .. .l.r c:•r-· i-'..:O..t.JO? r·.;r ?.S.:t.:rn.~.b 1~ £•rt::·c.~nd~ to ~:now. 
o-f ar"r!" b-asi~ .:.~ 0!.,~., sa.~::,r, .a::+, i or. c•r: gcu ... •errtrt"ttE'r1t.r.<.l 
it"•' .... -:-~"ti~.a-.'tiC•r·r t··oe- 1,s.:tit .. •e to the C.•:-rfrt:·.~:·,~~·, i "t:S'- r:·t .. Ot=•.Zr"ti-:-s 
r:•r l:••.~$ i rroSts.S. 
E:inding Ft.P-f-.;-G t: This c:.c•r"'tt'&.C."t s:ha.1 l bind arad ir-cst. . n'e to 
-the ben .;o-f it o.P the- $lA•:.c..a-zsot"'~ ccof th.: s i ~r·•s t=-Qr-sor·,a. t 
r""er::•res~nt-=.tiv.?s ... heir--s Wr•:l l~ga-!;ees c.~ tr"lE.' r:-ar·ties 
ther~ to ~nd • ..ft:oc,n e::<et:.utie•r"' by ~.ll t=•-itrtic:-s this 
c.oratr·ac.t shal.l. be o.bso lute-1y tdra~ing ancl -f'u'l. b~ 
eJ"•-f=or-~eQb le .. 
eev91'·~~i ti.-ty: In the evet•rt th.&o.-t ~ny o~ th_,. t:or·ouisi.:.t"•S 
or-- por-t i O(tS -i;h&r--·ec,-f •:.i= this: r.r.•ntr.?.c. -t ~r·e .-.~ ld -to bit?: 
urn:t"'a-rot•-t:...:cJ:. le •:•t•· it•ave.. tid b),' oitn~· c.c••-~rt CrT c.ornpeterd; 
jurisdi'=.tir.:tt"' i:he ',.J.a<.tidity .:-J·rd e-r-r-for-·e.e-~i ti-ty o-f -the 
f.lOOB7 
. .. 
.•• '• • ••. , ·' ' •• ·J .... U"tlloJ '•' tlo • • I 
. '- ....... ' ... ~.,,._.. "i+ '··''-+ 
r-emain pt'ovisiorrs,. Or"" por-tiot"\$ theat'eo-r... held 'to be 
en-Tc·r-c.~~.b le Mad va.lic!. 
12. F·.&.r~.0r·~:·h He.;cr.~i ···'-1S: The- v.S:J'·i•!tl.~$ r:·&r-a.gr·.arJ:~h h.a--i:'.dings .;eJ··.;;. 
1r,ser·-1;ed .Pear· cc•n~v• i .:one..: C•f r ... e--feer··et·rc.~ C•fl h·· ~·ad sha. t 1 no-t 
Eo-FTeect tht? rr,e.:-;-.: ng •::rt' i n+..lirp:.r-e--ta't i c.,.., r:·~ th i ~ ·::.c•t"I-f::r··.;..~ ~ 
c::tt"' ~'rY :s:~·: +,ion thereof. 
1 ~. C:ho i c. eo r:.•-P L-itJ.\• : This: cc·t·rtr,c..c. 't sh.sc. 1 1 l:.er 9C•~·~r·r,e·~ k·~·· ~r.d 
constr·ue•:l ~.~ncler" the t~.:;.•s c•-t: tf-.Eo Ste.:tti o-r Vi r9 1 ~ri < .• 
14. Initie!-.1 Stoc.k S.ar.le Fi~1t··-=-ernent: The inii:ic-.1 s+,~·C:.k E:.io.lc-s 
Flg,....eoEtrne,.,t dated Fer~;~~.n··.arr~· 1:1, lS<S~ by .cr.nd l:r-&-f:u.tt?e-r·, t·k·tetr·s 
Ho tding CorllP.:.any Inc.. .e..nd Edwat~ R. Cur-- 1.:-~-·· Jr-. is 1'-ser·E-l:•Y 
r"E'C.ended,. 1"'"-?Vt;r~'€-C{ ana ~rm i rtated at1d iS: t"lO lorrger· Cr.P 
&nY ~o~~~ or &Tfect. 
I 
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~ .. 
• ... ~. u·. ...... .. . . , ..... · . 
Wi-thin 60 mc•ntr.s er..Pter date- -For· value re~eoive-d WE<I) 
Jc:•intly C4J·,~;~ :SP.verra \ly PromisE:t to •~~J i:o the or"del"' C•-f 
Edw-a-rd F.~. c~.~~1e~ ... Tr- a.t 200 Nc•r""th Pit.ke-t:-t Str-e-E-t, 
A l.e>eandr-i~ ..... Viar·~it·.i.a 223€14 the sa;rn o_, Fi-Fty !rac.usar.d ~na 
noll ae 0~ t tc9~$ lUi th i t1"tr .. .esi: at truer r·a.te OT aYe p.:-r· .au·rnum 
.f:r--6~·, this ct:-.~s- until r:·.St.id. It'• cot··~idP.r·aticrn whe-r.:ro.P th.;, 
(a'l·!•.k&t'~ af"'1d E'r"Cd(•rSer-·s 1"1eorer..-t~ .j •:,irtt 1}'' .:CTcd :,i:,o?C.,.'I?t",C.,l1>· l.l.lai VE-
Pf'"••:S&&ntrner~t -f!or· l=•?.~·mer·,t, dt:oii•-Cond o~ t!l.:..:.-·r.-,.;.n-i;, t:-,.-·ot.a<s-t; Ct.nd 
r· •• :.-t i.e..;. c•.P ~=·r'ot&st .Gtnd de• -f•.~+,he-jA .a.r;tt·cc•,... i ze i l""t .. E'"-'O:•Cab 1Y 
.w.:,..· ...Tud~<t! ·' C•t·· C t.:t"'V. t!•T anY c..;u.H~t o..P r-ec.•~t"d, ot-. Attl!lr--rri'!), 
ir. l·1~1"Y1~J"ad, or e\.s.:-wherre, to e:·atEtr jt.~ol-;.ce-urernt b>-" 
c.on.P~~ior"' a.i.: ot·· .~.:fter a."1~·· d'!!'ofau tt h9r ... ~I.U"u~~-=-r· against l.~S: 
.ro,.. tha. .wa·ao~.olt·at dt.Jeo hti't"·Eton,. it·,tr~s:t a.t"r•:~ costs, inc. lYdit"•~ 
~·, ~.-t+,t.:tt-.t•r•'!-Y'~ ~~Iii$, 8)·~r:·r·.aos:~1>-' llloi'.iVit"l•-'of ~I..JnlnlCJrrS Ot ... ot•~er·· 
t:•r-oc.G<S£. .=-o.t"'d dO -f:ut"'th&r •:OfiSI?t"ri:. tea il'l•rt(cEot;ii .aa.i;e E-Xi&C.~-ti Ctrl C.•f 
~i a\, jucl~.:-:al&nt e:>c,:·t"~SS 1:,.· UJ~.i u i ng th.;. bene-,C: 1 t ,:,-f' G-.11. 












THIS SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is made as of the 28th day of 
May, 1991, by and among CHRYSLER CREDIT CORPORATION ("Chrysler 
Credit") and EDWARD R. CURLEY, JR., BARBARA A. CURLEY, THALIA 
STEVENSON, WILLIAM P. STEVENSON and JOHN HARRY HADJY (the 
"Guarantors"). 
RBCri'ALS 
WHEREAS, under that certain Security Agreement and 
Master credit Agreement dated March 16, 1987, Chrysler Credit 
extended credit to Dahlgren Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc. (the 
"Dealership"), a Virginia corporation in which Edward R. Curley, 
Jr., Thalia stevenson and John Harry Hadjy owned a stock interest; 
and 
WHEREAS, under those certain Continuing Guarantys dated 
March 16, 1987, the Guarantors guaranteed the indebtedness of the 
Dealership to Chrysler Credit; and 
WHEREAS, the Dealership defaulted on its obligation to 
Chrysler Credit and Chrysler Credit has made demand upon the 
Guarantors to pay the indebtedness owed by the Dealership; and 
WHEREAS, Chrysler Credit filed suit to enforce the 
Continuing Guaranties and judgment was entered in its behalf 
against the Guarantors in the amount of the Dealership's 
indebtedness to Chrysler Credit in the action styled Chrysler 
Credit Corporation v. Edward R. Curley. Jr .. et al., Civil Action 
No. 90-484-A, in the United States District court for the Eastern 
District of Virginia, Alexandria Division. 
oonso 
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NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the payments 
and promises herein made, and other qood and valuable 
consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the 
parties hereto do aqree as follows: 
1. As a result of defaults by the Dealership in the 
payment of its obligations to Chrysler credit, Chrysler credit has 
sustained substantial losses and has made demand upon the 
Guarantors to pay such losses. In settlement of Chrysler Credit's 
claims against the Guarantors, the Guarantors have agreed to pay 
Chrysler Credit and Chrysler Credit has agreed to accept in full 
satisfaction of its claims against the Guarantors $275,000.00 
payable as follows: 
(a) By delivery to Chrysler Credit at closing cash or 
certified funds in the aggregate amount of 
$175,000.00; and 
(b) By payment to Chrysl~r Credit of $100,000.00 in 
cash or certified funds not later than December 1, 
1991. The Guarantors' obligation to pay the 
balance of the settlement amount shall be secured 
by Irrevocable Letter of Credit #433 drawn by 
Maryland Bank & Trust Company in favor of Chrysler 
Credit Corporation. A copy of the Letter of Credit 
is attached hereto and marked Exhibit A. 
3. The Guarantors agree to pursue that certain action 
at law styled Edward R. Curley. Jr •. et al. v. Dahlgren Chrysler-
fl0()91 
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Plymouth podge. Inc •. et al., Law No. 91-14, currently pending in 
the Circuit Court of King George County, against those individuals 
and corporate defendants who were the owners of the Dealership's 
stock and the manaqers of its business at the time the Dealership 
defaulted on its obliqations. Chrysler Credit agrees to cooperate 
with the Guarantors in their efforts to collect losses sustained 
by Chrysler and paid by the Guarantors to Chrysler hereunder. 
4. · Upon the delivery to Chrysler Credit of the 
$175,000.00 in cash and the $100,000.00 Letter of Credit, Chrysler 
Credit shall record a release of any Notice or Abstract of 
Judqment previously recorded in any City or County, and shall 
release or cause to be released the judgments against the 
Guarantors which have been docketed in the United States District 
Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, Alexandria Division. 
5. This Agreement shall be binding upon the parties 
hereto, their administrators, successors and assigns and may not 
be assigned to any other person without the prior written consent 
of all parties. 
6. This Agreement may be altered or amended only by 
writing signed by the parties hereto or their successors in 
interest. 
7. This Aqreement shall be subject to and governed by 
the internal law of the Commonwealth of Virginia, irrespective of 
the fact that one or more of the parties hereto now is or may 




s. In the event any provision of this Aqreement shall 
be held invalid, such provision shall be .deemed severable and the 
remaining provisions hereof shall remain in full force and effect. 
9. This Agreement, including the $100,000.00 Letter of 
Credit, contains the entire understanding among the parties and 
supercedes any prior written or oral agreements or understandings 
between the parties respecting the subject matter hereof except 
as are fully ·expressed herein. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed 
this Agreement as of the date first above written. 
ddaLaMJ/ c2 a /l~ 
.eBii:rDara A.Curley - .::J 
tWA~ 
Thal~a Stevenson 
/ . ,~.-::· _,. ') ?t::..l -
"··: z· !..._. t "'.,. ~;c (c.,. . . 1:., ..: J '1. ( -, t 1,..---, . William P. Stevenson 






a. In the event anf provision of this Agreement shall 
be held invalid, such provi1ion shall be deeme4 aevera~la an4 the 
remaining provision• hereot 1hall remain in tull fore• and ettect. 
g. This A;reement, inclu4inq the $100 1 000.00 Lette~ ot 
c~edit, contains the entire ~nderstandinq amonq the parties and 
supercede& any prior written or oral agreements or undcrstandinqe 
between the parties respcctinq the subject matter hereof except 
as are fully expreesed herein. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed 
this A9reement as ot the date first above written. 
GQABANTOBS 
Edward R. Curley, Jr. 
iarbara A.CUrlcy 
Th~i!a Stevenson 
John Rarry Haa3y 









May 31, 1991 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersiqned, THALIA STEVENSON, 
WILLIAM P. STEVENSON, and JOHN HARRY HADJY, hereby promise to pay 
to the order of HICKORY HILLS LAND COMPANY, a Maryland 
Corporation, in lawful money of the United States of America, the 
principal sum of One Hundred Nineteen Thousand Five Hundred Fifty 
Four and no/100 Dollars ($119,554.00) with simple interest thereon 
from the date hereof at the rate of ten percentum (10%) per annum 
on the unpaid principal balance, both principal and interest being 
neqotiable and payable without offset at Post Office Box 999, 
Lexington Park, Maryland 20653, or such other place as the holder 
of the Note may from time to time desiqnate in writing as follows: 
Interest only in the amount of $996.29 payable monthly 
on the first day of each month, commencing July 1, 1991, and 
continuinq each consecutive month thereafter until the conclusion 
of collection efforts by the Makers under that certain action at 
law pending in the Circuit Court of King George County, Virginia 
styled Edward R. Curley. Jr .. et al. v. Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth. Dodge. Inc .. et al., Civil Action No. 91-14. 
Collection efforts shall be deemed to be concluded upon 
settlement of the litigation, or at such time as the case has been 
prosecuted to final judgment, includinq appeal if one be filed by 
the defendants, or any of them, and all reasonable means of 
execution upon the judgment have been undertaken. 
OOOS5 
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The payment of said principal indebtedness may be 
anticipated in whole or in part any time without penalty, and 
shall be anticipated to the full extent of any funds received by 
! 
the Makers, whether by execution or settlement, and arising out of 
that certain action at law referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
In the case of partial prepayment, or anticipated ;payment, the 
amount paid shall first be applied to interest accrued, then to 
the outstanding principal balance, and the monthly interest charge 
I 
I 





At the conclusidh of the collection efforts and after 
pro rata application of all funds received through such efforts to 
reduce the principal balance of this note and the notes of Edward 
R. CUrley, Jr., and Barbara A. Curley, the then remaining 
principal balance of this note, if any, together with interest 
thereon, shall be paid through the payment of three hundred sixty 
(360) equal monthly installment payments of principal and interest 
in an amount sufficient to fully amortize the remaining principal 
balance of this note over the remaining thirty (30) year term of 
the note. 
In the event any payment provided for herein is 
received more than ten (10) days after the same be due, there 
shall be a five percent (5%) late charge paid by the Makers; and 
in the event of default for more than thirty (30) days in any. of 
the payments obligated to be made on this Note, as hereinbefore 
00096 
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set forth, then the unpaid principal balance owing on this Note, 
and any unpaid accrued interest thereon, shall, at the option or 
election of the holder of this Note, and without notice, become at 
once due and payable. Any failure by the noteholder to exercise 
such option or election shall not be deemed or construed as a 
waiver of the right to exercise the same in the event of any 
subsequent default or defaults or breach or breaches. 
Presentation, demand, protest, notices of dishonor and 
of protest, the benefits of homestead exemptions and all defenses 
and pleas on the ground of, any extension or extensions of the 
time of payment or of the due dates of this Note, in whole or in 
part, before or after maturity, with or without notice, are hereby 
waived by the Makers and by any and all endorsers, sureties, 
guarantors and assumers hereof, it being further agreed by them 
that they will pay any collection expense, court costs, and 
reasonable attorney's fees which may be incurred in the collection 
or enforcement of this Note or any part hereof. 
Thalia Stevenson 
William P. Stevenson 
John Harry HadJY 
000S7 
Chrysler Credit Corporation 
Attention: Carol T. Stone, Attorney 
10486 Armstrong Street 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
Gentlemen: 
/;;_•/,; L·, ·-
May 30, 1991 
Re: Irrevocable Letter of Credit #433 
Edward R. Curley, Jr. 
We hereby establish our Irrevocable Letter of Credit in your favor for 
the account of Edward R. Curley, Jr., available by your draft drawn at sight 
on Maryland Bank & Trust Company, Lexington Park, Maryland for any sum or 
sums not exceeding a total of one hundred thous·and and no/ 100 dollnr~ 
($100,000.00). 
It is a condition of this Letter of Credit that it shall not become 
effective until we have received advance written request, to be given not 
sooner than December 1, 1991 or after December 15, 1991, by Carol T. Stone, 
Attorney and duly authorized agent or other representative of Chrysler 
Credit Corporation, for the funds represented by this Letter of Credit; said 
statement to contain the representation that one hundred thousand and no/100 
dollars (US$100,000.00) which is owed by Edward R. Curley, Jr., and others 
to Chrysler Credit Corporation under that certain Settlement Agreement dated 
May 28, 1991, has not been paid. 
Except as otherwise stated herein this credit is subject to the Uniform 
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits (1962 Revision), International 
Chamber of Commerce, Brochure number 222. 
Also, except as otherwise expressly stated herein, any charges or 
commissions in respect to the negotiations of drafts under this credit are 
for your account. 
The amount uf each draft negotiAted, with the date of negotiation, must 
be endorsed hereon by the negotiating bank, and any draft presented to us 
shall constitute a warranty of the negotiating bank that such endorsement 
was effected. 
DEPOSlTS INSURED BY niE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORAnON ()0098 
Chrysler Credit Corporation, May 30, 199 J -2-
All drafts drawn under this credit should bear the clause "Drawn under 
Maryland Bank & Trust Company, Lexington Park, Maryland, Irrevocable Letter 
of Credit #433 dated May 30, 1991.", and must be drawn before May 30, 1992. 
We hereby agree with you that all drafts drawn under and in compliance 
with the terms of this credit shall be duly honored upon presentation to 
Maryland Bank & Trust Company, Lexington Park, Maryland with this Letter of 
Credit. 
Yours very truly, 
MAR~AND BANK & TRUST COMPANY 
(\ {i :c., \ -. 
··.!.c .. ·lc'" ··' 1-:.rr\ .. ,.fl . .-·-~. 
By: . 




$119,554.00 Fairfax, Virginia 
May 31, 1991 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, EDWARD R. CURLEY, 
JR. and BARBARA A. CURLEY, hereby promise to pay to the order of 
HICKORY HILLS LAND COMPANY, a Maryland Corporation, in lawful 
money of the United States of America, the principal sum of One 
Hundred Nineteen Thousand Five Hundred Fifty Four and no/100 
Dollars ($119,554.00) with simple interest thereon from the date 
hereof at the rate of ten percentum (10%) per annum on the unpaid 
principal balance, both principal and interest being negotiable 
and payable without offset at Post Office Box 999, Lexington Park, 
Maryland 20653, or such other place as the holder of the Note may 
from time to time designate in writing as follows: 
Interest only in the amount of $996.29 payable monthly 
on the first day of each month, commencing July 1, 1991, and 
continuing each consecutive month thereafter until the conclusion 
of collection efforts by the Makers under that certain action at 
law pending in the Circuit Court of King George County, Virginia 
styled Edward R. Curley. Jr .. et al. v. Dahlgren Chrysler-
Plymouth. Dodge. Inc •. et al., Civil Action No. 91-14. 
Collection efforts shall be deemed to be concludea upon 
settlement of the litigation, or at such time as the case has been 
prosecuted to final judgment, including appeal if one be filed by 
the defendants, or any of them, and all reasonable means of 
execution upon the judgment have been undertaken. 
fl0100 
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The payment of said principal indebtedness may be 
anticipated in whole or in part any time without penalty, and 
shall be anticipated to the full extent of any funds received by 
the Makers, whether by execution or settlement, and arising out of 
that certain action at law referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
In the case of partial prepayment, or anticipated payment, the 
amount paid shall first be applied to interest accrued, then to 
the outstanding principal balance, and the monthly interest charge 
shall be adjusted to reflect the decrease in the principal amount 
due. 
At the conclusion of the collection efforts and after 
pro rata application of all funds received through such efforts to 
reduce the principal balance of this note and the note of Thalia 
Stevenson, William P. Stevenson, and John Harry Hadjy, the then 
remaining principal balance of this note, if any, together with 
interest thereon, shall be paid through the payment of three 
hundred sixty (360) equal monthly installment payments of 
principal and interest in an amount sufficient to fully amortize 
the remaining principal balance of this note over the remaining 
thirty (30) year term of the note. 
In the event any payment provided for herein is 
received more than ten (10) days after the same be due, there 
shall be a five percent (5%) late charge paid by the Makers; and 
in the event of default for more than thirty (30) days in any of 
the payments obligated to be made on this Note, as hereinbefore 
00101 
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set forth, then the unpaid principal balance owing on this Note, 
and any unpaid accrued interest thereon, shall, at the option or 
election of the holder of this Note, and without notice, become at 
once due and payable. Any failure by the noteholder to exercise 
such option or election shall not be deemed or construed as a 
waiver of the right to exercise the same in the event of any 
subsequent default or defaults or breach or breaches. 
Presentation, demand, protest, notices of dishonor and 
of protest, the benefits of homestead exemptions and all defenses 
and pleas on the ground of, any extension or extensions of the 
time of payment or of the due dates of this Note, in whole or in 
part, before or after maturity, with or without notice, are hereby 
waived by the Makers and by any and all endorsers, sureties, 
guarantors and assumers hereof, it being further agreed by them 
that they will pay any collection expense, court costs, and 
reasonable attorney's fees which may be incurred in the· collection 
or enforcement of this Note or any part hereof. 
Edward R. Curley, Jr. 
Barbara A. Curley 
00102 
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II ~r Chase Bank of Maryland 
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***CAROL T. STONE*** 
***ATTORNEY FOR CHRYSLER CREDIT*** 
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SECURITY AGREEMENT AND MASTER CREDIT AGREEMENT 
Thla Security Agreement and Master Cradit Agreement (hereinafter called the "Agreement''), made as of this __ /_~_ .. _day of Marc b 
18 .B.:z_ ,; end !ffective Se.P._tember 1. 1984 or the date hereof. whichever is later. is by and between 
DAHLGR.!:.N CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, DODGE, INC· . having its principal place of business 
at Hwy. 207 Box 1600 Dahlgren z VA 224~8 (hereinafter called "Debtor"), and Chrysler Credit Corporation. 
a Dalawart corporation. having offices located at 901 Wilshire Drive. Troy. Michigan 48084 (hereinaher called "Secured Party"). 
WHEREAS, Debtor ia engaged in business as an authorized dealer of Chrysler Corporation and desires Secured Party to finance the acquisition by Debtor rn thf 
ordinary coune of ita business of new and unused vehicles sold and distributed by Chrysler Corporation and/or other authorized sellers and of used vehicles (al 
auch unused and used vehicles being hereinafter collectively called the "Vehicles"). 
WHEREAS. Secured Party is willing to provide wholesale financing to Debtor to finance the acquisition of Vehicles by Debtor ( 1) by agreeing with Chrysler 
Corporation to purchase from Chrysler Corporation receivables evidencing credit sales of Vehicles by Chrysler Corporation to Debtor. and (2) by making loans at 
advances to Debtor to finance the acquisition by Debtor of Vehicles from other sellers. 
NOW, THEREFORE. in consideration of the mutual premises herein contained and other good and valuable consideration paid by each party to the other. the 
rtceipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged. and intending to be legally bound hereby. the pantes hereto agree as follows: 
1 .0 Flaancing • Secured Party agrees to extend to Debtor wholesale financing as follows: 
(1) to purchase receivables from Chrysler Corporation evidencing credit sales of Vehicles by Chrysler Corporation to Debtor. at 1 00% of the face amount of 
auc:h recaivablaa: or 
(b) by making loans or advances to Debtor to finance the acquisition by Debtor of Vehicles from sellers thereof. on the terms and conditions set fonh in 
Paragraph 2.1 herein or as set forth in the Vehicle financing terms and conditions as they may be made available to Debtor from time to time by Secured 
Party. 
For the purposes of this Agreement. amounts applied by Secured Party to acquire Debtor's receivables from Chrysler Corporation as contemplated by clause 
(1) are herein called ''Receivable Purchase Advances", and loans or advances provided by Secured Party directly to either Debtor or-to the seller of Vehicles 
to Debtor as contemplated by clause (b) are herein called "Direct Loan Advances", and all such amounts. loans and advances provided by Secured Panv 
contemplated by clause (a) and clause (b) are herein collectively called "Advances". Debtor acknowledges that (x) the maximum amount of Advances which 
will be made by Secured Party hereunder will be established from time to time by Secured Party in its sole discretion and (y) all such Advances shall be 
made on and shall ba subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. It is understood and agreed that the making of any Advance hereunder shall be 
at the option of Secured Party and shall not be obligatory, and that the right of Debtor to request that Secured Party make Advances may be terminated at 
any time by Secured Party at its election without notice. 
2.0 Evidence of Advances and Payment Terms • Each Receivable Purchase Advance shall be evidenced by and made against a Credit Sale Agreement of 
Chrysler Corporation delivered to Secured Party, and Secured Pany shall be entitled to make Receivable Purchase Advances against such Credrt Sale 
Agrttmant appropriately completed and executed on behalf of Debtor by Chrysler Corporation by facsimile signature or otherwise under Power of Attorney 
given by Debtor. without any duty to inquire as to the continued effectiveness of such power or to verify with Debtor the amount of, or Vehicles listed upon. 
such Credit Sale Agreement and each such Credit Sale Agreement shall evidence the valid and binding payment obligation of Debtor. Each Direct loan 
Advance shall be made at such time as Debtor shall request in accordance with the then-effective Vehicle financing terms and conditions referred to above 
Debtor will execute and deliver to Secured Party from time to time its demand promissory nates in aggregate principal amount equal to that amount agreed 
to by Debtor and Secured Party from time to time, such demand promissory notes lthe "Promissory Notes") to evidence the liability of Debtor to Secured 
Party on account of all Direct loan Advances and to constitute additional evidence of Debtor's obligation in respect of the receivables underlying the 
Receivable Purchase Advances. The maximum liability of Debtor under this Agreement shall at any time be equal to the aggregate principal amount of all 
Advances et the time outstanding hereunder plus interest and such ather amounts as may be due under this Agreement. Debtor will pay to Secured Party on 
demand the aggregate principal amount of all Advances from time to time outstanding, and will pay upon demand the interest due thereon and such ather 
additional charges es Secured Party shall determine from time to time. 
NotWithstanding any inconsistent terms of any agreement between Debtor and Chrysler Corporation in respect of Debtor's liability under any Credit Sale 
Agrtement. In consideration of Secured Party's making of Receivable Purchase Advances and Direct Loan Advances. Debtor will pay to Secured Party 
intaraat at the rate(s} par annum designated by Secured Party from time to time on the amount of each Advance made by Secured Party hereunder from the 
datt of auch Advance until the date of repayment to Secured Party of the full amount thereof. For the purposes of the preceding sentence, each Receivable 
Purchase Advance shall be deemed to have been made by Secured Party on the data on which payment shall have been made by Secured Party to Chrysler 
Corporation for the related receivable of Debtor purchased by Secured Pany from Chrysler Corporation. Secured Pany will give notice to Debtor of the 
lntereat rate(s) established by it from time to time under the terms hereof. and each such notice shall constitute an agreement between Debtor and Secured 
Party as to the applicability to the Advances of the interest rate(s) contained therein. to be applicable from the dates stated in such notice until such interest 
r1t1(s) are changed by subsequent notice given bv Secured Party pursuant to this sentence. All interest accrued on the Advances shall be payable monthly 
by Debtor, and shall be due upon receipt by Debtor of the statement of Secured Party setting forth the amounllll•------~ ...... .
'L PLAINTIFF'S ~ - ........ ~ 
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2.1 Debtor agrees that financing pursuant to this Agreement shall be used exclusively for the purpose of acquiring V!hittes for Debtor's inventory and Debtor 
shall not sell or otherwise dispose of such Vehicles except by sale in the ordinary course of business. If so requested by Secured Party. Debtor agrees to 
maintain a separate bank account into which all cash proceeds of such sales or other dispositions of such Vehicle will ~~ deposited. Debtor further agrees 
that upon the sale of each Vehicle with respect to which an Advance has been made by Secured Party. Debtor will promptly remit to Secured Party the total 
amount then outstanding of Secured Party's Advance on each such Vehicle unless other terms of repayment have been agreed to by Secured Party Deblor 
agrees to hold in trust for Secured Party and shall forthwith remit to Secured Party. to the extent of any unpaid and past due indebtedness hereunder. all 
proceeds of each Vehicle when received by Debtor. or to allow Secured Party to make direct collection thereof and credit Debtor with all sums received by 
Secured Pany. 
3.0 Security • Debtor hereby grants to Secured Party a first and prior security interest in and to each and every Vehicle financed hereunder. whether now owned 
Grii'ifeifter acquired by way of replacement. substitution. addition or otherwise, together with all additions and accessions thereto and all proceeds 
thereof. subject only to any prior security interest in a Vehicle financed by a Receivable Purchase Advance which has been granted by Debtor to Chrysler 
Corporation and assigned by Chrysler Corporation to Secured Party in connection with the making of such Receivable Purchase Advance. The secunty 
interest hereby granted shall secure the prompt. timely and full payment of ( 1) all Advances. (2) all interest accrued thereon in accordance wnh the terms of 
this Agreement and the Promissory Notes. (3) all other indebtedness and obligations of Debtor under the Promissory Notes. (4) all costs and expenses 
incurred by Secured Party in the collection or enforcement of the Promissory Notes or of the receivable underlying any Receivable Purchase Advance or of 
the obligations of the Debtor under this Agreement. (51 all monies advanced by Secured Party on behalf of Debtor for taxes. levies. insurance and repaus tc 
and maintenance of any Vehicle or other collateral. and (61 each and every other mdebtedness or obligation now or hereafter owing by Ceblor to Securec 
Party including any collection or enforcement costs and expenses or monies advanced on behalf of Debtor in connection w1th any such other indebtedness 
or obligations. Nothing in this Agreement shall require Debtor. in respect of any Receivable Purchase Advance. to proceed first under the security .nteres: 
created by this Agreement or first under the security interest granted by Debtor to Chrysler Corporation to secure the receivable underlying such Recetvable 
Purchase Advance and assigned by Chrysler Corporation to Secured Party and the remedies of Secured Party under each security interests shall be 
cumulative. 
3.1 All said security set forth in Paragraph 3.0 above shall hereinafter collectively be called "Collateral". Debtor hereby expressly agrees that the term 
"proceeds" as used in Paragraph 3.0 above shall include without limitation all insurance proceeds on the Collateral. money. chattel paper. goods rece1ved 
in trade including without limitation vehicles received in trade. contract rights, instruments, documents. accounts whether or not earned by performance. 
general intangibles. claims and ton recoveries relating to the Collateral. Notwithstanding that Advances hereunder are made from time to time with respect 
to specific Vehicles. each Vehicle and the proceeds thereof and all other Collateral hereunder shall constitute security for all obligations of Debtor to 
Secured Party secured hereunder. 
3.2 Debtor hereby agrees that upon request of the Secured Party it will take such act•on and/or execute and deliver to Secured Party any and all documents 
(and pay all costs and expenses of recording the same I. Jn form and substance satisfactory to Secured Pany, which will perfect in Secured Pany its security 
interest in the Collateral in which Secured Party has or is to have a security interest under the terms of this Agreement. 
3.3 Secured Party's security interest in the Collateral shall attach to the full extent provided or permitted by law to the proceeds. in whatever form. of any 
disposition of said Collateral or to any part thereof by Debtor until such proceeds are remitted and accounted for as provided herein. Debtor will notify 
Secured Party before Debtor signs. executes or authorizes any financing statement regardless of coverage. 
3.4 Debtor shall be responsible for all loss and damage to the Collateral and agrees to keep Collateral insured aga•ost loss or damage by fire. theft. colliSIOn. 
vandalism and against such other risks as Secured Pany may require from time to time. Insurance and policies evidencing such insurance shall be wnh such 
companies. in such amount and such form as shall be satisfactory to Secured Party. If so requested by Secured Party. any or all such policies of insurance 
shall contain an endorsement. in form and substance satisfactory to Secured Party. showing loss payable to Secured Party as its interest may appear. and a 
certificate of insurance evidencing such coverage will be provided to Secured Party. 
4.0 Debtor's Warranties • Debtor warrants and agrees that the Collateral now is and shall always be kept free of all taxes. liens and encumbrances. except as 
specifically disclosed in Paragraph 4.1 below or provided lor in Paragraph 3 0 above. and Debtor shall defend the Collateral against all other cla1ms and demand~ 
whatsoever and shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend Secured Party m connecuon therew1th. Any sum of money that may be pa1d by Secured Pany m releasf 
or discharge of any taxes. liens or encumbrances shall be paid to Secured Party on demand as an add1t1onal pan of the obligation secured hereunder. Debtor hereo~ 
agrees not to mongage, pledge or loan (except for designated demonstrators as agreed to in advance by Secured Pany in writingl the Vehicles and shall no: 
license, title, ttSe. transfer or otherwise dispose of them except as provided in this Agreement. Debtor agrees that it will execute in favor of Secured Pany any form 
of document which may be required to evidence funher Advances by Secured Party hereunder. and shall execute such additional documents as Secured Pany ma., 
at any time request in order to conform or perfect Debtor's title to or Secured Pany's security interest in the Vehicles. Execution by Debtor of notes. checks or other 
instruments for the amount advanced shall be deemed evidence of Oebt01's obligation and not payment therefor until collected tn full by Secured Pany. 
4.1 Disclosure of T ues, Uens and Encumbrances • 
(If there are any. list them here· if none so stBtll J 
P\AC£FUD DATE OF FIUHG NAME ANO ADDRESS OF CltliiCTOR 
I 
AL"J/Jt_J. 
5.0 Sipnatory Authorization • Debtor hereby authorizes Secured Party or any of its officers. employees. agents or any other person Secured Party may 
designate to uecute any and all documents pursuant to the terms and conditions of that certain Power of Attorney and Signatory Authorization of even 
data herewith. 
6.0 Events of Default and Remedies/Termination • Time is of the essence herein and it is understood and agreed that Secured Pany may, at its option anc 
notwithstanding any inconsistent terms in any agreement between Debtor and Chrysler Corporation and/or Secured Party w1th respect to the rece1vable 
underlying any Receivable Purchase Advance by Secured Party. termmate this Agreement. refuse to advance funds hereunder. conven outstandmg 
installment payment obligations to payment on Vehicle sale obligations, and declare the aggregate of all Advances outstanding hereunder immediately due 
and payable upon the occurrence of any of the following events (each hereinafter called an ''Event of Default"), and that Debtor's liabilities under this 
sentence shall constitute additional obligations of Debtor secured under this Agreement. 
(1) Debtor shall fail to make any payment to Secured Party, whether constituting the principal amount of any Advance. interest thereon or any othe 
payment due hereunder. when and as due in accordance with the terms of this Agreement or with any demand permitted to be made by Secured Pan 
under this Agreement or any Promissory Note. or shall fail to pay when due any other amount owing to Secured Pany under any other agreemen: 
between Secured Pany and Debtor. or shall fail in the due performance or compliance with any other term or condition hereof or thereof. or shall be m 
default in the payment of any liabilities constituting indebtedness for money borrowed or the deferred payment of the purchase price of propeny or a 
rental payment with respect to property material to the conduct of Debtor's business; 
(b) A tax lien or notice thereof shall have been filed against any of the Debtor's propeny or a proceeding m bankruptcy. insolvency or rece1vership shall b1 
instituted by or against Debtor or Debtor's propeny or an ass1gnment shall have been made by Debtor for the benefit of creditors; 
(c) In the event that Secured Party deems itself insecure for any reason or the Vehicles are deemed by Secured Party to be in danger of misuse. loss 
seizure or confiscation or other disposition not authorized by this Agreement 
(d) Termination of any franchise authorizing Debtor to sell Vehicles: 
(e) A misrepresentation by Debtor tor the purpose of obtaining credit or an extension of credit or a refusal by Debtor to execute documents relating to the 
Collateral and/or Secured Party's security interest therein or to furnish financial information to Secured Party at reasonable intervals or to permn 
persons designated by Secured Party to examine Debtor's books or records and to make periodic inspections of the Collateral; or 
(f) Debtor. without Secured Party's prior written consent. shall guarantee. endorse or otherwise become surety for or upon the obligations of others excep: 
as may be done in the ordinary course of Debtor's business. shall transfer or otherwise dispose of any proprietary. partnership or share interest Debto• 
has in his business. or all or substantially all of the assets tbereof. shall enter into any merger or consolidation. if a corporation. or shall make an, 
substantial disbursements or use of funds of Debtor's business. except as may be done in the ordinary course of Debtor's business. or assign th1s 
Agreement in whole or in part or any obligation hereunder. 
Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default. Secured Party may take immediate possession of said Vehicles without demand or further not1ce and Without 
legal process; and for the purpose and furtherance thereof. Debtor shall, if Secured Party so requests. assemble the Vehicles and make them available tc 
Secured Party at a reasonably convenient place designated by Secured Party and Secured Party shall have the right, and Debtor hereby authorizes anc 
empowers Secured Pany to enter upon the premises wherever said Vehicles may be. to remove same. In addition. Secured Pany or its assigns shall havf 
all the rights and remedies applicable under the Uniform Commercial Code or under any other statute or at common law or in equity or under th1~ 
Agreement Such rights and remedies shall be cumulative. Debtor hereby agrees that it shall pay all expenses and reimburse Secured Pany for an~ 
expenditures. including reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses. in connection with Secured Party's exercise of any of its rights and remedies unde: 
this Agreement. 
7.0 Inspection: Vehicles/Books and Records -It is hereby understood and agreed by and between Debtor and Secured Party that Secured Pany shall have tht 
right of access to and inspection of the Vehicles and the right to examine Debtor's books and records. which Debtor warrants are genuine in all respects 
Debtor hereby certifies to Secured Party that all Vehicles and books and records shall be kept at the principal place of business of Debtor as hereinabovf 
stated or at such other locations as approved in writing by Secured Party, and Debtor shall not remove or permit the removal of the Vehicles or books ano 
records during the pendency of this Agreement except in the ordinary course of busines~ and as authorized by Secured Party. 
7.1 Debtor agrees to furnish to Secured Party after the end of each month, for so long as this Agreement shall be effective. balance sheets and statements o 
profit and loss for each month with respect to Debtor's business in such detail and at such times as Secured Party may require from time to time. 
8.0 General - Debtor and Secured Party further covenant and agree that: 
8.1 Any provision hereof prohibited by law shall be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition without invalidating the-remaining provisions hereof. 
8.2 This Agreement shall be interpreted according to the laws of the State of Debtor's principal place of business as identified above. 
00107 
1.3 This Agreement cannot be modified or amended, except in writing by both parties unless otherwise specifically authorized herein. and shall be binding and 
inure to the benefit of each of the panies hereto and their respective legal ri!Jiresentatives, successors and assigns. 
1.4 Interest to be paid in connection herewith shall never exceed the maximum rate allowable by law applicable hereto. as the parties intend to strictly campi~ 
with all taw relating to usury. Notwithstanding any provision hereof or any other document in connection herewith to the contrary. Debtor shall not pay nor 
will Secured Pany accept payment of any such excessive interest. which excessive interest is hereby canceled, and Secured Pany shall be entitled at Its 
option to nfund any such interest erroneously paid or credit the same to Debtor's obligations hereunder. · 
8.1 The ttrml and provisions of this Agreement and of any other agreement between Debtor and Secured Pany or Debtor. Secured Pany and Chrysler 
Corporation or Debtor and Chrysler Corporation with respect to the Receivable underlying any Receivable Purchase Advance by Secured Party should be 
construed together as one agreement: provided, however, in the event of any conflict. the terms and provisions of this Agreement shall govern such conflict 
8.1 No failure or delay on the pan of Secured Pany in exercising any power or right hereunder shall operate as a waiver thereof. nor shall any single or pan•al 
exercise of any such right or power preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right or power hereunder. The remedies here1n 
lrt in addition to those available in law or equity, and Secured Pany need not pursue any rights it might have as a Secured Pany before pursuing payment 
and performance by Debtor or any guarantor or surety. 
8. 7 This Agreement may not be assigned by Debtor. 
8.0 1l.2!!m. • Any notice given hereunder shall be in writing and given by personal delivery or shall be sent by U.S. Mail. postage prepaid, addressed to the 
party to be charged with such notice at the respective address set fonh below:. 
TO DEBTOR TO SECURED PARTY 
Hwy. 206 Box 1600 590~ Richmond Hwy. 
Dahlgren, VA 224~8 Alexandria, VA 22307 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the panies hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the day and year first above written. 
CHRYSLER CREDIT CORPORATION 
By ----FI-0?~~~--z; 
Title ___ 'W....c&.IIC..,;'-:;.,._..;./lyo~:;...· _________ _ 
I 
l 
AMENDMENT TO TtfE SECURITY AGnEEMENT 
AND MASTER CREDIT AGREEMENT 
This Amendment to the Security Agreement and Master Credit Agreement lherr.inaftr.r "Amendment'"). by and between the undersigned parties hereto. hereby 
amends and is made a part of that certain Security Agreement and Master Credu Agreement (hereinalter ""Agreement""). executed by the undersigned parties on 
even dale herewith. 
It is hereby agreed by the parties hereto that the Agreement is amended as follows: 
Paragraph 3.0 of the Agreement. titled "Security". is hereby amended to add the following sentence immediately after the first full sentence in said Paragraph 
3.0: 
'"furlher. Dehtor also hP.rehy grants to Sr.cured P;uty a !U!curity inrmr.st in i11111 to all Chilllel f'liltlr.r. Accounts whether or not earned by performance 
and including without limitatron all amounts rlue hom the mnnulactmr.r nr dr!llrihntnr nf thr. Vr.hiclr.s or any of its subsrdiaries or affiliates. Contract 
Rights. Documents. Instruments. General Intangibles. Consumer Goods. Inventory of Automorrve rarts. Accessories and Supplies. Equipment. Furniture. 
Fi.xtures. Machinery. Tools. and leasehold Improvements. whether now owned or hereafter acquired by way of replacement. substitution. addition or 
otherwise, together with all additions and accessions thereto and all proceeds thereof. as additional security lor each and every indebtedness and 
obligation of Debtor as set forth herein:· 
E.xcept as herein amended. the terms and conditions of the Agreement rernain in full Ioree and ellect 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Amendment to the Agreement as of the day and year as shown below. 
CIIRYSLER!l: ~ORPORA TION . 
By ~£JI'JQY' 
Date Jt1AtZ C. L/ /{p, l'f '87 
. ' 





JHT CITY STATE 
I e 6oo. ooo. Dahl2ren V1r21n1a March . · tl,e, 19 87 
ON DEMAND. FOR VALUE RECEIVED. the understgned promtselst to pay to the order of CHRYSLER CREDIT CORPORATION. a Delaware Corporation. at its oflu 
~ 590~ Richmond Hwy. Alexandria. VA 22307 
or at such other place as the holder hereof may direct in wuting. the sum of s 1 x hynd red thoysand · · 
Dollars (S &<2'0 0(:0 ~!:. ), in lawful money of the United States of America. together with interest thereon lrom the date hereof until paid at the ra1 
or rates established from time to time, pursuant to paragraph 2.0 of that ·certain Security Agreement and Master Credit Agreement dalf' 
March , 19 87 , between the undersigned and Chrysler Credit Corporation. which interest shall be payable monthly in hke law!. 
money; provided. however, that the rate of mterest payable hereunder shall not exceed the maximum rate of interest permitted by applicable law. 
The undersigned agrees to pay reasonable attorneys fees d this note 1s placed in the hands of an auorney for collection. 
The makers, sureties, guarantors and endorsers hereof severally waive presentment for payment, protest and notice of protest and non-payment of this note. an 





•t'l '!)I "1"1 HENEWAL 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
I AMOUNJ C11Y 
I$ I '<Jd, d()t) .01) 41Na11dt ,·P. 
$1.\ll 
__ I_i_-_;1_7 __ 1_9~_7 
iJN DEMAND. FD~ALU£ RECEIV£0. the undersigned.}?nuse(sJ 10p;ty to rhe order of CIIRYSlER CIIUJfT cunrunATION. a Delaware corporation, at its ofhce 
.u S9DL/ !!t.'b«t:W!L t(w'1 4!L!?:ot,. !LII 2Z -~c..>s ...... ·---.---------
or at such other place as the holder hereof from time to time may designate in writing. the suna of ~-. f?t .... ~llu!;.au~A):;........ ________ _ 
Dollars (S i,c Rt2d1 ()OtJ.IJ,;) ), in lawful money of the United States of America. together wirh interesttluueon hom the date hereof until paid at the rar 
J' rates established from '§.'t... to lime punuant to paragraph 2.0 of that certain Security Agrr.r.menr and Master Credit Agreement darr ~-lv . J9 7 between the undersigned and Chrysler Credil CotJlOrar•on. which inrr.rr.sr ~hall be payable monrhly in like lawful mone~ 
·rovided, however, that the rate of interest payable hereunder shall nor exceed lhe maxrmum rare olmlere~l 1•eumued by applicable law. 
~he undersigned agrees to pay reasonable anorneys fees if this note is placed in the hands of an atlorney for collection. 
'his R!llewal Promissory Note i~UJ!CUted. delivered and accepted for rhe purpose of reriewingthe unp~tid balance due on that cerlain Promissory Note da1e1 
s-l(p . 19 ~.in the principal amount slated !hereon logelher wilh inleresl lhereou. P.ar.cuted by the undersigned and payable lo lht 
· der of Chrysler Credit Corporation. and nor in payment rhereol. and for I he fUUJJOse of mcrr.aSIII!J I he rotRI punr.ipal amount owing by the undersigned It 
'
1•ysler Credit Corporation to the lace amount of lhis Renewal Pronnuory Note 
···e makers. sureties, guarantors and endorsers hereof severally wa•ve ruescntment for payment. prorest ami notice of protest and nonpayment of this note, and 
Jnsents to any extension, renewal or postponement of the time of payment of this note. without not•ce, at the option of the holder. 
j 
\ 
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,- ... I .. · . 
·--'-·' · .... '~, I 
\, ,· ~ • I~ 
.... - . ·-
'. . "\ 
To: C,!uy•l•t Crtd•l COtpor&llon 
Wt e1 pecl 10 ofltr fOt ult to you conttects 1 v 1dencit~g the"'''' 1111e on a llmt D••ce bu.a of puvtlt puunger tulomobiltt. and or comrnt•c•tl vet·uelet 
ff••cribtd by lht mtnulacturtr u htvtng a v•ou vetuclt we•ghl of I 0.000 pounds or''" or ulad at leu"''" ont tnd ont hall to"' Call such tonlftCtl wtuch 
, b .. n aceoplld by you'" lht put ot wh•ch ore htreahtr "cepaed by you be1n9 here•n caned ··contract" •n the ttngular and ··conuactf'tn 1111 pluret•rtd 
•.. tehtCIII dtt~ubt4 in '";h Conuacll bttr.g hert•naher called .. Vth•Cie"' an lht a•nout•r end ""Veh•ctu""en lht plur•lt AIIO all Conuec" wt agrtt,. follow& 
t, CONTRACT PURCHASl PRICE. Tht ~urchut puct. ol .. cl\ 
ConiiiCt (htrt•n Cllltd lht ''Purchase Puu"J &hall be tn &mounl eauallo 
lhl "Unpaid Defence of Cash Puce" u ICtlorth '"the Contt•ct ptua lht 
emount t,y whtch tht .. ,.,...nee Cneree"lncfud•d tn ,.,, CQPitracaeac .. d• 
lht Ntl Fananct ChtrQt tpplic:ablt 10 lvch Conrraet u ntreinafter defined, 
plut tht ltnounl of lnturanct Parllcipallon 6D~I•etble to 1ucl'l Contt~ct, 11 
hereintfltr ctthntd. provtdtd, howhtr.lhal no lnsurence Pafltciptl•o"' thall 
b4 payable 1\ttt~o~ndtr if thtrt 1h1fl be 1n triter, wilh respect to auch 
Col\trtct. tn arrenettntnl undtr whiCh an in1urance eornmlttton 11 Phtblt 
to tnyoflt. At uttd htrtU\, tht term .. ,..,, fintnca Chervt" thall rnun en 
lmount tQUif to lht product of tht multtphc"1on of the ''Net Rtlell Rete to 
Chrnttt Cttdtt", ''' out unCior lha htadtf'l8 "'Net Reud Rate" an tht "Net 
Atttil Ralt and Reurvt Schtdule" Df l•tnilor document 01 form in erltcl on 
,,_. purchatt dirt of lht ConUICI, 11mos IM '"Unpeid Bat•nce JA.mounl 
fJntnctdJ" 11111 fotlh In the Contrtclttme& the numbar ol roort of thettrm 
oltht Contract. tfler gaving tiiKt IO • pro .... ad,ultmtnt lor anr Plrhtl 
rttt. AI u••d hUtln, lhe term "lnturance Pert•c•r>•••on • &htll mun an 
ernount tQutlto lht product of lht mulltphethon ol '"' perccn11ge u1 oul 
UMtr lht 1\uding '"ln1urance Pertic•plhon·· in lhe "'Net Rott '"d Auorvt 
Schtdult'' or aimilat docull'lent Of loun ,,.. eflcct on lht '"''chan date of lht 
Coturact. lim•• ll'lt 10111 premium lnelud•d in env Con""' lor phyl•e~l 
d•m•o• intu,.nce l&&ut4 .,Y Chryaler lnturenca Compeny. The Purchaee 
,rice of ttch ConlfJct thlll bt ptid by you 10 Ul (ilan caah Ctuch atnount 
bfi"9 herein Cllltd &he "Cuh Paymenf'J leu any amount which we mer 
rnu&ualty e;rlt will\ you thtll ~~ dtd~o~cled from lht Cuh P..,mant (wh1Ch 
dtducuon 11 htrtln calltG 1 "'Hotdbeck" t. anCI(ut br u~ebh1h1ng t craCI•I to 
our account (hartrn Clllocf tht "'Rturvo .A.ccounf"t on rou1 books of account 
•ft1ral to lht Purchuo Puct leu lht Unpa•d 8elanct of Ceth P11c1 u aet 
1 In tht Conuecl (such crtcStl, 11 apphecf 10 • Conueet, be1n; hert•n 
... ··" iht ''Contr IGI Rutrvt"l· 
J, PAYMeNTS PROM AND A 
ACCOUNT. You will plY to ua oft 1 batia l•f blank, 
peyment will bt mt4t ennuallyJ the amounl by lch lhe balance If\ the 
Attii'YI Acco11nl. lttl eny tmout\1 for which wt m•r be htolt to you. 
tl&ltdl U\1 flllltt Of (IJ \ ? 'I' of lhl l~tll IG&IItlll "np11d baltnCt 
or eft Contttctt ~r~hlltd from ua or fhJ t ~ 0 0 c.) -. 1ht Contract 
Re&ll¥1 In 111pect of 1 conuact 11\111 not be det~ntd 10 bt .. rntd by us ""'" 
,,_. applietblt Contract hll wen paid •n fvll. and no interttlthlll bt earned 
by Ul or ptld 10 "' on the baltn" in the Rostrwe Accovnl 01 lny potiiOn 
lhtrtol. Any Contflct ~uervs. wt\ttl\11 oerned or unearned. mey be epphecf 
bt you 11 eny limt to enr t~bltGntn owing b~ u1 to yOU. at~d we well pey to 
\'OV an cash anr Cl•l•c11 btl1n;e in &1\t Retern Acco"nt re&uluno hom 
chargtl 10 tht Re&ervt Aecounr aurhori~ed by 11'111 Aorumtl\1 No CoNrtCI 
l'tttrYI payabta htrtuncltt may ~ U&•Qntd without your puor wunen 
~··tK. 
If you llOP burtng ConlfJ;1' from ua or If wt frt In dtlaull ot any 
lndebltcfnttt owing 10 you. you will h•v• no obligation to ma .. e paymti'IU IO 
Ul from lht Rt~er<re Accounr until fiJ all Contrtctt ~hich you hevt 
purchutd from u& htvt been fully ~id In cllh. 1nd (iii all Olhtr oblige lion& 
11Kf Jndtbrtdntn OWl~ from u& to you hn• been Cully sall&hecf. 
H tny p1r1 Of lht Gllletenet b•IW'WHft the C"ah PfiCI IN lhl lOtti timt 
lilt pttct •htll M refunded or ttbeted by yov to the obhgor of • Contract lor 
lnr II non, Including prepaymtn1, wo egr .. to pay to rou '" caah '" •mount 
which well beer tht llmt retlo to 11\t Contrlc:t Aeatrve 1& thO 1moun1 of thl 
rtfund 01 fOblll be1r1 10 tht •mouftl on which •I waa comru,led. If \'0" 
· ''" • loll with re&.,.CI 10 • Contract purchaatCJ by you from u1. 11 I 
t of .-our f11fure lo Cflhvtr or tender cMhvery olaho releled Vth•cle to "I 
•• ~, • .,; •• .- '" ••••••••" 2 of lh•t Ao•••"'•n• wA 10111 10 uav 10 rou lht ~CN'IIII~I lltlfl~; J'OYtdad, howtwlf, thai ovr ltabiiiiJ 10 "'•h I wen P""''"' 
INn riOt laCM4 tht ltnOuftl ol your loll. 
3. IUPURCHASl OBliGATION. We agree lo purchllt from you eny 
ConltiCI and/or 1h1 related Veh1cle end to ply to vou "'cash lhe repute hue 
prtce computed rn ~ecordanct w11h p~ragtaDh 4 of thra A.grumena 1f you 
thell h•n rei>OIItned ll'le Veh1clt t•nv euch Ve•uclt 10 reootUUtd b~'"0 
horern called '"Repouened Vch•cle'"J and "eh'lteted or lti\Gtred dt~hvory of 
tht Rtpossused Vth•Cit to us w1lh•n $Sdeys llltr m4turlly or lht 
urhut maralmenc wholly rn tleleull whi'h 1t lh•n due uncltf lht Contr~el II 
your 1b•hty 10 mah or aend•r dthver, of • Veh1clo 1\treundtt 11 amptued 
beceuu of ht•o•uon. lneluchng. but not f•m•ltd 10 hl•eat•on rtQI.IIIttt IO 
tlltctrng ltPOUtUcon of the Vehrcla. Cllmu'\11 proueut•on, uuure br 
QOVtlnmOnltt IUihOflly, ftdtmpuon t0Q"Iflmenlt. Cltlllng Of p~ll~cllng 
trllt, rnoaatory legrtlllron or procltmtllon, tell of God, w•r. ra~ltcon. 
lncurreclion, Of of the public •nemy.lhtn in eny such tvtnl, ~our obhQII•on 
tomah or ltf'lder delivery h~reundtt &hell~ ••cuaod until 30 Cl4vl aller 
you r6Ct•ve notttt of tne ctssllion of tny such cor1dallon If. 1n rot~ct ol '"" 
6mounl due 1nd ow•nv from uiiO you, you rutonably dttm yourltflto bo 
enucu•e. yOu mey lend~' dthverr of • Rtposaeued Vehicle to ul b\' g•vtng 
notice to"' of the rtpouns•on end th•locot,Of'l olthe Rtponeued Velucle 
by etrhf•ed or "8•11trtd m•tl If ro1• dts•re 10 dehwtr 1 Atpoattned Vth•ett 
to ut and our Dllct of bu&u'ltu •• closed or tf wt htve CtUtd do•nv 
bu11ntu. delivery &htll be d11rncd to h1ve been mtdt 1f 1 dtmarld lor 
repurcha11 thall have btcn tent br you 10 ua el our 1111 known addtAU by 
reg•&ttrtd or cttllfied m1ll.lf clehvery of tht Vehicle i& nol mtdt 01 etndertd 
as efortn•4 w11h reapeCI to 1 ContriCt in dtfaull. then wt w•fl hht no 
obhg31•on to "Purcheu lht VOh•ctt bul we do agret 10 DIY ro ruu the 
ttltltd Conart~el R"trve 10 '"' eatenl of your lou Wh•le rou wtll eurc11t 
fftUOI\ebte d•hgti\C.t en tlttntpt•no to collecl dalaulttd fCCount&. we 
ecknowledgt &hal the dtc1S1on to ttpoauu • VehtCft upon dtlauiJ by lht 
purchner tnd to vw••v• tht purchanr·s del•c•tncy obhOt'hon u 1 cond•lion 
of volunllry sunender of lht Vtha,lt it 1 matttt tolely fDf your d1ICttllon. 
end that o&~r obhglt•o" to repurchue 1uch AtPOtatutd \lth1cle Is tb&olull. 
tubJOCt only to tht conditlonl Itt fCMih in 11\ia AvrttMenl. You w1U contull 
w•lh us 111CI obt11n our consent to ref,nanct, rtwfllt. renew or tatend any 
ConiiiCt. but your OCftsional 1ndlor lnedverttnt fadutt to do ao wtll not 
affect our obhgJt•on undtr lhit agretlfttnl on any t"ch Contract 
•. RIPUACHASI PRICE. Tht Atpurchue ''ic. which tt\111 bt pard 
wilh rotl)fct ro 1 ~ti)OIIIIttd Vehicle al\alf ,,. tn 1moun1 equef to the '""' 
of Uf'Paid intlllmtntt on the related Conlttcl on lhtdele of rtl)urchtle "'"' 
C•l 111 reo&ontblt eapenltt or your employe" 01 agentt tncurrtd 1n 
connte&ron wtlh &ho repoueu•on of the Aeponeutd Vthtclt ·ancr fiil the 
'"" olltlntport•ng che RtP<In•tud Vttuclt in uutt of 300 mdtt. Ius ftl 
ane unurnrd po1110" of the Fenenu Chllft computtd on tht datt of 
reposseu,on II\ I(COid~nct Wtlh the Awle or 781 01 tuCh othtr ~llhod II 
may be tntndlled by apphcablt 11••• l1w. (n) lht unurntG por11on of the 
•n&ur a net pram• urn ineludod 1n tht COI\IfiCI, If '"Y· computed at of tht da 11 
of canctlletion 1nd rtetived by you. and CmJ lht •moui\L II any, of lhf 
D1rntgt Adju11menc n hertinoftor computed. 
1. DAMAGE ADJUSTMENT. Th1 aenount of the Dameot Adau51rnent 
relened to 1n Pltagraph 4, above ahtll be computed ol follovve· 
5 I If 1 Rtpuuen•d VohtCIA lhlll h•ve bttn Gtmeg•d OIIOt IO lhl 
lime of repont•U•on and w., inturtd AI the l•tn~ such ct•IJ'•o• 
occurrod. &he O•me;e Adjustment Jhell bo tn amou•\t equal lo lht 
•n,ount of tou ntabh&hed by the •nturance Clrlllf for tuch d1movt. 
IC'tt tnv an•ol•nl by wh•Ch the collit•on dtduchtlll eacotdt U60 No 
Damaot AciJulttn('nt ~hall bo p11id ilaht emotml of 1011 ie .. atAbhthvrl hr 
the rnturfnCf! "1r11•r •• "" An•owftlltU ,.,.,. th• ., .. ,,.,"1 of rhe eolloeoon 
dtdUCitblt. 
(•' II: ~•·:~;.••'•''·:·.,·. ~·t I' • •a,, l·l',.r•r.!•~ t.£~~··-=·1c: t t ... r 
cl lr.J,JI,)HrU•OI"• h ,,;.: .. l ;r. 0~ lo·a t~:: \'>U nt'(or,,.,rcd l! lht: -, ,_.,,.. 
dln\eQP o"uut(l. tnd tht ''" ~u "'an amovnl an eactu ol f2SO and 
tvrdtnc• nr ~'' ercur.,tt dturrplron ol p~yl•,al d~m•v• rnlll'""'' covtrege 
wet ptovrCS(I(J to you Dr "' .. lht lilT\, you DUf(hUtd '''f r~ltlfd Contract 
ll\f OIMtttf Adrulltntnl •hall bo ""' amour\1 IIQUIIIo tht ••eur oil•) lht Coat 
·• Rept••t lwhrcn mean• 11\0 cotr ot Pl'tJ tnd l•w• nflc .. uty 1\) ••P••• the 
pOUMU:cl Vtructe con"puled rn tcc..,•danct w•lh our SIDndlrd pUICitte lor 
.,rt~JnD in&trnlll ulol ol pefl& tf\d l1bor for •tparung VttotrciPt owntd by ull 
Or (II) lh,. COli Of purchatrng I COmptrtble un<J1m1;od 'fthrCII leU lht 
ulvaeo vatuo ot the Repouened Vollrcle. 
5.3 If 1 f'tpOJSened Vthrcle thall hlvt betl\ dam•ved prior to the tinle 
of rDJJOcc•n•nn hy tnlli5ton or hre tnd lhe loss was not tnsurrd 11 ltle time 
IUCh dflmlgt oecu"d tnd luCh damage"" .. in'" ~rf\tlunl '" ••CI'!II of U$0 
but no t'vtdlnct or acturote dlltcrcptiOf'i of phvs•caf damave anturauCft 
cowf'rag• w11 providrd 10 yuu 11 the trme rou purct\~ted lht tetattd 
Conuect. lhl'ft shell oo no Clamtuf Adtullm~•lt unleu the lou ah~ll have 
occunAd moro I hAn oftt ~ur tiler the dltt of the re111ed Contract, In wluch 
event lhf l)amagt AdJullm•m U\111 bt en amount eouatto tho toner of f•l 
lhe eo.a of Rtpltlt (U dtftntd II\ ptragrtph &.2 or'"" Agtf.f.mlnll Of (u)lhe 
coli of purchall"$ 1 comparablt ""d•tna\led vthrCit IPnlht ulvage vtlue 
ol tht Repououod Vehicle. 
&.• Th• 1mount of the Oamt~o AdjuJtment shill ftOt e•cud the net 
unpaid bAionct Chit! undlf lhe rr.latell Conuaca loas Uu• ulvogc: value of the 
R•pOtUIItd Ve~hiclt. No l)emagt Act,ustment lh~tll be PIYtbft under lhal 
agre~ment I( lht Rtpoueued Vthrcle was damtgf!d puorlo rtpouessiof\. 
where sucll dtmagt wn cove~td by insurance and we acttd 11 agent fQttht 
lnsur1nc111 carrrer ,11\ltu ahe inturanco Clttler ia afr.ti11ed wrlh you 
I. INTEREST IN AEPOS4£8SED VEHICLES. Prror 10 tl\e p1ymen1 by 
Ul or lhl RtpurChlll PtrCfl you &hall retarn lht '''"'* rrghl, trllt lnd '""""'' 
in 1nd to tach Conrract 1nd lho Veh1cle cowered lhe•ObY' and you '"''" be 
flnlilled 10 pouou ron or any At'pouultod V!!htde wntrher vour rntf.rUI be 
th11 of 1 11•cured ""'Y or. subtf!qu•na 10 • pubhe or JUdrcrallo•rclosurt 111111 
of the Yfhrcl• in ltttot ~tquetinQ tuch utt, th:~l of en ownf'r or "'' 
Atpollttlfld Vtruclf. or oth•rwite. Slorl{lfl or 1 Vt!hiclt w•th "'or dthv~ry 
' • Vthict• 10 ul before our PIYmtnl to you of the Rtpurchttt Price thcueof 
all ft01 ct~att •nr Interest in the Vthiclt tn "' IS a secured peny or t 
putchtAtr. Puot lo au~" ~•vmtnt. Jnv pououion of "'t V11hiclt by ut a hill 
be 10l1ly 1 bailment Wh1ch may bt ltrmrn-'"d 11 ant lime "pon dlm1nd by 
YOU. 
7. AGREEM!Nt SUPPL!MENTS AS&IONM!NT8 ON INDIVIDUA" 
INSTALMENT CONTRACT~. W• ~eknowlcLivt thil lh•t lgrtt"'cnt ia 
lupplflm~nlaflo out Obhgot•of'll cnnttlft¥d en lhll51•8""''"' entt t~ndort~· 
·mena ol .och Contreca usigntd 10 you. t1 &U\y warranay conllinttd in 1nv 
tuch Contracl thtll bt btuct~d.ln •cldruon 10 '"Y or her U1biltty ari1rno hom 
IUCh bttHh. WI UftCOftditionally guar•ntee peymtnt Of lht lull tmoul\t 
rtmael'\inD unp1kl under lht affected eunt11c1 and •grtt to ~urchast Uid 
Contrtct on Clomtnd for the lull lll\OIInl then unpard whelhtr or nol 1111 
Contr•Ct thall lhff\ bf', or f\01 bf', rn cNituiiiiUC:h h4brhty borne herein Ullf'd 
1 "'f"ll RrCO\Irtt L•lblltly''l and yl'u arw ht.teby 1u1hariud to m•kt .,,, 
appropr•••• contclion& on o~r endors~ment and aniyru,ent ol '''' &uch 
Conlttel Unltn wo tncurre<J full RtCOll'lf. Lratuhty or n\Od•f•td our 
otlhgalions h~flunrJ~r wrth rclptct 10 t Conltac& atlhf' lime wt. AnrQnttl il 
to you. Wf agrte ttltt our haDrhly vrrlh ,,.spect to 11ny 1uCh Contucl shllll bt 
IS ••tlorth rn lrlrl •orumenl notwlfhsltnernv ony other endouem~nt or our 
f1dutt to trgn or iniuel t specifiC •f'<kr,.emtnl on'"' such Conuect. 
t ~I I '.' '•; 11 C• ~· \of II:. f :' n ,. l' ' •• : ~. c ~ ,. , t! t~ c j r: . 1.' 
~:1 1\~t ~ £·'•~ .. ,< rr.e:.r~~. '' ..;.-..~.; -- c~., ~,::~ttonc·~·'• :t ,::c-1 
C.llf rntent•<.n lo rcrmrnatt do•ng but.orous ""''"' tc.ult•e•e•nelrer ce>:it~ ll'lt 
"f fltthYt Ollt'') end provrdPd lhlt wo have I lilly l)f'tloflnt-d all of our 
(lblrg,urons to you and rf II'~ 10111 amount of our f'eurvt Account on cht 
fllttt•vr D••• tQullt 11 IUtl -- .. of '"~ 1$;''8'" '"'PIIIt1 ta•••nctl 
then (llllllln\J•"G on Coi\UICII o~U•gned by u~ to you on whrch wt "'~ 
contrng•ntlr heble 10 rf'pur~hast the Contr!ICI end/of tht fllattdVrl\tclt. 01 
rf the '"'oun1 of lucte R•ttt'ft Accouncls brought to tuch "'""''""m amount 
by ctth paymflnts lrotft us 11 of the Elltt.trvt 011e. wo will be lthr.v•d of 
furthar •tpurchut responsibihry, eaetpl n ID lftV lrtnsacllol' wh~re aa of 
the flfechve D1tt. lhe Vthrcte has been prtvioutly rcpotiPIItd. or lht 
relattd contract 11 In dtf&llfl 30 or more dlyl In &he plyment of 1 mttuu!d 
lnS11lmenl 1nd results rn repossession On en~ suc.h trl'nuehon w~ •o••• ro 
p~y to you the n•t unp~·d baltncc- Cl" the rtl,.ecr c..onuoec plu' •uy •• , ...... ., 
rftcurrtd rn dthYf.ttng lhf R'POUOUI"d VeluC:It' 10 us In addrlton, our hAbthly 
eontrnut~l wtlh ttSpf'ct to Conlfl«:fl (•I ~a ring our full tecourse f'ndou'"mrnt. 
tu) JUtgned 10 you under ony sptc:••l atrenoemenl. and fthl on whtch a 
b•Uch of wan1n1y hu occutrfd You enay apply I~Jrnst such m•n•mum 
reurvf't 1ny C:l\arg• b~~~ e~r unlltn•d rtlftYOI nsufllftO from 111unds ,r 
rl"bll" m1do upon prtpoyrt•f'nt and rf.I)On .. t•ons upon whrch louet ore 
luauun•d. You ""Y thtr•allor hold tuch tnin•mum U!ttrve& unul lhf 
Conuects which you have purchesed from u1 '"liquidAted, applyino louu 
you m•y incur to 111ch m,n.mum raserve~ 10 held. refunding lo ul the 
bl'lanco, If lny, in tuch tnenunum IOsttve ICCUIInt upon hntl liqurd.SitOft Of 
lho cont•acte to which such rescr•tt a"'ty. 
9. REDEMPTION ANO RESALE OF R£POSSES&EO VEHICLES 
RETURNED TO US. By law. 1 cuilomer whost vehrclo hu t~ton 
rtpouused has lh• uglll to lfd~em i1 11 eny ume btfore we ull•l or tnlet 
rn&o a contr ae1 for '" uteo.l•aso or other d•IPOI•tron 'c-llow,ng rtlloueu.on. 
vou wrll stnd or ceus• 10 bt Sf'f\1 10 lht cullomer 1 notret IPiling forth thrt 
ttght and lhe JIIIOUnl nc-ct,lry 1u redum the vf!hrclt A copy of lht notiCe 
w•ll btl toni co u& &r law, we must permct lht c~o~•&omtr 10 lldeem lht 
vehrCIC in accordence wrlh &uch notice. 
II thf CUIIUMir l01ll to rtd('"lft th• Vt'htclt, Wfl Ill fcJ"&~Of\liblo for 
poyeno u,,, custom.:r 1ny tur&,Jius retulling from d•tpottuon of the vfhrcle 
Stcllon 86 or the Chrysfut Outer Uniform Accounhng Svuern Mtnual lett 
out the procedutf. lor dcaermininv whether • surplus IXiltl. We wdl follow 
lhrl "'nctdutf'. In molr.ing lhw c•&culoltclf't fttc:VIIIrv 10 d411fttnln• lut,IUI 01 
cfelictt~ncy, no oaptnst othAr then th" eapen1111 ttl out In th~t 11crron u 
Alluwnblo !al)f.nlel mey 1M- dnckteltd lllht diiDOiiiiOn rt~~ufll In 1 turplul. 
we w•ll pay &he turplul 1nd ~eco&Jnl to lht' cua1orner wllhtn 46 days of the 
diiDOitllol\. 
10. AGREEMENT SUPERStbES PRIOR VEHICLE FINANCING 
ANO A£PURCHAS£ AGREEMENTS. Thisagr41tmtnllhllllluP"'',.tl' any 
vthrclt lrn"ncmg ""d rcpurch~lt agr~:erntnas pttYiOUIIy enltrOd rnto 
hf'I'N\.'('n us and Shill ~Ovf'fn our obhgat•ons 10 you rn rwcpeca ol til Conu1ett 
prt.•vrously us,gned by u110 you on a "'Full Rtoptuch~st" bu•l on whrch Any 
arnCiu,t retftarn& uf\pard ~• wtll u all CCif\lfltls whreh we Shill herulttr 
essrgn 10 you on e f\111 Rtpu~I..J:~o...,.r-oca~ 
(l0113 
DRAC FlNAr~CJr~G AGREEMENT 
· •sionad 
(Name vi bvrrtwtrt 
e proprietorship). (a pannership). (a ____ U--..4..._ _________ Corporation), 
ISuiU MIMI 
. - ·- .. ~··~· -~.-~ .. :"'. 
naftar tailed ··sorrower .. ) hereby requasts Chrysler Credit Corporation (hereinafter called ''Lender") to ellend a revocable, revolving linD of '';dit 
'Dafter tailed tho ''Loan" and each disbursement of whieh is hereinafter ~ailed an ""Advance''J to Borrower to finance the cost to Borrower of passenger cars 
ucks including accessories 1nd attachments thereto (hereinafter called .. Vehicle" or "Vehicles'') leased or rented by Borrower to other persons. For end in 
jeration of lender agreeing to make the Loan to Borrower, Borrower hereby ugrns thaltheloan and each Advance shall be subject to the following terms 
~nditions: 
JIES AND SECURITY; The Loan to be made by lender to Borrower 
1der shall. be evidenced by a demand promissory note or nries al notes 
nafter c11J1d the .. Note(s}") and each Advance to be made by lender to 
ver hereunder and under the Note(s) shall be evidenced by and shall be 
ad by & cecurhy egreement conveying or reserving to lender 1 security 
st in the Vehicles and further secured by the Vehicle leases and rental 
nenta, an assignment to Lender of all rentals and other proceeds of the 
or rental of such Vehicles and the Proceeds thereof. Unless lender and 
ver shall otherwise 81Jf&8. the Advance, in respect of the Vehh:lu. shall 
xceed the Amount of Advance as defined in the DRAC Financing 
ment Additional Terms and Conditions. The Note(s), securily agreement 
ssignments shall be in such form and shall contain such provisions as 
·t ,.~, a to time may require. An Advance with respect to more than 
tra ... ay be evidenced by and secured by one or more security 
menta but the provisions of this Agreement shall apply to each Vehich1 
a Advance related thereto separately. The rate of interest applicable to 
Advance will be established and publi$hed from time to time by ths 
. 
.. 
JRROWER"S WARRANTIES; To induce Lender to make the loan 
1der. Borrower hare by represents, warrants. and agrees that altha lime 
Advance is made hereunder: · 
rrower has the right and the requisite power and authority to mele, 
::ept. execute, deliver. perform. evidence and secure the loan and each 
vance and to do the character of business conducted by it in each stele 
• ~hich it then conducts its business. and neither the making, evidencing 
:epting, executing. delivering. performing or securing of the loan and 
:h Advance, nor the conduct of Borrower's business in each slate in 
ich it than conducts its business shall be in violation ol or rvsuh in a 
Jlth of any restriction imposed by law or contained in Borrower's 
icles af incorporation. charter, code of regulations, by·laws. il any, or in 
lalion of or result in a breach of any restriction imposed by any 
tstanding agreement or commitment of Borrower; end 
gre shall have been no change in the assets. liabilities or lma•lcial 
ndilion of Borrower from that set forth in the most recent financial 
,aamants furnished by Borrower to Lender prior to the date ol the 
,vance, other than changes in the ordinary courn ol business none ol 
·ich r' 181 shall have been materially adverse; and 
·er shall have full and clear tille to each Vehicle for ~hich the 
.;e shall have been requested, that each Vehicle is registered in its 
ne and a Certificate of Title showing Lander's security interest in each 
h Vahicla shall hava been apphetl lor •I p<!tmll•ed by law 
1BROWEB'S COVEH!li.U; Borrower he:aby co..-encmts and ag1ees 
"!\•1"r fh,r· 
1. At the lime each Advance is mads hereunder. and al such other time or 
timu 11s lender may request, Borrower shall lurniah to lender auch 
·evidence as Linder may require with respect to the truth, accuracy and 
completeness of the represenlfttions and warranties made by Borrower 
pursuant to section 2 hereof; and 
b. Unless Lender and Borrower shall otherwise agrae in writing. each 
Advance shall be repaid as provided in the DRAC Financing Agreement 
Addilional Terms and Conditions. 
4. GENERAL: It i:s hereby further agreed that: 
a. No waiver, modification, or change or any of the terms or conditions of 
this DRAC Financing Agreen1ent [hereinafter called the "Agreement") will 
be valid or binding unles~ executed in writing and signed by an authorized 
representative of Lender. As this Agreement has no expiration date, and 
as circumstances may exist or erise that lender believes requires 
amendment of all DRAC Financing Agreements with all borrowers. lendtr 
shall have lhe right to amend this Agreement to the extent that lender 
deems advisable, provided thatlendar makes the same amendment in all 
of the ORAC Financi~g Agreements generally. Such amendment or 
amendments will be fully sel forth in a notice signed by an authorized 
representative of Lander. Borrower hereby expressly agrees that ten 11 0) 
days alter delivery ol the Notice to Borrower. this Agreement will be 
deemed to be amended in the manner and to the extent set forth therein; 
and 
. . 
b. lender shall have the right. in its sola discretion. to deternline the extent • 
if any, to which it will make Advances under the loan to Borrower 
hereunder. lender al any lime, and from lime to time. in its sol! 
discretion. m"y establish, rescind or change limits on the extenl to which 
it will make the loan to Borrower hereunder or Advances with respect to 
Vehicles to be leased to a particular lessee. Each Advance and the 
instruments evidencing and securing the same must be acceptable to 
Lender. not only as 10 form and substanca but also as to the 
creditworthiness of Borrower and/or each leuu; and 
c. By accepting or approving any insurance or any docunlent or in$lrurnent, 
including. without limitation. any vehicle lease. security agreement, 
assignment of lease and lease or rental proceeds or insurance policy, 
Lender shall not be deemed to have warranted or represented the 
sufficiency. legality. effectiveness or legal eflect of lha same, or of anr 
lerm. provision or condition thereof and such acceptanee or approval 
thereof shall not be or constitute any warranty or represenlalion wilh 
respect thereto by lender: end 
rf All aorP.P.mants co.,.enants. reoresent:uions. and w•uranties ruat.le by 
Borrower in llus Agreement, and all statements eontBinecl in any fm3ntiat 
state111ent. certificate or related security instruments deliveted by 
Borro·:.-er hereunder shall ba deemed to con~titule agreements. 
(l0114 
r.ovanants, representations and wauenties m1:da by Borrov.er. shall be 
deemad to have bean reputed by Borrower ar the lime each Advance is 
made hereunder and shall survive the execution and delivery of this 
. Agreement and &hall remain in fuJI force and 1ffect until all indebtedness, 
1tt:r:1ies and other obligations at Bonower to Lender hereunder have 
.. L aid in full or otherwise fully diuharged; and 
sam11 force end eflact a: if lully ut fonh herein. and the teem •this 
Agreement" includes all said documents. These documents contain the 
complete and integrated exprtssion of the Agreement between the 
parties. No $l8temenl, promise, or inducement made by either party or 
any agent of either party that is not contained in these ~ocumenll shan 
be valid or binding and lhis Agreement may not be enlarged, modified. or 
altered except as provided herein. . This Agreemenc, the DRAC Financing Agreement Additional Terms and 
Conditions, ane or mora 1ec:urity agreement($), as entered into between 
the partiaa lrom time to time, the Nole(s) exeeuted by Borrower and the f. This Agreement is elfective upon execution by the aigctature al1 dulr 
factory invoiee1 tor Vehiclea financed hereunder comprise the entire authorized employee of Lender and br the 1ignature af 1 duly euthoriud 
agreement beawun Borrower and lender, and by this reference afl such representative of Borrower (il a corporationt, or of a general partner (if 
do,uments are hereby incorporated as a part ol this Agreement with the Borrower is a partnership}, or of Borrower (if Borrower is 1n individual). 
-z.. ~ Ju N t!J ~'"'"? 








DEMAND PROMISSORY NOTE 
(DRAC) 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED. the undersigned Borrower promises to pay to the. order of CHRYSLE CREDIT 
CORPORATION, a Delaware corporation, on de mal}~ the principal sum of ..;.._ .-5 AJ ~ 
-============::::!..-DOLLARS($ fR8.Q(J().IJc.) 1. or so much therMf a~ may from· 
time to time be advanced and unpaid, together with inierest thereon, or on so much thereof as may from time to 
time be advanced end unpaid, in accordance with the below referenced DRAC Financing Agreement from the 
date advanced unt~aid, both principal and interest being payable at the office of Chrysler Credit Corporation in 
.Q/.ytlodri'A 1 ~ • or at such other place as shall be designated from tirne to tirne by the 
holder hereof by written notice to the undersigned Borrower. 
This Note is made and delivered pursuant to the terms and conditions of that certain ORAC FINANCING 
AGREEMENT dated h .. Z L 19 ll. between CHRYSLER CREDIT CORPORATION 
. and hAbMaQt~ CJ./t!~L£1• lif?ttOtlll-1 1 tp fltt' 1 X« , to which reference is hereby made and the 
terms and conditions of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference as fully as if set out herein. 
In the event of default, the undersigned Borrower promises to pay all costs incurred in collecting this Note, 
including reasonable attorneys' fees. 
The makers, sureties. guarantors and endorsers hereof severally waive presentment for payment. protest, 







: :~SECURITY AGREEMENT (with Fixed Rate Note) 
·:.',DEALER EQUIPMENT (P.rchu• Money C11an•l Marta•o•J 
-~~ .. 
VJrraow all;~•n by thnt pr~aanta, that DAHLGREN Oi.RYSLER-PLYMOU'Jli. OOCGE, IN: • ID,itorl 
1\. tkf 206 ~~:f~OO Streel Dahlctt'ei) . , City, ------------
·,; f:-King George . · ' I'Aunty, and Slllt of V .l.rq.Ull.a (hatin ulled "Dthtm .. ~ hat tbi& dale borrowed from Qwytltr 
-~~11:ttdit ColporaciDil (~Ia calltd -steuted Pany•L lor the purpou ol fin&llcinO in whole or in patt thl p&td'olat pritt of th1 equipm1n1 dtacribad balow, (httllft 'ailed "Propen('J tilt T01al 
. ;~~ Amaaal financed of $] 1 , 21 3 50 u alt forth btlaw. lnd let 1111 purpose ol ncuriRJ dsl pltftltnt of tbt Totti Amoun1 Finaftctd, tad for nell_ lad l¥try olhlr lndaiUtdntas 
.~or .tligalian MW o.ing 01 hareahtt CIWid by Dtblet to S.cu.ed Panr by th1n pttatnta da11 htraoy grant. WJtO Stcwld Pllt'f, ita &~JCCtiiDrt and aatiglll, 1 fillt lftd priot 11a~tl1J IAttllll ill 
... ~ dtt fol~ng dtacribad Propeny, kKJudlltQ •nr and all anachmanta ltld acct&aorilt thertto and tht proc11da thereof _..tthlf cash or Mn·wh procttda: 
.. 
~.,..· ~· 
. . :~~~·! . . '~ .\~ ~·r.·: ·~ ; .~t: ~!;· .. - EQUIPMENT DESCRIPllON IDENnFICA TIDN NO. AMOUNT FIHANCfD 
... :· f----------------------------~----------t---------1 
· ~ Reynolds and Reynolds F&I System consistlng 
···.it:] .~ PC 512-2-R F&I 
{~: .:l~Color Monit~,:. ::·." 
..-~~·r ·l·:F•lO Printer ·· -~ ··· -·~~~ ~1::-soo Handset,··:: ~: 
-~v~ -~l~~~-~~o~~)~i.~,\: ·~.: 
•:.i..; ·U·•·.··,. ·: ·tf· •: , •. ,. ............ I 
-.·~:: .. :: . ·' ... " ·~·... ··•: ... .. • i~ ~-,. • • c .• ·~.;, ·a :--·•. 
.'··,, :(,· ~ .. f . .;. .. . : .. ·:·, 
·~ ~- . 
.. c~-... .r 
•:- !:~ .. 1 .• 
, _ ... ,; ·~' :.i : 








I $10,644 .so 
,. 
, 
SUB TOTAL lt1n f\dd Rn 
FREIGHT I Rn.nn 
SALES TAX I d.RR 70 
TOTAL AMOUIT FINANCED ltn "J1-=t C\n 
;~·~~·.to bnt and to held lht ume unto 11id Secured hrty. it& cuccnsort and assigns forever. PIO'fided that if Debtor ahall h1tly pay unto Secured Partr.ltaauccencrl and anion•. al the offica of 
1tld fant lilted tbova oral 1~ othar placa11 Steurtd P•rty shall dnignatt. tht Total Amount Financed in ICCDfdanca with lht tenns altha anachd Promauory Note and of th• Term• 
· _. Condlticna 11t lotth 111M renra Nleaf. and if Debtor wll wtU and wly katp and perform the provisions ths11at, than Util Slcllrity Agretmantlhall be tl!in;uishd. otherwist to rtmlhl 
·· f• II tun faRt and effact. ~ ' •! ·,. • :. 
-~· . . . . ' ·~. .. ........ :...·~~········· ... ·-~- .· •;: ~ ·"/ t,.Dibt« adu'lowttdgullctipl ot t IJVI and completely taltad in C11PJ of ll\ia Secvrity ARtttment tl tha time of oucuticn. -~?..: PllAINTIFF'S : -~f :';::CU11=d:_:iA~Q:!!ua:!!d"'!!!P!!:Iic!!llt~thi:;'a:..=2~2;::.,:day:r,.!o::.;f ~Ap~r=i==l=====~1!.9 :!8~7:.:·~-~~~----------1; ~-~~r.~W:sti~~;:: 
. : -~ .OAHLG r.;;.t. 
~z~·: " ~..:~ .... ... :,=#, 
.. ·~·· . ~~~-.~~----~----~ 
PRDKISSORY J!OTE 
·? ;·1,.J AMOWCr .· . , .. !· I em I 11•11 1111.rt . 
. :·I: $1]. 213 so Alexandria . va Apr~l 22 1987 
~~: .. "·.For valua '"'iv1d.lht und111ignad Debtor. fiaintlr and martDrl promise(a) to pay to tha order of Chrytler Crtdit Corporation tho s11m of eleven thousand -.:.~:.'. · bo hnnflre1 thi:rteen dollars and fj fty cents ------------------------------------------ conan 
. ."1 ·~·thirty five ( 15 )tqvalmonlhlyinatallmentsof three huodrg] eleven dollars and forty seven cents 
. :· .:~. ----------------------------------------------------- Dollars f$ 311.4 7 I aach. commancino Oft lhl 
i: . .....fifteenth or May • 19 87 .1114 on the fifteenth day of lith 
• •.::~ .• "'wading montll Vttrllfl•r unt;l tho req:airtcl nwmbor of aqual mottlhtr inalallmtnts of princietal.,.• bean paid in lull and cn1 (1) linallnstallm•nt et ----------
•"· · .. tbree hundred twehre dol Jars and fiye cents ---------------------------------------- Doflar1 
•• ~ t 1J 2 05 . . ) to bt paid Oft tilt fj fteentb day of Aprj J , 18 9Q , togethlr with 
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HALASZ & HALASZ 
THE COURT: Call your next witness. 
MR. CAVE: We rest, Your Honor. 
169 
THE COURT: Very well. The .defendants may 
MR. RIGGENBACH: Judge, we have a lengthy 
motion to strike. 
THE COURT: The jury will please retire. 
(Jury retired to.the jury room at 3:33 p.m.) 
THE COURT: Proceed. 
MR. RIGGENBACH: Judge, count five asserts a 
claim under a section of the corporation statute, 
specifically Section 13.1-692. And that section 
references Section 13.1-690. Also involved is Section 
13.1-653. 
THE COURT: Six what. 
MR. RIGGENBACH: 53. If Your Honor will 
turn to paragraph 59 of the Motion for Judgment, each of 
those are set forth there. These are the statutory bases 
for the cause of action asserted in count five. 
The basic cause of action is set forth in 
Section 13.1-692, which is entitled "Liability for 
Unlawful Distributions." And if I may read paragraph A, 
"Unless he complies" -- excuse me, here it is. Forgive 
me. Quote, "Unless he complies with the applicable 
00120 
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6 1 standards of conduct described in Section 13.1-690, a 
2 director who votes for or assents to a distribution made 
3 in violation of this chapter or the articles of 
4 incorporation is personally liable to the corporation and 
5 its creditors for the amount of the distribution that 
6 exceeds what could have been distributed without violating 
7 this chapter or the articles of incorporation." 
8 Judge, 13.1-692 applies only or involves the 
9 civil liability only for acts of, quote, directors. 
10 Doesn't mention the acts of any other person in any other 
11 corporate capacity. It's only the capacity of those as 
12 directors. 
13 There has been absolutely no evidence 
14 introduced as to the fact or introduced that any of the 
15 defendants, including our clients, was a, quote, director. 
16 Therefore, a cause of action under 13.1-692 must fail. 
17 Also, measure of damages under Section 
18 13.1-692 is, quote, "To the extent that the distribution 
19 exceeds what could have been distributed without violating 
20 this chapter or the articles of incorporation." Well, the 
21 Motion for Judgment alleges that the statutory violation 
22 they're claiming is under Section 13.1-653, specifically 
23 c, paragraph c, which says, quote, "No distribution may be 
24 made if after giving it effect the corporation would not 
25 be able to pay its debts as they became due in the usual 
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course of business or the corporation's total assets would 
be less than the sum of its total liabilities plus, unless 
the articles of incorporation permit otherwise, the amount 
that would be needed if the corporation were to be 
dissolved at the time of the distribution to satisfy the 
preferential rights upon dissolution of shareholders whose 
preferential rights are superior to those receiving the 
distribution." 
In other words, Section 653 makes it 
unlawful for distributions to be made when there's not 
enough money to pay your normal debts or when a 
distribution makes the assets go below its liabilities. 
~hose are the two violations that are 
alleged in count five, and the measure of damages is that 
difference, the difference between how the distribution 
made them unable to pay their debts as they became due or 
the difference that the liabilities were greater than the 
assets. 
There has been no evidence whatsoever as to 
that damage. The jury cannot -- does not have any 
evidentiary basis on which it can find what the amount 
was, that a distribution was made to the extent that 
distribution made them unable to pay the debt, and to the 
extent it made the assets greater than the liabilities. 
It's on~y that difference in the amount that the 
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distribution affected this that they can recover under. 
There has been no evidence introduced to that point, and 
therefore, we submit that, even assuming they prove a 
cause of action under this statute, there have been no 
damages proved in any degree. Therefore, this count 
should be stricken. 
Thank you, Judge. 
THE COURT: Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Cave?. 
MR. CAVE: 13.1-653 says that there cannot 
be a distribution to shareholders if after giving effect 
to it the corporation would not be able to pay its debts 
as they become due in the usual course of business. The 
evidence in this case is that this corporation was not 
able to pay its debts. They bounced checks with Chrysler 
Credit to the point that Chrysler credit came in and 
foreclosed. That is evidence that this corporation was 
unable as a result of distributions to meet its debts. So 
you've met the evidentiary situation. 
And what's the remedy? The remedy says that 
as to shareholders who have received an unlawful 
distribution, that they are liable for or to the extent of 
the unlawful distribution. Now, that's in Section 
13.1-692, subsection (b) (2). 
Now, what we have presented is evidence that 
0012:1 
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they were unable to meet their debts. Chrysler came in 
and foreclosed. And when we reviewed the inventory, the 
new car sales to defendant Motors Holding not paid for, 
4 the used cars sold out of trust at a time when the funds 
5 came in to the dealership and the defendants were in 
6 control, not paid for, the used car inventory sold and 
7 funds not remitted to Chrysler Credit at a time when the 
8 defendants were in control, not paid for. 
9 Those are the three items that were in that 
10 summary 15-B, to the tune of about $254,000, that were 
11 distributed to these defendants, the shareholders of the 
12 corporation. 
13 And I submit to Your Honor that under 
14 13.1-653, a shareholder has received a distribution at a 
15 time when they were not able to meet their debts as they 
16 became due, and that they must remit that back to the 
17 corporation in order that the corporation's creditors 
18 and that's the curleys and the Stevensons and John 
19 Hadjy -- can obtain those funds. 





MR. CAVE: But they are. They signed the 
agreement as well, yes, sir. They're on the -- they were 
one of the signatories to the sale agreement, the Curley 
25 sale agreement, Motors Holding was also, and so that's a 
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distribution to that shareholder. 
MR. RIGGENBACH: If I may respond. 
THE COURT: Close on your motion. 
174 
MR. RIGGENBACH: He has not responded to the 
initial point. This statutory action only goes to 
directors. It says it goes to the liability of directors. 
Now, the section that counsel read for you pertains to --
gives directors rights of, quote, contribution from 
shareholders. So what this statute allows for is a person 
to sue the directors and they in turn, the directors, may 
sue the shareholders. The statute does not provide a 
direct cause of action between persons and shareholders. 
In this case he's missed that .necessary link of the 
director. It couldn't be worded more clearly. This is 
the only civil liability provided for in count four or the 
only action for which you can get a civil remedy. 
THE COURT: You're referring to 692? 
MR. RIGGENBACH: Yes, sir, which 
incorporates by reference 13.1-690 and says if you violate 
anything else, you can pursue a cause of action of civil 
liability for unlawful distributions against a director, 
and you, director, if you have to pay out may in turn 
quote, are entitled to contribution from shareholders· who 
received it. But it does not create a direct cause of 
action between creditors and shareholders. And there has 
00125 
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1 again been -- and I take it from the no response to that, 
2 there is no evidence as to any of our defendants were a 
3 director at any of the time periods. 
4 So again we would move for that reason, that 
5 we think that submit that's a very strong reason, and 
6 also as to the lack of proving the appropriate measure of 
7 damages permitted, namely the difference between how the 
8 distribution affected these other things, not the amount 
9 of the distribution. That's all that the evidence shows. 
10 Thank you. 
11 THE COURT: Thank you very much, sir. 
12 Do the pro se defendants have ariy motions? 
13 MR. CATLETT: Just to join in with the other 
14 defense counsel. 
15 THE COURT: Well, that's noted of record. 
16 The court, rather·than take the time now to sort out your 
17 positions regarding your interpretations of the statutes, 
is will defer a ruling and permit you to proceed with your 
19 evidence for the defendants, should you be so advised, 
20 without prejudice. 
21 MR. RIGGENBACH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
22 THE COURT: Ready for the jury? 
23 MR. RIGGENBACH: Yes, sir. 
24 (Jury returned to the jury box at 3:45 p.m.) 
25 MR. RIGGENBACH: Call Mr. Jerry Dean to the 
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1985 Aries 305947 $ 2,600.00 
1986 Colt 002871 $ 2,795.50 
1985 Aries 259304 $ 4,103.85 
1986 Colt 002513 $ 3,180.00 
1959 Metropolitan E79655 $ 980.00 
1985 Chrysler Fifth Avenue 606634 $ 8,996.00 
1983 Larson Trailer 574 $ 4,046.00 
* 1986 Pontiac Grand Prix 2413045 $ 12,459.00 
1976 International 
School Bus 213178 $ 1,444.56 
1968 Mercury Montego 5563182 $ 2,296.13 
1970 Plymouth Reliant 239386 $ 5,211.18 
1984 Plymouth Colt 406112 $ 1,900.00 
1982 Dodge Aries 208955 $ 700.00 
1973 Chevy Malibu 457532 $ 525.00 
1973 Ford T-Bird 1241690 $ 800.00 
* 1985 Laser 216419 $ 4,074.35 
* 1981 Datsun 449849 $ 2,000.00 
** 
1986 Dodge Daytona 153790 $ 6,000.00 
1987 Dodge D150 520737 $ 5,625.65 
1984 Dodge Daytona 296862 $ 1,000.00 
** 
1988 Chrysler LeBaron 349280 $ 8,000.00 
* 1986 Voyager 611356 $ 6,700.00 
1986 LeBaron 173196 $ 4,431.58 
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* 1985 Dodge 600 165934 $ 3,100.00 
* 1985 Horizon 147488 $ 3,000.00 
1979 Chevrolet ---a-298 $ 223.00 
* 1987 Ram so 01985 $ 5,100.00 
* 1987 Voyager 116822 $ 5,000.00 
* 1978 Ford AJ5918 $ 2,600.00 
* 1983 Cadillac 813151 $ 7,000.00 
* 1986 Hissan 342363 $ 4,600.00 
* 1985 Maxima 1138 $ 6,500.00 
* 1985 Cherokee 137923 $ 5,700.00 
* 1983 Celebrity 813977 $ 2,200.00 
* 1985 Grand Am 781824 $ 5,000.00 
* 1985 Chevrolet 120371 $ 6,500.00 
1986 caravelle 168092 $ 3,500.00 
1984 E Class 236951 $ 1,426.71 
* 1983 Dodge D150 505880 $ 2,432.96 
1975 Toyota 045827 $ 100.00 
1976 Ford F250 C5632 $ 800.00 
** 
1988 Chrysler LeBaron 368064 $ 9,100.00 
1982 Pl~outh Ho~izon 18085 $ 500.00 
Vehicles Removed From Dealership $ 57,185.16 
* Vehicles Purchased by Motors Holding 
·with Unpaid Accounts Receivable $ 83,966.31 








lfBW VBBICLB IIIVBit'l'ORY 
SOLD OQT or WRVST 
Vehicle 
1989 Caravan 591836 
1989 Ram so 038174 
1989 Sundance 592735 
1989 Shadow 619333 
1989 Voyager 230919 
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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERBOR 
The trial court erred in the following respects: 
1. In dismissing Count Five of the Motion for 
Judgment, "Unlawful Distribution of Corporate Assets", on the 
ground that an action asserting an unlawful distribution of a 
corporation's assets to a shareholder may only he asserted 
against the corporation's directors. 
2. In dismissing Count Six of the Motion for 
Judgment, "Shareholder Liability for the Debts of Dahlgren 
Chrysler-Plymouth, Dodge, Inc.", on the ground that that cause 
of action sounds in tort and is therefore time barred under 
Va. Code § 8.01-248. 
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